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ABSTRACT

Many critics consider nineteenth century British Romanticism one of the most political
movements in literary history. A major reason for this claim is that the 19th century is
recorded in European history as a watershed of economic, social, and political
constructions whose consequences and impact reached continents and populations
beyond Europe. For example, the Atlantic slave trade, colonization, and the industrial
revolution reached their apogee in the century. One outcome of these developments was
the new alignments and relationships Europe entered into with African and Asian
peoples. The intellectual and social character of these relationships attracted the interest
and attention of the English literati who defined the Romantic movement.

In particular, William Blake, William Wordsworth, Samuel T. Coleridge, Robert
Southey, Percy B. Shelley, Mary Shelley, Lord Byron, and others will reflect on the
turbulent currents of the age’s concerns with the ethics and implications of internal social
and political arrangements and their historical projections in Asia, Africa, and the
Americas. In spite of the varied tone of the engravings, essays, poetry, drama, and novels
that defined the writers’ concerns, their works will register compelling voices in literary
history.

This study focuses mainly on select writings of the Shelleys which respond to the social
and cultural ramifications of 19th Century history and politics. A unique aspect of the
Shelleys’ literary engagement is their appropriation and redefinition of classical myths
and metaphors to develop “revolutionary” readings of history. In the process, nuanced
operations of irony and paradox appear to undermine the “revolutionary” intention critics
claim for the Shelleys.

Also, this study explores critical assertions that claim that the historical relationships
Europeans entered into with other peoples, particularly Africans, influenced a similar
development of radical politics in some African writing. This history is the subject of the
Chinua Achebe and Ayi Kwei Armah novels examined in this study. The examination
argues reasons that similar operations of irony and paradox are present in these African
writers as they develop other notions of Africa’s historical meeting with Europe.
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INTRODUCTION

The 19th century marks a very unique age in European history. The century is

recorded as a watershed of economic, social, and political constructions whose

consequences and impact reached continents and populations beyond Europe. For

example, the Atlantic slave trade and the colonization of Africa and other places will

reach their apogee in this century. In particular, Europe’s relationship with Africa will

acquire a new character. Indigenous states and empires lost their identities as independent

or sovereign political entities and became protectorates or territorial acquisitions of many

European powers such as France, Britain, Belgium, Portugal, and Spain. Variations of

these political relationships started with the onset of the Atlantic slave trade. But with the

Berlin Conference of 1884, the institution of colonization had become sanctioned as the

appropriate form of governance and political control of Africa. One consequence of this

development witnessed shifts towards closer physical proximity between Europeans and

Africans. At the same time, and ironically, this closeness widened and deepened the

psychological and political relationship between them. This distance manifested itself in

the new identity of Africans as slaves in the western hemisphere or as colonized subjects

in their own lands. Thus, at a pivotal moment in Europe’s history, its relationship with

Africa was marked and defined in clear binary terms. JanMohammed, borrowing a term

from the ancient Persian belief in the division of the universe into opposing principles

such as good and evil or light and darkness, will metaphorize this binary relationship as

Manichean. This critical term will recur in Chapter Two of this study as it helps clarify
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the nature of the antagonisms and conflicts that some writers of the 19th century saw as

auxiliary to the operation of debilitating social systems and political institutions.

These new political alignments and relationships Europe, especially England,

entered into with African and Asian peoples attracted the interest and attention of the

literati. In England, some of the major writers associated with the Romantic literary

movement engaged the politics and social implications of English history in various

reflections on the uses and ends of political power. Clearly, the stress on the politics of

the age in some Romantic writing points to the profound impact of the political

convulsions of the age on English intellectuals. A corollary will be the later development

of similar or different political emphasis and strains in the writing of the literati in

territories colonized by England and other European powers. This study examines the

politics of these Romantics, especially the Shelleys, and the later African writers. To be

sure, the Romantic movement of the 19th century and the later African writings of later

centuries are clearly autonomous intellectual and literary experiences that can be read and

studied independent of each other. Neither is this study proposing a causal relationship

between British Romanticism and contemporary African writing. Nonetheless, the

juxtaposition of these two distinct literary experiences can be justified as an academic

study that attempts to examine the literary response to the various political and historical

implications of cultures meeting in the dramatic confluence of the slave trade and

colonization. For example, the millions of Africans now living as citizens of various

countries in the western hemisphere, or the millions of Europeans living as citizens in

Southern Africa attests to the permanent and lasting consequence of a history that has
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conjoined Europe and Africa. Therefore, the literary experiences of this conjoined history

offer interpretive possibilities in a study of African or European literatures. Another

poignant illustration that encourages this study of some English Romantics and African

writers is the intellectual nuance that frames Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart, a novel

examined in Chapter Four of this study. The very title of Achebe’s novel, an allusion to

Yeats’ “The Second Coming” attests to the power and consequence of this conjoined

history. The open allusion to Yeats that prefaces editions of the novel is salutary; Achebe

appropriates an echo of European angst to tell his unique African story. The implied

disintegration of a world where “mere anarchy” is the run of social affairs mirrors the

nature of Achebe’s lament on the destructive outcome of the meeting of Africa and

Europe in Things Fall Apart. Achebe’s use of this allusion, whether it is intended as

homage to another writer or not, underscores the validity of reading literatures across

time and worlds. The expanded comprehension that derives from appreciating literary

antecedents outside one’s temporal location contributes to Achebe’s novel’s significance

as a compelling treatment of the theme of social disintegration in the African novel.

Indeed, Edward Said, in his reading and explication of the notion of tradition in

literature argues that “there is just no way in which the past can be quarantined from the

present. Past and present inform each other, each implies the other…each co-exists with

the other” (Culture and Imperialism 2). This assertion on the intertwined makes possible

this study’s examination of the thematic possibilities inherent in literatures that have their

point of development in a history defined by the politics of the 19th century British

imperialism. Also, the study uses and refers to disparate literary genres to examine the
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pointed political themes in the literatures of Britain and Africa. Novels, poems, essays,

drama, letters, interviews, and slave narratives enable access to writer insights otherwise

difficult to intuit by confining oneself to the reading of an exclusive genre by a writer.

The use of different genres adds and amplifies the range of meaning. For example,

Achebe’s interview with Bill Moyers, quoted in Chapter Four, provides a powerful

immediacy to his thoughts on Igbo cosmology that one will not experience in Arrow of

God. Similarly, Percy B. Shelley’s letters help clarify the purpose and intent of the use of

personal social values in his writing. In addition, the value of my use of the slave

narratives lie in their realistic and historically accurate documentation of historical

subjects developed in the other creative or fictional genres. Also, the slave narratives

have an added significance as the earliest written accounts of Africans outside Africa. It

must be noted that before 1865 (end of the American Civil War), Africans in slavery in

the Americas, particularly the United States, were referred to in popular and other

writings as “slaves,” “blacks,” or “Africans”. Since they will not become citizens until

after the war, I find it appropriate to locate their experiences in the context of the premise

that they belonged to an overseas African population whose literature must be read and

referred to in this study. The accounts of their experiences resonate with similar themes

of social and political subjugation present in the Romantic critiques of slavery and its

effects on humanity. Finally, the presence of these varied genres in this study has a

contemporary relevance to the spate of writings on the subjects of 19th political empires

and related subjects. Edward Said’s Orientalism, Debbie Lee’s Slavery and the Romantic

Imagination, and Gauri Viswanathan’s Masks of Conquests are examples of studies on
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19th century politics of empire and colonization that draw on different literary genres to

develop assertions on 19th century history and politics. In framing this study in the

context of the conjoined histories of African and Europe I only propose to examine the

presence of compelling literary analogues between the various English and African

writers examined.

The politics of liberation predicated in 19th century British Romanticism is

emphatic in its resistance to the ideology of tyranny constructed in British colonialism. I

use the term liberation to imply meanings inferred from assertions by Percy Shelley,

Chinua Achebe and Ayi Kwei Armah on the function of writers and their writings. For

Shelley, the term evokes an energetic movement of the human consciousness toward the

experience of freedom and less oppressive social structures (Shelley’s Poetry and Prose).

In Achebe, his writing aids “the task of re-education and regeneration that must be done”(

Hopes and Impediments 45).Ayi Kwei Armah views literature as a resource that has the

potential to “generate creative possibilities” in a people (The Eloquence of the Scribes)

These stated positions on the nuances of liberation explain these writers’ use of their

writings as cultural tools to accomplish revolutionary goals. Revolutionary implies the

context of refashioning new and constructive ways of thought in human experience. Yet

as British Romanticism, especially in the Shelleys, became the site for the imaginative

inquiry into liberating forms of social relationships, it also revealed problems about the

pitfalls and limitations of this quest.

The one important thesis of this study is my assertion that the Shelleys have set up

the politics of liberation as a desirable flame that burns out tyrannical associations and
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turns the passive ore of captive social relationships into active and vibrant human

expressions. However, the process of this movement is beset by pitfalls. Percy B. Shelley

seems to caution that a people who desire political and psychic liberation should not

project the power imbrued in this experience on leaders who profess to champion the

cause of freedom. Inevitably, these leaders who assume and wield power impede, through

devious machinations, the people’s movement towards a true experience of untrammeled

freedom. I intend to analyze how Percy Shelley’s construction of the political and

cultural motifs in “The Mask of Anarchy” in Chapter Three has given rise to the ironic

conclusion that, the desire for or proclamation of freedom, in historical contests, does not,

often, lead to its realization. This pitfall seems to reinforce a notion that social and

cultural institutions or structures in human history necessarily mock the revolutionary

values that inspired them in the first place. This sense of the limitations and pitfalls of

political or psychic liberation and the failed disruptions they amount to is at the core of

the depiction of situations, characters and landscape in Prometheus Unbound,

Frankenstein, “A Philosophical View of Reform,” Achebe’s Things Fall Apart and Arrow

of God, Ayi Kwei Armah’s The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born, Ferdinand Oyono’s

The Old Man and the Medal. David Diop, and others.

The theoretical basis I claim in the reading of the literary analogues I see present

in the texts selected for this study derives from the materialist conception of history. This

conception of history that Marx defines in The German Ideology emphasizes the

connection between the realm of ideas, thought, social production and all human activity

in general. Marx writes:
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The production of ideas, of consciousness, is at first directly interwoven

with the material activity and the material intercourse of men, the

language of real life. Conceiving, thinking, the mental intercourse of men

appear at this stage as the direct influx of their material behavior. The

same applies to mental production as expressed in the language of politics,

laws, morality, religion, metaphysics, etc. of a people. Men are the

producers of their conceptions, ideas, etc. – real active men, as they are

conditioned by a definite development of their productive forces and of

the intercourse corresponding to these, up to its furthest forms. (Tucker

154)

The primacy of human agency in defining the structures and character of productive

relations is the dominant thesis in the above assertion. Also, whether these structures are

fashioned to oppress, exploit, or liberate the diverse impulses peculiar to people can be

quantified or known on the basis of how these structures function. Hence in any social

arrangements, artistic or literary representation and images necessarily become important

sites of knowledge on how these arrangements work. For example, the language of

literary production, in this way of seeing it, reveals the various tensions in artifacts and

metaphors constructed to tell a story. Therefore, in the materialist conception of history,

the literary language, artistic genres, and other forms of metaphoric representation are not

neutral observations of human interactions but active indicators of the nature of social

organization and cultural formations. This conception is central to understanding Chinua

Achebe’s definition of himself as “The Novelist as Teacher”. This role implies his active
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participation in the social processes of his world through the different literary genres-

essays, novels, interviews, poetry- he employs as a writer.

It is out of this materialist proposition on history and use of allegory as a figure of

reading that I propose to examine the writings selected for this study. I read the figures

of Prometheus and the Frankenstein creature in the Shelleys as literary constructions with

symbolic and metaphoric significance dealing with definitions of social identity and

political power in Europe’s history and its other historical relationship with Africa. As

allegorical figures, Prometheus and Frankenstein’s creature embody a changing and

ongoing struggle over 1) the institution and distribution of political and economic power

and 2) the construction of boundaries and constraints to entrench the hegemonic

relationships characterized in the former. In the final analysis, Prometheus and the

creature in Frankenstein are supreme metaphors of the Romantic dialectic. One is the

laudable expression of the messianic and millenarian impulses of Europe’s colonizing

mission in Africa; the other is the figure of the “unspeakable” darkness that threatens the

values of European civilization from the non-European.

However, this figurative dyad also lends itself to new definitions that reverse its

value in the terrain of British (European) colonialism. In its social interaction with Africa,

Europe’s pursuit of the Promethean ideal soon allowed the power of human “material

activity” to condition its “politics, laws, morality, and metaphysics.” Assurances of

European dominance through the creation of “civilizing culture” inscribed itself as a

supposedly logical and historical necessity. The African landscape, therefore, had to be

tamed or refashioned in terms of new “politics” and “laws” that reinforced the validation
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of the Promethean impulse in Europe’s mission of “Salvation.” This contradiction is very

apparent in Chapter Three’s examination of the contrasting contents of the Reverend

Thomas B. Freeman’s letter and the observations of Lieutenant Verney Lovett Cameron,

both Englishmen traveling in 19th century Africa. Nonetheless, the specific material

conditions in this pursuit also incited oppositional impulses that resisted and interrogated

Europe’s civilizing ideals. Europe’s Prometheus spawned a counter-hegemonic

Prometheus, and much of the eighteenth through nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw

various bursts of resistance against the hierarchical and dominating practices of Europe.

Therefore, in the appropriation of a liberating trope like Prometheus in relations that are

constituted by a social hierarchy, the figure, sooner or later, becomes subject to the

material laws that define conduct of this hierarchy. Africa’s later appropriations of the

Promethean trope, especially in various locales, reinforce the logic of this materialist

conception. For example, African independence from European colonialism was hailed in

language associated with the Promethean expression of liberation. However, much of the

anti-colonial independence movements will degenerate into the very embodiment of the

colonial corruption they fought against. Ayi Kwei Armah’s first novel, The Beautyful

Ones Are Not Yet Born, is the story of this disruption of the Promethean ideal in African

politics. It is this paradox that that defines the controlling thesis in this study. That is, in

history, the mere possession or projection of power does not translate into notions of

liberation implied in Achebe, Armah, and Percy Shelley.

In addition to the development of this controlling thesis, the individual chapters

will address the varying forms of the dialectics of the constitution and resistance to
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imperial power and hegemonic relations. Chapter One is concerned with the irony and

contradiction in Shelley’s stance on how political and economic empires distort and

manipulate their proclamations of “enlightenment” and “civilization” to national and

class interests. Percy Shelley, in A Philosophical View of Reform, not only mirrors the

problematic stance of the Romantic movement’s opposition to the material goals of

empire but he also reveals a consciousness still bound up with the ideas that reinforce

colonialism and imperialism. A further historical and theoretical development of the

liberating consciousness and its corruption will be discussed in Chapter Three’s

engagement with the culture of tyranny in Percy Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound. There

are significant moments in Shelley’s drama which lend themselves to analogous readings

of the history of European colonialism and later, the process of “de”-colonization. I will

provide an overview and analysis of how these dramatic moments apply to the

interdependent histories of Africa and Europe in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

In addition, Chapter Three will examine the nature of the Promethean impulse in Ayi

Kwei Armah’s construction of the displacement of the high idealism of an African

renaissance by the corruption of a new class of African “freedom fighters”. In addition,

Chapter Three explores specific terms of forms of Shelleyan politics that highlight the

expressions of his idealism and the problematic paradox in this posture in “Ode to the

West Wind” and “The Mask of Anarchy”. My interest in this reading of “Ode To The

West Wind” is to illustrate a paradox that helps explain a seeming ambiguity in Shelley

situating himself as a critic of corrupted forms of the Christianity in England (in Chapter

One) which he will, ironically, recommend for the colonized populations in the British
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Empire. But he will appropriate the spiritual rituals of this population to seek the healing

orthodox Christianity has failed to provide him.

The Chapter Two, my allegorical reading of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, will

argue that the figure of Victor Frankenstein’s creature is an apocalyptic trope designed to

encourage a fear of the reality of the self-assertion of Europe’s working classes and

colonial peoples. But the crucial element in Victor’s relationship with his creature is the

operation of Victor’s internalized memories of cultural difference and rank. The “creator”

(Victor Frankenstein) is determined in his need to define the social and psychological

identity of the “created” (creature). Inevitably, the irreconcilable conflict of power and

resistance opens up textual implications for understanding the psychology of

subordination and revolt constructed into the historical relationships between Europe and

the empires it “created” in the nineteenth century. The slave narrative provides a

compelling illustration these relationships.

Chapter Four proposes to show that the historical dynamics Shelley argues

impelled the construction of empires are important in understanding the orientation of

social and cultural practices in nineteenth and twentieth century Africa. The European

empire in Africa did not only extract the latter’s resources, it also attempted, with

problematic consequences, to “re-create” the African in the “image” of the European.

This impulse to erase and displace African mores with European ones is summed up in

the sad lament by the noble Obierika in Achebe’s Things Fall Apart: “Our men and our

sons have joined the ranks of strangers” (124). The implied fixation with the masculine in

Obierika’s lament on the erosion of traditional hegemony is instructive but,
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paradoxically, the cultural and psychological reconstitution of the colonial subject did not

lead to the subject’s experience of the ideal of liberation Instead, the novel defines a

movement of accommodation that, in some ways, also makes the colonial subject an

unwitting or seeming participant in the colonization of Africa.

Finally, Chapter Five, the concluding chapter, will attempt a brief analyses of the

themes in the preceding chapters, to examine the notion that the Romantic stress on the

possibility of liberation and its allied impulses in humanity will always be held hostage to

hierarchized notions of society and social relationships. Traditional forms of conclusions,

often, develop the standard summary. That is, a highlighting of the major theses in the

main chapters. I deviate slightly from that form by introducing texts by Joseph Conrad,

Ferdinand Oyono, and William Blake to support this study’s conclusion that the logic and

ends of political hegemonies continually contest the idealized visions projected in social

practice and the literary texts that develop these visions
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CHAPTER ONE

A PHILOSOPHICAL VIEW OF REFORM: IRONY AND PARADOX

IN SHELLEY’S ANALYSIS AND CRITIQUE OF EMPIRE

1.1 Shelley’s England of 1819

The year 1819 is an important date in both Shelley’s chronology and English history.

In this year, Shelley completed Acts II, III, IV of Prometheus Unbound and the writing of “A

Philosophical View of Reform,” “On Life,” “The Mask of Anarchy,” “Peter Bell the Third,”

and the “Ode to the West Wind,” among other works. If a nation’s history is defined by the

momentous events that contribute to the shaping of its political character and the social

aspirations of its people, then 1819 merits study as almost unique in 19th century English

history (witness England in 1819 by James Chandler). One historical event that left a lasting

impact on the political institutions of England and also influenced political Romanticism was

the August 16 assembly of over 60,000 Englishmen in St. Peter’s Field, Manchester, to

protest the exclusionary forms of Parliamentary representation. The violent and brutal official

response to this protest, the indiscriminate attack on hundreds of defenseless men, women,

and children that became known as the “Peterloo Massacre,” left a searing and lasting mark

on Shelley and other liberals and radicals of the day.

Indeed, Shelley’s “The Mask of Anarchy” is not only an imaginative response to the

events of St. Peter’s Field, the poem is a vehicle for the further development of the contours

of the liberating aesthetic and political ideology associated with Shelley. In addition, he

covers the full range of historical time and space as he argues that reform and its attendant
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association—liberty, regeneration, revolution—are desirable material options to tyrannical

structures of power.

In a letter to Thomas Love Peacock [23-24 January 1819] after the completion of Act I

of Prometheus Unbound, Shelley states:

I consider Poetry very subordinate to moral & political science, & and I were well,

certainly I should aspire to the latter; for I can conceive a great work, embodying

the discoveries of all ages, & harmonizing the contending creeds by which mankind

have been ruled. (Shelley 1964, 2:71)

In privileging “moral and political science” as his preferred choice of intellectual interest in

the disciplines available for the study of the social institutions of human societies, Shelley

invests political ideology with an actual, rather than abstract, power of analysis and

comprehension of the forces of history. However, in his application of this power of

“political science” as a tool of analysis and comprehension in “Reform,” Shelley, as I will

show, fails to achieve the “harmonizing” effect his analysis aimed for. In the forward to

“Reform,” Shelley writes:

Those who imagine that personal interest is directly or indirectly concerned in

maintaining the Power in which they are clothed by the existing institutions of

English Government do not acknowledge the necessity of a material change in

those institutions…..With this exception, there is no inhabitant of the British

Empire of mature age and perfect understanding not fully persuaded of the necessity

of Reform. Let us believe not only that [it] is necessary because it is just and ought

to be, but necessary because it is inevitable and must be. ( Shelley 1970, 104)
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Two distinct complementary and antithetical elements may be inferred from this passage.

Firstly, “the existing institutions of English government” and “the British Empire” augment

each other in a conjunction of powerful social and economic interests. These interests wave a

network and pattern of assumptions, perceptions, values, and objectives that characterize and

guide the actions of a dominant and controlling class in whose “personal interest” it is to

resist notions of reform in the processes of governance or distribution of wealth accruing

from the operation of institutions set up to superintend gains of “Empire.” Consequently, this

resistance to reform sets up the passage’s antithetical elements, namely the emergence of an

intellectual opposition to the “British Empire” as a logical corollary to the very function of

Empire. For Shelley, therefore, the constitution of the “English Government” and the “British

Empire” implies a network of institutions which thrive on the social abuse and the negation

of the humanity of others. These excesses of “Empire” must, in Shelley’s view, invite a

response in the form of reform. The result, inherently, may be continuing conflict, rather than

resolution, since tyranny and reform seem to need and feed each other.

1.2 Reform and Its Politics as a Romantic Trope

The notion of reform in Percy B. Shelley’s “A Philosophical View of Reform”

(written in 1819) implies associations rooted in a critical engagement with the politics of

tyrannical social systems. In fact, Shelley asserts: “The broad principle of political reform

is the natural equality of men, not with relation to their property but to their rights”

(Shelley, 1970, 144). In one instance, “reform” in the “View” even connotes the promise

of such wide ranging social ends as “freedom,” “liberty,” and the possibility of
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untrammeled exercise of individual “sovereignty” within human structures of

governance.

Shelley’s notions of reform in his reading of English and world history are not

unique to his own career. In varied poetic and prose formulations by other Romantics

such as Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey, one encounters explicit and

abundant expression of the necessity for some of the dimensions of “reform” implied in

Shelley’s call. The emergence of “reform” as a controlling trope in literary Romanticism

is, to an extent, influenced by the ideologies that defined the structures of governance that

prevailed in England in the 18th and 19th centuries. At best, the dissenting tone in the

political poems and other writings of these poets, at least in their younger years, reveals a

questioning, indictment, lament, and rejection of the prevailing social conditions of their

world. For example, Nicholas Roe contends that Wordsworth’s 1790 visit to France and

the raging then on despotism and liberty that the French Revolution fostered in Europe’s

political discourse shaped “Wordsworth’s radical identity” (23). Of course, these voices

of dissent did not necessarily produce uniform statements of alternatives to the causes of

the angst in these writers. Nonetheless, in the varied questioning and rejection of received

conventional political norms of their world, there emerged a unifying consciousness of

transformative values as preferred alternatives. Even as the specific content of these

transformative values differed from one individual poet to the other, the implied

suggestions of “reform” underlie these values.

The romantic poets reveal an acute awareness of the dehumanizing and

exclusionary practice of the established and dominant social institutions of their world.
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Witness, for example, Shelley’s portrait of 19th century England in the sonnet “England

in 1819”:

An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying King,

Princes, the dregs of their dull race, who flow

Through public scorn;--mud from a muddy spring;

Rulers who neither see nor feel nor know

But leechlike to their fainting country cling

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow.

A people starved and stabled in th’ untilled field’

An army, whom liberticide and prey

Makes as a two-edged sword to all who wield;

Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay;

Religion Christless, Godless—a book sealed;

A senate, Time’s worst statue, unrevealed-----

Are graves from which a glorious Phantom may

Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day. (Shelley 2002, 326)

This sonnet written in 1819, the same year as “A Philosophical View of Reform,” fuses

satire and sarcasm to indict the kind of social and political corruption that debilitates

English political culture. The tensions in this culture lead, not merely to the enervation of

English society, but to a regression where the “blind” character of its leader soon destroys

(“liberticide”) hopes for a free society. The sonnet’s opening image of the reigning

English monarch, King George III (who fought a losing war against the American
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revolutionaries)—“old,” “mad,” “blind,” “despised,” and “dying”—evokes sweeping

images of political dissolution and paralysis in England’s political landscape. However,

the tenacity of this leadership’s “leechlike” “cling” to power is undergirded by the

operation of the most ferocious expression of tyranny: starving and stabbing the populace

as its only means of maintaining power.

Also implied in his sonnet “England in 1819” is Shelley’s awareness that

established social hierarchies (whether secular or religious), and often powerful

minorities, use their control of the institutions of governance (“Senate”) to pursue ends or

interests that are inimical to the interests of a powerless populace. Naturally,

consequences arise from the failure of leadership to reconcile its “blind” and sectional

interests with those of the common people in society--“A people starved and stabbed in

th’ untilled field.” Some of the consequences range from alienation to different

manifestations of active resistance to these “rulers who neither see nor feel nor know.” In

the concluding lines of “England in 1819,” Shelley’s image of hope also intimates the

notions of “Reform” central to his critique of tyranny: “a glorious Phantom may/Burst, to

illumine our tempestuous day.” The juxtaposition of the verb “illumine” and the adjective

“tempestuous” sets up the dialectic of domination and the subsequent resistance that

results from the operations of the former. Clearly, in Shelley, it is the “Rulers” who

cause, through wretched social lifestyles and policies, the onset of the “tempestuous

days” and the attendant and debilitating darkness that can only be illumined through

“reform.” “Reform” in this regard functions as an aid, adjunct, and ultimate objective of

resistance.
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It is in this context of the dialectic of domination and resistance that I propose to

examine Shelley’s analysis and critique of the history of social hierarchies in “A

Philosophical View of Reform”. In addition, I want to analyze its extensions by

examining other literary representations of domination and resistance in the captive and

peripheral extension of the former British Empire and what is now the British

Commonwealth. Several instances of actual mass implosions or resistance that had taken

place, especially in Europe (e.g., the French Revolution), and their uncanny parallel with

the timing of the Romantic period offer instructive material for analyzing the intersection

and conjuncture of poetics and politics in the worlds of the 18th and 19th centuries.

Indeed, M.H. Abrams asserts that:

We shall find that in the early 1790s Wordsworth, together with Blake and

a number of other contemporaries, rejoiced . . . that the revolution of their

epoch would issue in an earthy paradise, and also that the early millennial

expectations of these writers influenced the themes of their later

imaginative productions. (Abrams, 57).

“Revolution,” “epoch,” “earthly paradise,” and “millennial expectations” also underlie

the notions of “reform” in Shelley’s “A Philosophical View of Reform.” In addition,

these terms string together echoes of a metaphoric contestation within an amoral and

regressive social world whose values appear to destroy the vital essences that people need

to realize their sovereign potential. The “epoch” defined in the late 18th and much of the

19th century was the time of the creation of modern European Empires, specifically the

carving out of huge expanses of territories in the America, African, and Asia in furthering
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various imperial goals. Aided by innovations in travel and economic production, the

modern European empires, particularly the British, French, Spanish, Dutch, Belgian, and

Portuguese, also ushered in a new social system and generated untold wealth for the

classes that controlled the institutional levers of empire. Terms such as European

“progress” and “civilization” at this time are used to define the economic boon made

possible by the relationships between the centers of European empires and their

conquered peripheries.

Alongside the glow of European prosperity in the 18th and 19th centuries, after all,

is the regressive flipside of social misery and political tyranny throughout Europe and its

overseas territories. Empire, for many Europeans, became an “earthly paradise” (of

course, not in the sense suggested by M.H. Abrams); for others, empire was a turgid site

of deprivation. The Atlantic slave trade and colonization constitute major elements of this

deprivation. The obvious incongriousness in this historical relationship in our “epoch” of

study would lead some of the English Romantic writers to question the values of the

prevailing “earthly paradise.” For the Romantics, the presumptions of this “paradise”

served the amoral interests of an untenable social order as they impoverished the lives of

a vast humanity. Therefore, there was often a need to erase this tainted essence of

“civilization” in the writers’ world. These writers envisioned a “millennarian” landscape

in which transformative and regenerative impulses allowed for fulfilling and wholesome

human relationships.

The early William Wordsworth, in a letter to William Mathews, dated June 8,

1794, for example, proclaims:
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I disapprove of monarchial and aristocratical governments, however

modified. Hereditary distinctions and privileged orders of every species I

think must necessarily counteract the progress of human improvement:

Hence it follows that I am not amongst the admirers of the British

Constitution. . .There is a further duty incumbent upon every enlightened

friend of mankind; he should let slip no opportunity of explaining an

enforcing those principles of the social order which are applicable to all

times and all places; he should diffuse by every method a knowledge of

the rules of political justice, from which the farther any government

deviates the more effectually must it defeat the object for which

government was ordained. A knowledge of these rules cannot but lead to

good; they include an entire preservative from despotism, they will guide

the hand of reform, and if a revolution afflicts us, they alone can mitigate

its horrors and establish freedom with tranquility. (Wordsworth, 14-15)

Interestingly, Shelley was only two years old when Wordsworth wrote this letter

expressing opposition to what he perceives as tyrannical political and social processes in

his world. But a salient feature in the tone of Wordsworth’s letter, a feature he never

abandoned throughout his poetic career, is the universalist conviction that while “the bare

idea of a revolution” can be a “dreadful event,” nonetheless “every enlightened friend of

mankind . . . should let slip no opportunity of explaining and enforcing those principles of

the social order are applicable to all times and all places.” Wordsworth’s cautionary

attitude to revolution must be understood in the context of the history of the French
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revolution—an event he initially welcomed. But its violent transformation into a despotic

reign of terror, instead of the new social “dawn” it promised, gave pause to many who

questioned whether the violent overthrow of repressive social system necessarily gave

rise to democratic social structures.

Clearly, Wordsworth’s questioning of radical or violent methods of change did

not weaken his commitment to the necessity of a constructive social change. It is true that

much of Wordsworth’s poetic fame rests on literary creations that, in the main,

emphasize and develop themes mainly of profound metaphysical import, yet his critical

engagement with social and political concerns also points to the presence of a

consciousness troubled by the terms and substance of the “civilization” and “freedom” of

his times. In addition, Wordsworth’s embrace of conservative stripes in his later political

views did not diminish the abiding empathy with which he ruminated on the practice of

“civilization” and “freedom” in his age. He captures the incongruous images embedded

in the European world of “civilization” and “freedom” in a sonnet he wrote on a trip to

the French port of Calais in 1802:

September 1. 1802

We had a fellow passenger who came

From Calais with us, gaudy in array,

A Negro woman like a lady gay,

Yet silent as a woman fearing blame;

Dejected, meek, yea pitiably tame,

She sate, from notice turning not away,
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But on our proffered kindness still did lay

A weight of languid speech, or at the same

Was silent, motionless in eyes and face.

She was a Negro Woman driv’n from France,

Rejected like all others of that race,

Not one of whom may not find footing there;

This is the poor Out-cast did to us declare,

Nor murmured at the unfeeling Ordinance. (Cited in Gill, 238)

Napoleon in 1802 signed an edict re-establishing slavery in France’s overseas territories.

In the process, the edict expelled all Africans living in France—“She was a Negro

Woman driv’n from France”—and provides for Wordsworth a meditation on the

“unfeeling” operation of despotic power or “ordinance.” The absence of feeling in this

“ordinance” is historically apt if the reader considers that the other form of the word

without the “i”—“ordnance”—makes explicit references to guns and artillery. The

violent connotations of the latter form of “ordinance” account for the terror this “Negro

Woman” and “all others of that race” have suffered from the negative operation of French

imperial might. Not even the poet’s recognition of his own humanity in this woman, as

his gesture of “proffered kindness” to a “fellow-passenger”, can counter the dissonant

effects of the Napoleonic edict. Her “pitiably tame,” “silent,” and “motionless” mien

evokes images of a paralyzed and displace entity unable to fathom—the appropriate

identity—“gaudy in array” so as to claim any kinship with her surrounding world.

Ironically, this image of “A Negro Woman”—a “Dejected” and “Rejected” “Outcast”—is
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constructed in the social setting of a world that claims its modern foundation in values

predicated on liberty, fraternity, and equality. This incongruity, for Wordsworth, in

indicative of a major paradox in the revolutions and noble aims attributed to European

empires of the 18th and 19th centuries.

The abiding concern with the social and spiritual impact of this paradox can be

found in Blake, the early Coleridge, Byron, and the young Southey as well. The reflection

of an anti-slavery ideal in Blake, and by extension his empathy with the African victims

of British imperial policies, appears in “The Little Black Boy”:

My mother bore me in the Southern wild.

And I am black, but O! My soul is white;

White as an angel is the English child:

But I am as black as if bereav’d of light.

My mother taught me underneath a tree

And sitting down before the heat of day

She took me on her lap and kissed me,

And pointing to the east began to say.

Look on the risking sun: there God does live

And gives his light, and gives his heat away.

And flowers and trees and beasts and men receive

Comfort in morning joy and in the noon day.
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And we are put on earth a little space,

That we may learn to be the beams of love,

And these black bodies and this sun-burnt face

Is but a cloud, and like a shady grove.

For when our souls have learn’d the heat to bear

The cloud will vanish we shall hear his voice.

Saying: come out from the grave my love and care,

And round my golden tent like lambs rejoice.

This did my mother say and kissed me,

And this I sat to little English boy.

when I from black and he from white cloud free,

And round the tent of God like lambs we job:

I’ll shade him from the heat till he can hear,

To lean in joy upon our father’s knee.

And then I’ll stand and stroke his silver hair,

And be like him and he will then love me,

(Songs of Innocence in Blake, 9)

The insidious aspects of England’s historical relationship with the teeming of “black”

populace in the tropical world—“the Southern wild”—foregrounds Blake’s critique of the
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implied displacement of an African boy in a seemingly hostile social environment--

bereaved of light.” Nonetheless, the poem’s psychological nuances destabilize the

conventional hierarchy and relations of “black” and “white.” Blake suggests in the

concluding quatrains that the pronouns “I from black” and “he from white” conjoin in a

beneficial and reciprocal relationship “in joy upon our father’s knee.” This tone of

reciprocity challenges the arguments of “white” privilege and “black” degradation that

have been the bane of enlightened or instructive racial understanding in Europe’s

relations with the empires it carved in Africa and elsewhere. The poem’s alternative

world posits an “earth” as only “a little space” in which the pronoun “we” acknowledges

a spiritual and human community in its varied complexions (“lean in joy upon our

father’s knee”). In addition, this father’s most distinguishing physical feature—“his silver

hair”—symbolizes a universal sign of advance physical maturity in both men and women

in all cultures. Therefore, the “silver” texture of “out fathers” confers both the “Little

Black Boy” and “little English boy” a common and shared filial tie to the same “God” of

the poem’s world.

If “this sun-burnt-face,” and “these black bodies” are nothing but a phantom

“cloud,” then Blake precedes man 20th century scholars in exposing the deforming

function of race as neither a redeeming construct nor a useful concept in human culture.

The “golden tent” in which all mankind, irrespective of physical complexion, will gather

and “rejoice” like “lambs” portends a reformed social and metaphysical universe where

an egalitarian ethos informs human institutions and discourse.
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However, it is not all the Romantics who envision a peaceful resolution of the

social tensions engendered by the engines of empire. Robert Southey’s revulsion with the

Atlantic slave trade leads him to proclaim as follows in “To the Genius of Africa”:

By the rank, infected air

That taints those cabins of despair;

By the scourges blackened o’er,

And stiff and hard with human gore;

By every groan of deep distress,

By every curse of wretchedness;

The vices and the crimes that flow

from the hopelessness of woe;

By every drop of blood besplit;

By Afric’s wrongs and Europe’s guilt—

Awake! arise! avenge!

(Southey, 69-70)

The holding cells of the slave ships—“those cabins of despair”—in which African slaves

are crammed evoke a spatial netherworld filled with “scourges,” “human gore,” “vices,”

“crimes,” “hopelessness,” “woe,” “blood” and “wrongs” that clearly call into question

any good in the purpose of empire. The diction defining this inhuman purpose, given its

dismal emphasis on crippling pain, displaces the possibility of a wholesome social world.

As a consequence, the alternative to combating the reign of terror explicit in the conduct

of empire is to “awake” the slave of empire to “avenge” his or her oppression.
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Certainly, it is useful to question whether Southey’s espousal of a radical response

to oppression actualizes the kind of world envisioned in Blake’s “The Little Black Boy.”

But there is still a disavowal of regressive social arrangements in these writers and their

hopes for alternative social worlds free of the conditions that inhibit the expression of

agency by individuals of all complexions.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s “Lecture on the slave-trade” (June 1795) examines the

nature of the trade’s consequence:

It is calculated that one hundred and fifty Negroes are annually imported

into the European colonies—add to these at least one fifth of the number

who die during passage, and the long list of these murdered in the wars

which the traffic occasions is catalogue of crimes and miseries that will

leave an indelible spot upon human nature. The diminution of the human

species by this infernal trade mocks calculation----. (Coleridge, 243).

Coleridge sees that “a catalogue of crimes and miseries,” such as the human commercial

traffic in African slaves, leaves an “indelible spot on human nature.” This particular form

of human commerce—an “infernal trade”—involves actions that poison ties between and

within the various communities engaged in its practice. The recourse to murder and other

forms of violence to capture African slaves for European colonies in the western

hemisphere diminishes and negates the assumed “civilizing” impulse in the European

incursions into Africa. Particularly, the ideals or ideas of “freedom” become “vanishing

phantoms” as greed and profit transformed “human nature” into a mocking antithesis of

every tenet of “Christianity” and “civilization.” Like the “damned spot” in Shakespeare’s
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Macbeth, the “indelible spot” in the slave trade is its lasting legacy and a reminder of a

long standing perversion of the human imagination for ignoble ends. The subsequent

“diminution of the human species,” particularly in the degrading construction of racial

and social hierarchies between European and non-European worlds of the 18th and 19th

centuries, is at the heart of the critique of empire among many Romantic writers.” Such

hierarchies fostered the growth of the “inedible spot” of slavery into a festering

fragmentation and distortion of social structures in the European colonies in Africa long

after the abolition of the slave trade. Later African writers in the 19th and 20th centuries

would consequently engaged the aims of European “civilization” in the colonized nations

in sometimes similar ways..

Shelley, again in 1819, would question this “civilization” and argue for its reform

in “A Philosophical View.” Shelley’s “Reform” is the most extensive Romantic prose

treatise by a major poet on the forms of tyranny and hegemony that accompany the

constitution of political empires. Nonetheless, the treatise’s language and tone are fraught

with irony, paradox, and contradiction as it attempts to build arguments for transcendent

forms of human relations in the “millennial expectations” of its author. I do concede that

the figures of irony, paradox, and contradiction are not limited to the words of Shelley

and his revolutionary engagement with the social processes of his society. For instance,

Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Southey would in their late years redefine their philosophic

orientation to accommodate the reactionary politics of England. In particular, the radical

Southey would shock many by accepting the honor and office of England’s official Poet

Laureate in 1813. While my study avoids an in-depth account of these remarkable shifts,
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it still must be pointed out that Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge did not actually

abandon their commitment to the redemptive dimensions of poetic aesthetics.

Undoubtedly, the bloody excesses of the French Revolution and Napoleon’s betrayal of

republican ideals on the later of imperil aggrandizement wounded their faith in the

revolution they memorialized in their earlier works. Yet what is instructive in these

writings is that Romanticism is not pure subjectivist retreat into idealized worlds of the

imagination wherein political commitment has no meaning outside of artistic inspirations.

The Romantic poets cherished a human culture with transformative potential and,

to a significant extent, viewed poetic activity as apt metaphor for spiritual renewal and

political change. In Blake, “the mind’s internal heaven” can be actualized in a creation of

a material paradise of fully realized individuals (Frye 11). But for this vision to be

attained on earth it is imperative that all structures of tyranny and repression must be

displaced and replaced with alternative political traditions that will encourage

emancipatory possibilities. These possibilities would be made possible through the

exercise of the intellectual ideas in “reform,” not by the operation of guillotines and

garrotes.

However, the critical reader must approach the political idealism underlying

reformist politics in the Romantics with the recognition that “reform” is not an aesthetic

absolute. It is infected with the deceptive potential and the limitations of the linguistic

signs and tropes whose meaning is sometimes located in and intersects with the historical

dynamics that surround the material conditions opposed to “reform.” This irony appears

vividly in the paradoxical relationships between Shelley’s rhetoric of liberation, reform
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and the material processes of the political empires he critiques in “A Philosophical View

of Reform.”

1.3 Complications in the Rhetoric of Liberation and the Critique of Empire in British

Africa

The three-part structure of Shelley’s “A Philosophical View of Reform” is

organized around the following basic elements: (1) definition of Empire—“That vast and

successful scheme for the enslaving [of] the most civilized portion of mankind” (Shelley

Political Writings 104-105)—(2) the implied danger of reform, and (3) a definition of

reform and its implications. Indeed, this progression has led William Royce Campbell to

conclude that “This prose work is a good deal more specific than poetry in its treatment

of history” (57).

I wish to define this history and locate it in the operation of the “British Empire”

which by 1819 covered vast territories in Africa, Asia, and the Americas. A history of

this Empire refers to the events and processes by which the English sovereign through his

agents commanded the forced loyalty of the potentates and citizenry of these vast

territories. In particular, Shelley’s engagement with these processes of empire will also be

a part of this examination of “reform.” While “Reform” in part emphasizes domestic

English concerns, I will focus on its specific preoccupation with the “British Empire” in

its African, Asian, and American extensions.

Shelley, in defining “Empire” as a “scheme” for the enslaving of mankind, points

to the presence of the two antagonistic forces necessary for the operation of this

definition: enslaved and the slave master. The latter constitute the expression of tyranny
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and despotism, while the former refers to the confined and fettered mass of humanity

whose desire for freedom would unleash the ever-present tensions and conflict in the

conjoined histories of Europe and Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries. Consequently,

Kenneth Neil Cameron notes that

The main inspirational force in Shelley’s work, as many critics have

recognized, though they have not always expressed it in quite these terms,

is his theory of historical evolution. The essence of this theory, as given in

the first chapter of “A Philosophical View of Reform” and other works, is

that history is essentially a struggle between two sets of forces, the forces

of liberty and the forces of despotism. (Cameron 1977, 521)1

Indeed, I wish to argue that Shelley’s recognition of a binary opposition in the

constitution of empire, when it comes to most significant issues of empire and imposed

acculturation in the British colonies, reveals conflicting attitudes and conflicted ways of

understanding their repercussions. My sense of Shelley is that, on the one hand, “A

Philosophical View of Reform” reflects his opposition to colonial subjugation and ways

of engaging it, and yet, on the other hand, it reveals Shelley’s thinking as bound up with

other ideas that reinforce colonial subjugation and the culture of tyranny it ushers in.

1It must be noted that Kenneth Neil Cameron’s comments were first published in The Swanee Review (L,
4, Autumn, 1942). Since then, several works have acknowledged and explored new insights on Shelley’s
“theory of historical evolution”. Among these are: Gerald Meniece’s Shelley and the Revolutionary Idea,
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969); Paul Foot’s Red Shelley. (London: Sidgewick & Jackson,
1980); Jerrold E. Hogle’s Shelley’s Process: Radical Transference and the Development of His Major
Works. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988); and Hugh Roberts’ Shelley and the Chaos of History:
A New Politics of Poetry. (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1997).
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In Shelley, one significant ideological construct used to legitimate empire in

history is religion. Shelley asserts:

Names borrowed from the life and opinions of Jesus Christ were

employed as symbols of domination and imposture, and a system of

liberty and equality (for such was the system preached by that great

Reformer) was perverted to support oppressions. (Shelley 1970, 104)

Shelley implies example of names and terms such as love, mercy, fellowship, kindness,

forgiveness that are associated with Jesus Christ, but the basic raison d’ être of empires

has always remained the same: political hegemony, alongside control of markets and

sources of economic raw materials through brutal and violent exploitative means. Yet,

often, the rationale for the constitution of empire was recast in new forms. For example,

popular metaphors such as spreading the religious “light of civilization” in the “dark

lands” of “dark peoples” became the controlling myths of many of the European empires

in 19th century Africa and elsewhere.

The history of Christianity in the world of “dark peoples” is a compelling

validation of Shelley’s argument about its perversion and corruption in the process of

imperial control. It is ironic to realize that the “name” and figure of Jesus Christ are

associated with the 18th and 19th century civilizing missions that instituted the Atlantic

slave trade which established colonial domination. For example, in the 18th and 19th

centuries, Christian chapels were built into the spaces of the castles in which slaves were

held before transportation across the Atlantic to the Americas. Furthermore, in contesting
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the imperial corruption of Christ and Christianity, Shelley argues in “Essay on

Christianity” that

Jesus Christ instructed his disciples to be perfect as their Father in Heaven

is perfect, declaring at the same time his belief that human perfection

requires the refraining from revenge or retribution in any of its various

shapes. The perfection of the human and the divine character is thus

asserted to be the same; man by resembling God fulfils most accurately

the tendencies of his nature, and God comprehends within itself all that

constitutes human perfection. (Shelley 1970, 91)

Clearly, this anti-imperial definition of Christ and Christianity in Shelley points to a

seeming paradox in the view that the metaphors and myths of freedom are often

embedded in a tyrannical usage which must be overthrown or reformed in order to realize

their liberating potential (Hogle 1988, 15). Nonetheless, inherent in the pronoun “itself”

in defining aspects of God’s relationship to man is, indeed, a revolutionary idea of a

Divinity not confined by human perceptions of race, gender, and class and the sometimes

insidious repercussions of these perceptions. It is tempting to argue the presence of

immanent and transcendent qualities in Shelley’s notions of man’s relationship to God. It

is a relationship not predicated on a master-servant dialectic, but on the fruitful possibility

that man can attain heights of spiritual excellence or transcendence undreamed of in the

usual gross trappings of mortality. The actualization of these spiritual heights necessarily

endows man with an experience in which he comes in to his own as an expression of God

and “fulfills most accurately the tendencies of his nature,” which are driven toward
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perfection. In Shelley, therefore, pre-institutional Christianity functions as a trope of

freedom in which the figure of a revolutionary Jesus exemplifies values in direct

opposition to those evoked in the later uses of Christ in Europe’s “business” of

civilization in the 18th and 19th centuries.

But this seeming revolutionary or radical posture in Shelley’s idea and ideal of

God’s relationship to man becomes unraveled as his survey of this historical implications

of empire continue. He writes the following about India, the “jewel” of Britain’s Asian

possessions:

Revolutions in the political and religious state of the Indian peninsula

seem to be accomplishing, and it cannot be doubted but the zeal of the

missionaries of what is called the Christian faith will produce beneficial

innovation there, even by the application of dogmas and forms of what is

here an outworn incumbrance. The Indians have been enslaved and

cramped in the most severe and paralyzing forms which were ever devised

by man; some of this new enthusiasm ought to be kindled among them to

consume it and leave them free, and even if the doctrines of Jesus do not

penetrate through the darkness of that which those who profess to be his

followers call Christianity, there will yet be a number of social forms

modeled upon those European feelings from which it has taken its colour

substituted to those according to which they are at present cramped, and

from which, when the time for complete emancipation shall arrive, their
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disengagement may be less difficult, and under which their progress to it

may be the less imperceptibly slow. (Shelley 1970, 118)

Shelley condemns institutional Christianity as antithetical to the presence of a liberating

and transformative culture in Europe, but does not hesitate in advocating this stifling

form of Christianity—“an outworn incumbrance”—as a “beneficial” cultural construct

for the goals of civilization in one of England’s overseas colonies. Perverted ideological

mores, it would seem, are more suitable for the non-Christians in these colonies. But even

if colonial India’s rigid caste system, which assigned a vast mass of the populace to a

“paralyzing” lifetime of servitude, was the essence of some indigenous cultural logic, it is

not evident to Shelley that a deformed ideological construct imposed from without would

necessarily destabilize the power of potentates already on accommodating terms with

controllers of empire. This incongruous scenario must be understood as rooted in what

Saree Makdisi terms the notion of a “universal empire” (vi) in her study of the politics of

the age in Romantic Imperialism. Makdisi argues that the dissenting and critical gaze of

Romantic writers, like Shelley for example, in an interesting twist of irony, can

simultaneously, expose the inimical impact of English political operations on the

colonized peoples but still recommend these inimical operations as productive of

desirable consequences for the colonized. In other words, the center of empire (England),

even for the radical dissenter, is still a privileged purveyor of all values deemed as

necessary alternatives to practices on the margins of Empire. Perhaps this ironic

inconsistency in Shelley can best be explained by Nigel Leask’s argument:
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Shelley translated British imperialism into a displaced form of

revolutionary politics which, in the name of universal enlightenment,

alchemized the Other into the same. What was left out of this convenient

(and, for Shelley, potentially salvific) substitution of two political terms

was the reality of imperialist violence and appropriation, which returned to

undermine the coherence and the totalizing aspirations of this poetry and

politics. (Leask 1992, 6)

Granted the validity of Leask’s argument, it must still be acknowledged that Shelley was

certainly aware of the violent potential of tyrannical and imperial forms of governance.

Shelley’s “The Masque of Anarchy” (1819) and letter to Leigh Hunt of November 14,

1819, clearly recognize the option of violence as one part of the expression of political

control. He tells Hunt:

I fear that in England things will be carried violently by the rules, and that

they will not have learned to yield in time to the spirit of the age. The

great thing to do is to hold the balance between popular impatience and

tyrannical obstinacy; to inculcate with fervour both the right of resistance

and the duty of forbearance. You know my principles innate me to take all

the good I can get in politics, for ever aspiring to something more. I am

one of those whom nothing will fully satisfy, but who am ready to be

partially satisfied by all that is practicable. We shall see. (Shelley 1964, II)

Besides Shelley’s consciousness of the violent character of “rulers,” his concern with the

ramifications of “popular impatience” and a readiness “to be partially satisfied by all that
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is practicable” point, in a sense, to a complex “revolutionary” sensibility. On the one

hand, Shelley’s advocacy of “both the right of resistance and the duty of forbearance”

ironically works in perpetuating “rulers” who sustain their power through violent means.

On the other, Shelley’s seeming pragmatism “to be satisfied by all that is practicable”

reveals an effort to reconcile two incompatible drives: popular impatience and tyrannical

obstinacy. Indeed. Shelley’s avowed commitment to non-violence as his preferred

method of political change may be invoked to excuse Leask’s critique of Shelley’s

inconsistency about revolution. Yet the chasm between Shelley’s notions of

enlightenment and claims of “the reality of imperialist violence and appropriation”

should be seen in the context of the distinct objectives in the meeting of the Imperial Self

and the Colonized Other. Shelley’s “we shall see’ in this letter to Leigh Hunt appears to

be a subtle acknowledgement of the intractable nature of oppression and the ideas

advanced to combat it. However, Shelley’s definitive espousal of ideas of transformation

in “Reform” reveal a thinking bound up with ideas that reinforce the goals of imperial

control. In fact, Shelley’s awareness of the ways by which the colonized/oppressed

become complicit in their own slavery is developed in Chapter II of “Reform.”

The two significant historical moments serve as apt illustrations of, first, the

“predatory” element in the exercise of imperial domination and, second, the colonized’s

seeming complicity in his own oppression. The latter idea suggests a notion of the

colonized projecting a passive attitude in his acceptance of the foreign gestures and

advances without recourse to a critical examination of the terms of these advances. In the

18th century, West Africa was a vital source of valuable commence to England and other
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European nations. The prevailing thought in England conceived of the “mother country”

as an imperial center that controlled the distribution of manufactured goods and raw

materials to and from its margins. This economic system made the West Indies prime

colonies. The huge demand on the plantations for the labor to work the crops inevitable

stimulated the rise and ascendancy of the Atlantic slave trade as a major adjunct to West

Indian, and by extension, English commercial prosperity in the 18th century. One treatise,

published in 1772, on the trade of Great Britain with Africa admits all this and more:

How vast is the importance of our trade to Africa, which is the first

principle and foundation of all the rest; the main spring of the machine,

which sets every wheel in motion . . .the African trade is so very beneficial

to Great Britain, so essentially necessary to the very being of her colonies,

that without it neither could we flourish nor they long subsist. (A Treatise

4-5)

A similar sentiment is the subject of another English pamphlet written during the Seven

Year’s War to counter the growing French influence in the West Indies. The pamphlet,

The African Trade the Great Pillar and Support of the British Plantation Trade in

America (1745) declares that:

The trade to Africa involves in it no less than the Consideration of our whole

West Indies in general; a trade of such essential and allowed concernment to the

wealth and naval power of Great Britain that it would be as impertinent to take up

your time in explaining on that subject as in declaiming on the common benefits

of air and sunshine in general . . . However important the East India trade may be
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judged to the Nation, yet it was never put in Competition with our African and

Plantation trades. (2-18)

Whether or not these claims truly account for the greatness of Great Britain in the 18th

and 19th centuries is certainly arguable. They provide ample evidence of the range and

extent of British economic interconnectedness with Africa, particularly the West Coast.

This economic relationship between the 1750s and the 1820s spawned the erection of

political structures to safeguard the economic links. As a result, the British Board of

Trade under the supervision of Parliament and His Majesty’s Ministers set and

implemented a very imperialist policy in British territories in West Africa.

One significant historical moment in the politics of British West Africa was a

1751 mandate from the British Board of Trade to the Governor of the Gold Coast (now

Ghana), Thomas Melvil, that ordered him to stop attempts by the Fante population of the

Cape Coast area to halt the cotton and indigo industries that would possibly compete with

British commerce:2

The introducing of culture and industry amongst the Negroes was contrary

to the known established policy of this trade; that there was no saying

where this might stop and that it might extend to tobacco, sugar and every

other commodity which we now take from our colonies; and thereby the

Africans who now support themselves by war would become planters and

their slaves be employed in the culture of these articles in Africa, which

they are now employed in, in America. (Journal, 270)

2 The Fante is the ethnic group in the Cape Coast area and parts of the central region of Ghana.
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What is instructive about this imperial fiat is it validation of the thesis that political and

economic empires do not promote the development of institutions or industries that

undermine the foundation of their wealth and power. In arresting the development of

independent or competing modes of production, the empire effectively fosters the

dependency of the peripheral enclaves on the imperial center.

This phenomenon manifests itself in near tragic tones in a second significant

historical moment in the politics of British Africa. By the beginning of the 19th century,

the external economy of much of sub-Saharan African depended on the slave trade to the

European colonies of North, Central, South America, and the Caribbean. But the

abolition and the suppression of the trade by the British and other European nations

would come as an unacceptable surprise for some African kings. In 1820, Joseph Dupuis,

the British Consul in Kumasi, the capital of the Asante empire, met with Osei Bonsu (the

Asante king) to discuss the latter’s complain about the abolition of the slave trade. Here is

Dupuis’ account of the meeting:

“Now,” said the King, after a pause, “I have another palaver, and you must

help me to talk it. A long time ago the great King liked plenty of trade,

more than now, then many ships came, and they brought ivory, gold, and

slaves; but now he will not let the ships come as before, and the people

buy gold and ivory only. This is what I have in my head, so now tell me

truly, like a friend, why does the King do so?” “His Majesty’s question,

“I” replied, “was connected with a great palaver, which my instructions
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did not authorize me to discuss. I had nothing to say regarding the slave

trade . . .”

Taking up one of my observations, he remarked, “the white men

who go to council with your master, and pray to the great God for him, do

not understand my country, or they would not say the slave trade was bad.

But if they think it bad now, why did they think it good before. Is not your

law an old law, the same as the Crammo (Moslem) law? Do you not both

serve the same God, only you have different fashions and customs?

Crammo are strong people in festiche (fetish), and they say the law is

good, because the great God made the book; so they buy slaves, and teach

them good things, which they know not before . . . If the great King would

like to restore this trade. It would be good for the white men and for me to

. . .”

I urged the impossibility of the King’s request, promising,

however, to record his sentiments faithfully. “Well then,” said the King,

“you must put down in my master’s book all I shall say, and then he will

look to it, now he is my friend. And when he sees what is true, he will

surely restore the trade. I cannot make war to catch slaves in the bush, like

a thief. My ancestors never did so. But if I fight a King, and kill him when
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he is insolent, then certainly I must have his gold, and his slaves, and the

people are mine too. Do not the white kings act like this?”3

This exchange, illuminating for the regional colloquialisms in the Asante King’s diction,

also reveals an insightful political psychology in the relationship between the center and

margins of empire. In part, the successful profitability of the metropolitan elite, at the

controls of the British empire depend on the collaborative ties established with powerful

West African rulers. Indeed this arrangement is implied in the “downside” of Shelley’s

Reform as Nigel Leask sees it. Clearly, the “alchemized” “Other” (Leask 6) who exercise

the function of an indigenous hegemony on the margins of the British Empire, in a twist

of deadly irony, internalize the cynical economic goals and values of the metropolitan

core profiting from the trade in human beings in the 19th century. Admittedly, these

rulers, did, through conquests, become British or other European “assets.” But the rulers,

in converting localized forms of oppression into part of global commercial designs of the

British empire, have also become complicit in the Atlantic slave trade. The demand for

labor in the plantation economies in the western hemisphere fueled new illusions of

imperial grandeur in west African potentates who, paradoxically, saw in the slave trade as

the same mechanism for achieving ends of their own similar to those of the British.

In fact, the Asante King’s dismay at the abolition of the Atlantic slave trade is

more than an expression of concern about the inevitable diminution of Asante power. The

King’s attitude explains a process of colonization in which the African native’s

3The references to “Crammo” (Ghanaian vernacular for Muslim or Islam) allude to the Trans-Sahara slave
trade conducted by the Arabs of North Africa and the Middle East.
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“conversion” to some forms of European material civilization assures the illusion of the

native’s “elevation” to the same status as the conquering colonizer. Native leadership,

particularly its equivalent of a hegemonic class—kings, chiefs, landowners—in

identifying with an immersing themselves in social and political desires framed and

designed in the imperial center, also assumes a “new” personality, all too often, more in

conflict with the indigenous African populace on the margins of empire than with the

English King at the center of it. This “new personality,” like King Osei Bonsu, not

surprisingly, “accepts” colonialism as a necessary process in the growth of his power. An

apt literary representation of this phenomenon is in Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart

depiction of the turmoil in Umuofia over the creeping British presence:

There were many men and women in Umuofia who did not feel as

strongly as Okonkwo about the new dispensation. The white man had

indeed brought a lunatic religion, but he had also built a trading store and

for the first time palm-oil and kernel became things of great price, and

much money flowed into Umuofia. (Achebe 126).

Certainly, Achebe’s novel does not capture the exact scene in Dupuis’ Kumasi account.

Nonetheless, the process of identification and immersion in the desires of English social

practice are apparent. Okonkwo’s nationalist resistance to Christianity (“lunatic religion”)

is of little interest to the Igbo people in Achebe’s world. Rather, what is important is a

cash nexus which transforms local industry into a lucrative export economy and

encourages the acquisition of the trappings of material well being. Okonkwo’s need to

combat the intrusion of an imperial cultural construct is displaced by a more powerful
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need to share in the new wealth that “flowed into Umuofia.” This displacement points to

the native’s unwitting complicity in his own subservience to controls exercised at the

center of the empire.

My two historical illustrations—the 1751 Board of Trade Mandate to Governor

Thomas Melvil in the Gold Coast, and the Asante King’s 1820 demand for the renewal of

the Atlantic slave trade—provide a helpful historical framework to understand Shelley’s

engagement with the idea and practice of “empire.” The Board of Trade’s 1751 mandate

and its operation provide ample validation of Shelley’s definition of empire as “that vast

and successful scheme for the enslaving [of] the most civilized portion of mankind”

(Shelley: Political Writings 104-105). The Board’s mandate lays the foundation of the

structures that would ultimately bind the West African spheres of British influence to

what often became images and reflection of British political culture. The amalgam of

values inherent in these structures transformed and influenced, more or less, permanent

attitudinal and cognitive expressions in the native ruler. A lasting impact of this change is

the psychological distance it fosters between native ruler and his native subjects. Thus a

west African ruler is mesmerized by this proposition: if the slave trade is good for the

English crown and a source of the crown’s economic might, then the trade can attain the

same ends for the Asante crown.

It would have been tempting, I think, to label this relationship as a form of mutual

imperialism if the hierarchical strands built into it were not so obvious. Yet as the

relationship retains hierarchical impulses that could still define it, in my view, as a form

of concentric imperialism. In this configuration, the demands or projections of the ruling
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classes at the imperial center are not contested by the ruling classes on the margins

because of a certain convergence of motives. Political or cultural imperatives at the

center, ironically, resonate in the similar or peculiar echoes on the periphery. Invariable,

the indigenous rulers on the margins of empire, out of selfish and devious interests,

associate with a translate imperatives that enforce a dependency on the imperial center.

This dependency sets up the impression of proximity to the imperial center as a privilege

and distance from it as a liability. Historically, the uneven and complex motion of this

concentric relationship in British Africa history has been the source of the social

turbulence that Romanic writers would, in various ways and forms, address and critique.

Except perhaps for Percy B. Shelley, it appears the intractable and devious

political realities of empire and history deterred English romantic writers from

meaningful “legislative” engagement with empire and history. The responses in Blake,

Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Southey, for example, reveal an awareness of the injustices

and other incongruities in Britain’s engagement with overseas lands; but according to

Kenneth Neil Cameron, it is only Shelley who translates this consciousness into coherent

intellectual postulates that lead to ideas of reforming the injustices (Cameron 1974, 26). It

is in the context of this political reality of empire in the 19th century that I wish to

conclude this chapter by examining Shelley’s notions of reform and its attendant

limitations in the conjoined histories of Britain and Africa.

1.4 Conclusion: Shelley and the Paradox of Reform

The function or presence of irony and paradox in “Reform” often, point to the

reductionist nature of the thematic or philosophical constructs the text sets up as solutions
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to the historical issues of its surrounding world. The incongruities that result from the

ironic or paradoxical fissures that animate Shelley’s mind in “Reform” offer possibilities,

ironically, for a far reaching reading and richer comprehension of specific subjects not

intended by Shelley. For readers who engage Shelley’s confrontation with socio-political

dimension of human existence, it would be cautionary to respond to him from analytic

perspectives that enhance some of the literary tropes deployed in “Reform.” Therefore,

the ways in which irony and paradox work in “Reform” transcend neutral aesthetic or

poetic needs. These tropes are not independent of the surrounding social and historical

currents that define the thematic conception of “Reform.”

Shelley’s pointed critique of the contradiction in the historical uses of the

liberating values in the life and teachings of Jesus Christ—the transformation of these

teachings into vehicles of oppression by those who claimed authority over the

interpretation/propagation of these teachings—is example of the ways in which historical

contexts parallel the life of metaphors in texts. Specifically, the configurations encourage

a range of conclusions about Shelley and “Reform.” Shelley’s engagement with the

universally shared and accepted metaphors of “freedom,” “redemption,” and

“oppression” in “Reform” also reveal the extent of the conflicting implications and

expectations in the history and value of these cultural metaphors in “Reform.”

Shelley, in pointing out the incongruous history of the corruption of the life and

teachings of Christ, ironically becomes trapped in a problematic advocacy of these

corrupted teachings—“an outworn incumbrance” (Shelley, 118)—as beneficial to the

victims of historical oppression in the outlying lands of the British Empire in the 19th
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Century. Regardless of Shelley’s own anxieties about the corruption of redemptive ideals

in history, it is clear that Shelley’s own thoughts on the solutions to these corruptions—

“reform,” “freedom”—have been determined, or influence somewhat, by the archival

memories imprinted in the structures of political and social power in his English universe.

For instance, a developed theme in “Reform” is the certain Darwinian view of history as

an intractable conflict of political dominions and potentates vying for domination of

others.

Shelley’s sweeping survey of empires and the political dominions that grew out of

a world culture of conquests in “Reform” is an example of English Romanticism’s

appreciation and affirmation of socio-cultural values as integral parts of any human

existence. Yet clearly, the vocabulary of “Reform” does not escape the overarching

power of the function of ideology in empire’s rationalization of its logic of conquest and

domination or the masking metaphors deployed by political dominions to disguise

inherent contradictions in their constitution. For example, Shelley extols the new

American republic as fulfilling the necessary philosophical ideal of freedom and liberty

for all:

A highly civilized community administered according to republican forms.

It has no King that is it has no officer to whom wealth and from whom

corruption flows. It has no hereditary oligarchy, that is it acknowledges no

order of men privileged to cheat and insult the rest of the members of the

state, and who inherit a right of legislating and judging which the

principles of human nature compel them to exercise their own profit and to
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the detriment of those not included within their peculiar class. (Shelley,

111)

This image of an egalitarian society is compelling. The absence of a corrupting

hierarchy—“no king”—and “privileged” men “to cheat and insult the rest of the members

of the state” evoke social and political arrangements that speak to a society’s attainment

of social values akin to a divine realization. The ills and problems caused by the

gratuitous politics of power and domination common to hierarchies have been displaced

by a seeming classless state and nourishing relationships built on “justice” and “equality”

for all. This fulfills, for Shelley, the ultimate expression of the philosophical and political

ideas implied in his terms of “reform” as desirable alternatives to the “contaminating

tyrannies” (Shelley, 111) of a hierarchized world. But juxtapose Shelley’s assertions in

“Reform” on the early American republic with the social views of one of the republic’s

architects on some members of the republic.

Thomas Jefferson, in a letter to John W. Eppes on the African slaves on his

Monticello plantation, dated June 30, 1820, writes:

I know no error more consuming to an estate than that of stocking farms

with men almost exclusively. I consider a woman who brings a child every

two years is more profitable than the best man of the farm. What she

produces is an addition to the capital, while his labor disappears in mere

consumption. (Thomas Jefferson 45).

The juxtaposition of Shelley’s and Jefferson’s observations makes apparent an

Declaration of Independence should not be missed. The document of Declaration and the
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subsequent war of independence that enshrined it influenced Shelley’s irony that

displaces Romantic idealism with a republican realism. The latter values slavery—where

men and women are denied liberties and cheated of the value of their labor—as a

necessary medium of capital formation and wealth accumulation in economic foundation

of the early American republic. Inherent in the juxtaposition of Shelley and Jefferson is

the paradox in “Reform” that Shelley does not address in any kind of depth. Firstly, the

redemptive metaphors of “freedom,” “liberty,” “reform” and their various associations in

history, are not independent of the power of the social institutions they seek to subvert.

Also, definitions and constituent elements of “freedom” do not translate into the same

terms in different histories. Secondly, it is not necessarily true that the overthrow of

hierarchies, potentially, lead to a democratic culture of governance. In fact, the failure of

subject or oppressed populations to forge social institutions and values that would

reconstruct the culture of tyranny simply means reversion to the same uses of the

institutions that fueled the reign of tyranny in the first place.

Thomas Jefferson’s significance as one of the author’s of the American view of it

as the guiding lamp-post of the “reform” the vast reaches of the British Empire must look

up to. Yet the reality of the value and importance of slavery in Jefferson’s letter to Eppes

point to obvious tensions in Shelley’s celebratory views of the “new” American

Republic. If a necessary logic in the British Empire’s raison d’ être is its use of Africans,

in particular, as objects of perpetual servitude on the plantations that fueled its economic

prosperity, then Jefferson’s letter not only contradicts the very premise of the reformation
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principles claimed in the Declaration, it furthers Leask’s idea of the so-called transformed

native as problematizing Shelley’s views of “reform” against tyranny.

It is my contention that there is an inherent paradox in Shelley’s Reform. The idea

of “Empire” conjoined with “reform” is an oxymoron. Certainly, the redeeming values

implied in “reform” are possibilities that can be actualized and made to serve noble and

nurturing ends. But the logic and function of the British Empire is to extend its economic

and political reach. Its use of military and other social institutions, in particular religion,

to entrench and protect this hegemony necessarily transforms local centers of power in

the margins of Empire. In 19th Century Africa and America, the colonized Other failed to

posit truly antithetical responses to the demands of Empire. The Asante potentate’s angst

over the abolition of the slave trade that enhanced his power and the American

Revolution that will doom America’s African population to another century of a

tyrannical culture inherited from the British clearly reinforce the paradox that “reform”

where possible in the 19th century merely “masked” the original logic of “Empire”—a

reconfiguration of power to encourage new notions and illusions of “civilization.” while

it strengthened the center of “empire”.
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CHAPTER TWO

FRANKENSTEIN AND HISTORY OF EMPIRE: ALIENATION AND

DISRUPTION OF THE PROMETHEAN IDEAL

2.1 Background: Empire and Manichean Politics in Frankenstein.

I consent to your demand, on your solemn oath to quit Europe forever,

and every other place in the neighbourhood of man, as soon as I shall

deliver into your hands a female who will accompany you in your exile.

(Mary Shelley 100, emphasis mine)

This poignant imperative by Victor Frankenstein to his creation4 defines the

Manichean delineation of the complex cultural mores underpinning the construction of

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. I use the term “Manichean” as a critical term from

JanMohammed definition of it to mean the deliberate construction of a dualistic existence

in which one social class and its set of values are set up in privileged positions over other

classes and values (“Race,” Writing, And Difference).The term, in this usage, explains

the antagonisms in colonial history as examples of purposeful differentiation to assure

and entrench the power of the Colonizer over the Colonized. This “Manichean” sense of

social relationships offers an understanding of the political nature of conflict in

Frankenstein.

4 I prefer the use of “Creation,” instead of “fiend” and “monster” to describe Victor’s Creature.” I believe
Victor and his “creature” are intellectual and psychic twins. Therefore, “fiend” or “monster,” dangerously,
encourage too neat a distinction between the two. Also, the ironic and paradoxical inversions in Mary
Shelley’s theme/characters could be missed if readers, uncritically, accept “fiend” and “monster” as
attributes of only one character in the novel. Finally, my use of capitalized ‘C’ in Creation reflects accepted
literary conventions in giving characters in a novel proper names because these characters are constructed
as foils to the protagonists, or play roles in which their use of language reflects the presence of a humanized
consciousness with all kinds of cognitive capabilities.
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The acute tensions and anxieties in the “conversation” between Victor and the Creation

set up in the italicized preface to this chapter point to themes of hierarchy, domination,

and estrangement common in Romantic thought in the 19th Century. The conflict is

presaged in the opposition of pronouns. Victor’s “I” is set up in conflict with the

contemptuous pronoun “your” in reference to his creation. “I” as subject and agent,

dictates the terms of an injunction to which the object “your” must conform and comply.

The manichean split inherent in the linguistic construction manifests a much larger

cultural conflict over civilizational goals and purposes in Europe’s history and relations

with non-European entities. Victor’s demand of his creation to swear a “solemn oath to

quit Europe forever, and every other neighborhood of man” privileges the cultural power

of place and space (“Europe”/“neighborhood of man”) as domains whose values are

necessarily antithetical to those other places—“exile”—the creation must endure. Also,

Victor’s injunction clearly sets up “Europe” as the epicenter of a set of values and mores

in which the privileged “I” must, as a matter of duty and power, protect against dangers

posed by his creation. Hence, built into the novel’s language are metaphoric suppositions

of “light” in an intractable conflict with ‘darkness.’ The need in Victor’s “I” to read

“Europe” and “every other place in the neighbourhood of man” in his creation and its

potential female partner reinforces a conclusion about the threatening and inimical set of

values the creation represents.

The theme of conflict in the exchange between Victor and his Creation shows the

novel’s kinship with other Romantic texts’ engagement with the politics of the British

Empire in the 19th Century. For example, the irony and paradox that suffuse Percy
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Shelley’s disquisition on empire in “Reform” also punctuate the story of the uses and

ends of cultural power in Frankenstein. A key paradox in the novel is a need expressed

for the “female” in both Victor and his creation. Victor’s betrothal to Elizabeth and its

implied celebration and affirmation of the institution of family evokes a similar need in

his creation. The creation expresses a desire for the experience of a similar gesture.

Therefore, despite the difference implied in the imperious demands of Victor, he and his

creation share the same inclinations and manifest hidden impulses to power whether these

are encoded in the conventions of the “Europe” preferred by Victor or the place of

“exile” the creation must reside.

The novel’s opening paragraph prefigures, with clarity, the paradox that unites

Victor and his creation on the need and uses of family beyond the social strictures that

often confound its cultural and political significance in the novel:

I am by birth a Genevese; and my family one of the most distinguished of

that republic. My ancestors had been for many years counsellors and

syndics; and my father had filled several public situations with honour and

reputation. He was respected by all who knew him for his integrity and

indefatigable attention to public business. He passed his younger days

perpetually occupied by the affairs of his country; and it was not until the

decline of life that he thought of marrying, and bestowing on the state sons

who might carry his virtues and his name down to posterity. (Mary

Shelley, 17-18).
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The noble lineage of Victor is exclusive, hallowed and marked by near hyperbolic claims

of purity, fame, patriotism, and nationalism. Victor, as a descendant of “one of the most

distinguished” families with an ancestral history of “public” service fulfilled with

“honour and reputation,” clearly, defines himself as a social being set apart from those

other social beings without the “distinguished” history of his pedigree. But what is

instructive in Victor’s autobiographical claims is his family’s hierarchical position in the

“republic.” The family “had been for many years counselors and syndics,” and therefore

possess significant legal authority and power in interpreting documents and matters

affecting the “republic” and its citizenry. The father’s recognition of this power and its

political value to the family lineage compels him to the “thought of marrying, and

bestowing on the state sons who might carry his virtues and his name down to posterity”

(emphasis mine). The devolution of power through a masculine heir as a necessary

obligation to the state anoints Victor Frankenstein as next guardian and protector of the

cultural and political mores that define existence in both the “republic” and “state” of

Genoa (Europe). It is this obligation to family that sets up his betrothal to Elizabeth.

Subsequently, Victor’s creation’s demand for a female partner, I wish to argue, also

emanates from its own recognition and need, among others, perhaps, to perpetuate a

parallel lineage of power. Victor’s creation had become a projection of the social and

cultural consciousness animating the Frankenstein pedigree and history. In effect, the

creation is a metaphoric and literal clone of Victor.

There is an intimation of this recognition in the Creation’s demand of Victor:

You must create a female for me, with whom I can live in the
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Interchange of those sympathies necessary for my being. This you

alone can do; and I demand it of you as a right you must not refuse.

(Mary Shelley)

The Creation’s supplication acknowledges Victor’s powers of creation while it asserts its

own needs. Yet its use of the pronoun “I” challenges and reverses the notion that Victor’s

power is cannot be contested. This intimation of agency in the Creation and its desire to

“live in the interchange of those sympathies necessary for my being” sets up what I will

argue is the novel’s construction of human alienation as a major metaphor in its plot. This

sense of alienation refers to the willful intent to separate and deny anyone movement

toward a constructive experience of fulfillment on terms that define a common and

shared community.

The tension punctuating the relationship of the pronouns in the passage prefacing

this chapter and in the Creation’s demands above speak to a process of an uneasy

estrangement that has analogues in depictions of colonizer and colonized in Achebe;s

novels. Indeed, the novel, on one level, reflects the convergence of politics and poetics in

British Romanticism’s critique of and commentary on the dynamics of social hierarchies

and the import of Britain’s extensive colonizing projections beyond its shores in the 19th

Century. These thematic ideas that inform Frankenstein and some of the other literary

arts of Romantic writing have their antecedents in the political and social impulses of the

19th Century Europe. Marilyn Butler writes:

All Europe felt the shock-wave of the chain of events in France which was

symbolized by the fall of the Bastille in 1789 and the execution of Louis
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XVI in 1793. Most of Europe was directly involved in the revolutionary

wars in which republican France confronted the older monarchies between

1793 and 1815. But, although the political revolution and the subsequent

wars are the most obvious symptoms of upheaval, they are not the only

ones. The same period saw a growth of the population of western Europe,

an expansion of trade and industry, and a quickening pace of social

change, so that the idea conveyed by the phrase ‘industrial revolution’ is

as important as the political change. Since culture is a way of expressing

experience, we should expect to find these tensions conflicts and signs of

transition reflected in the arts. (Romantics, Rebels & Reactionaries, 4)

The “shock-wave” effect of the French Revolution was its destabilizing impact on the

politics of Europe and a pointed influence on the “arts” of Europe. The social convulsions

associated with revolution, initially, for some Romantic writers like Wordsworth and

Coleridge offered possibilities for a wholesome and constructive realignment of systems

of political power that neutralized what was perceived as a decadent and debauched

ancient social order.5 In addition, the confluence of Europe’s internal political

“upheaval,” the projection of its power in overseas lands, and a changing industrial

system contributed to varied literary responses ranging from optimism and hope to

anxiety and skepticism. The elder Frankenstein’s “thought of marrying and bestowing on

the state sons who might carry his virtues and his name to posterity” (Frankenstein 18)

5Wordsworth and Coleridge are noted for their early sympathies for the French Revolution. Both hailed it
as the “bliss” of a new “dawn.”
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reveal a mix of optimism and anxiety in Europe’s aristocratic urge and need to perpetuate

and hold on its power in the face of the threats perceived in the swirling social

convulsions.

The evidence of “tensions, conflicts, and signs of transition” as either a

controlling strand or surrounding presence (influence) in Frankenstein can be deduced

from Mary Shelley’s abiding interest and study of the culture and politics of 18th and 19th

century Europe. Mary Shelley’s list of documents and extensive readings in 1816 include

texts that, specifically, reflected on various themes of political theory and the histories

and implications of territorial conquests and expansion. For instance, Mungo Park’s

Journal of a Journey in Africa, Clarendon’s History, Lettres Persannes de Montesquieu

and Le Vieux de la Montagne (The Journals Of Mary Shelley,93) provide details of

political history in Europe and Europe’s interest and presence in Africa. Also, on

Tuesday, August 3, 1816 Mary with Percy Shelley on a visit to the Palace of the

overthrown Bourbon monarchy at Versailles comments:

The Librarian---shewed us a book which he had preserved during the

Revolution. It was a book of paintings representing a tournament at the

Court of Louis 14—and it seemed that the present desolation of France,

the fury of the injured people, and all the horrors to which they abandoned

themselves stung by their long sufferings, flowed naturally enough from

expenditures so immense as must have been demanded by the

magnificence of this tournament. The vacant rooms of this placed imaged
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well the hollow show of monarchy (The Journals Of Mary Shelley,133-

134).

There is a sense of conflict and tension in the Librarian’s will to preserve relics and

rituals at the center of “the long suffering” people of France. The “tournament”—a

performance ritual to entertain an opulent royalty—is a metonymic index of the distance

between performer (the French Monarchy) and audience (the French populace). The

presence of this theme of estrangement is not only a significant theme in literary

Romanticism’s response to the politics of the age, but reinforces Butler’s assertion about

the alienating import of the social ferment in the 19th Century. Pointedly, Mary Shelley’s

repeated readings of Political Justice, Pliny, and accounts of the French Revolution as

she composed and revised6 Frankenstein (The Journals of Mary Shelley,163-170)

contextualizes history as a creative motor in the construction of the novel. For example,

the Creation’s insistence on the elements that will integrate him into the community of

humans has similarities to the militancy and demands of the Parisian mob their “rights”.

An illustration of history “reflected” (Butler) in Frankenstein is evident in the

Creation’s growth to self-consciousness and knowledge. In one account of the process of

the Creation’s gradual familiarity with this new world, he makes this poignant

observation:

“My days were spent in a close attention, that I might more

speedily master the language; and I may boast that I improved more

6 Mary Shelley’s preferred term in her revision of drafts of Frankenstein is “correct.”
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rapidly than the Arabian, who understood very little, and conversed in

broken accents, whilst I comprehended and would imitate almost every

word that was spoken. While I improved in speech, also learned the

science of letters, as it was taught to the stranger; and this opened before

me a wide field for wonder and delight. “The book from which Felix

instructed Safie was Volney’s Ruins of Empires. I should not have

understood the purport of this book, had not Felix, in reading it, given very

minute explanations. He had chosen this work, he said, because the

declamatory style was framed in imitation of the eastern authors. Through

this work I obtained a cursory knowledge of history, and a view of the

several empires at present existing in the world; it gave me an insight into

the manners, governments, and religions of the different nations of the

earth. I heard of the slothful Asiatics; of the stupendous genius and mental

activity of the Grecians; of the wars and wonderful virtue of the early

Romans—of their subsequent degeneration—of the decline of that mighty

empire; of chivalry, christianity, and kings. I heard of the discovery of the

American hemisphere, and wept with Safie over the hapless fate of its

original inhabitants.

These wonderful narrations inspired me with strange feelings. Was

man, indeed, at once so powerful, so virtuous, and magnificent, yet so

vicious and base? He appeared at one time a mere scion of the evil

principle, and at another as all that can be conceived of noble and godlike.
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To be a great and virtuous man appeared the highest honour that can befall

a sensitive being; to be base and vicious, as many on record have been,

appeared the lowest degradation, a condition more abject than that of the

blind mole or harmless worm. For a long time I could not conceive how

one many could go forth and murder his fellow, or even why there were

laws and governments; but when I heard details of vice and bloodshed, my

wonder ceased, and I turned away with disgust and loathing.

(Frankenstein, 79-80)

This lengthy excerpt is necessary and relevant in establishing the range of thoughts and

ideas underlying this essay’s claims of the historicity in the novel’s construction. There is

the irony of the Creation’s glee in using his mastery of “language” and fluid “accents” as

a marker of distinction between him and “his other”—“the Arabian.” The Arab’s

cognitive difficulties in mastering a language not his own seem to serve as a construct

that allows the Creation to elevate himself over another. The Creation’s new awareness

and consciousness of the varied use of cultural instruments such as linguistic mastery

quickly established him as an astute observer and participant in the historical knowledge

that he engages with his newfound powers of linguistic cognition.

Further, the Creation is seduced by the “wonder and delight” of “letters,” but as

his “cursory knowledge of history” gleaned from Volney’s Ruins of Empires depends, he

comes to the realization of the import of “the science of letters” that had been a source of

“delight” before. The civilizations that “inspired” in him such awe and admiration are

revealed to be capable of “vicious and base” impulses and privileged “evil” principles in
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practices of domination over “the hapless.” The paradox of the “noble and godlike” men

running governments “of vice and bloodshed” leads the Creation to turn “away with

disgust and loathing” at the history of humans. The Creation’s attitude of “disgust and

loathing” to forms of governance in human history parallels Mary Shelley’s sense of the

Paris mob’s “fury” at the Monarch whose style and rule mirrored the pattern of

estrangement between France’s aristocracy and the rest of the populace. Therefore, the

estrangement in Mary Shelley’s records of the French Revolution and the Creation’s

discovery of this theme in the narrative of Volney support the contention that the

Manichean politics of 19th Century Europe, and indeed past historical epochs, have a

homological relationship with the Manichean politics of Frankenstein. The political and

social divisions in Europe and the regressive national policies that characterized political

governance will lead to several riots and popular discontent. The Manchester riots of

1819 is an apt illustration of a consequence of Manichean politics.

The novel makes pointed allusions to historical formations (in Volney’s Ruins)

and tensions which mediate those social institutions that define, with varying degrees of

success, the existence of those others (“the hapless”), who, often without their consent,

are made disposable objects in the operations of the agents who control these institutions.

These allusions have been the subject of several critical readings of the novel. Percy B.

Shelley’s critical response to Frankenstein, I think, is the first recognition of a historical

significance in the conflict between Victor Frankenstein and the Creation:

The direct moral of the book consists, and it is perhaps the most important

and of all the most universal application, of any moral that can be enforced
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by example. Treat a person ill, and he will become wicked. Requite

affection with scorn;…let one be selected, for whatever cause, as the

refuse of his kind—divide him, a social being, from society and you

impose upon him the irresistible obligations—malevolence and

selfishness. It is thus that, too often in society, those who are best qualified

to be its benefactor and its ornaments, are branded by some accident with

scorn, and changed, by neglect and solitude of heart, into a scourge and a

curse. (Percy Shelley)7

Percy Shelley’s intimation of the presence of a “direct moral” with “most universal

application” helps define the dynamics of the conflict between Victor and his Creation.

The “moral” attests to the existence and history of relationships in which different

ideologies often trigger conflict because some members of “society” are treated like

“refuse” and deprived of access to those requisites that nurture their beings as “social.”

Also, Percy Shelley hints at the themes of alienation and resistance as significant

outcomes of the “neglect and solitude of heart” that disrupts the ties between “social”

beings. Shelley’s makes the case that the marginalization of the socially different has

consequences that undermine the potential for meaningful social relationships.

Ultimately, the “malevolence and selfishness” that a “social being” exhibits as “a

scourge and a curse” in his universe, as Frankenstein’s Creation does, defines the extent

7 Percy Shelley’s commentary written in 1817 was published after his death in 1832 in The Athenaeunm
Journal of Literature, Science and the Fine Arts (Nov. 10, 1832) and quotes in the Norton edition of
Frankenstein. His use of “social being” predates, but parallels Marx’s use of the term to mean membership
in “the cooperation of several individuals, no matter what conditions, in what manner, to what end (German
Ideology 18).
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of the Creation’s alienation from the cultural and political uses of Victor’s world. But on

the other hand, the transgressions that have cast the Creation as a negation (“scourge and

a curse”) illustration the Creation’s ability to react and counter the uses of a world

equally trapped in ironies and paradoxes of its history. These transgressions constitute

acts of critical resistance by the Creation for one instructive reason. They point to the

ironies and paradoxes inherent in the novel’s Promethean ideal which is Victor’s need to

actualize and give birth to a creative consciousness that would displace the bliss of

ignorance with the nurturing power of inventiveness and knowledge; but the fears and

anxieties expressed by Victor on the demands and needs of the Creation appear

incongruous with the promise of redemptive possibilities implied in the Promethean

purpose of the intentions that seem to have encouraged his act of “creation”.

Consequently, society’s “ill” treatment of its other as “refuse” creates a corresponding

resistance and backlash to cultural raptures and lack of ease (dis-ease) in the society’s

appropriation and corruption of the Promethean values. Clearly, Percy Shelley’s critical

response, I will assert, is the first historicist reading of Frankenstein as a critique of

totalizing forms of social power before the emergence of Subaltern/Post Colonial themes

in literary studies in the late 20th Century. Percy Shelley’s close association with Mary

and his reading of the novel as social commentary will support suggestions that the

ongoing political upheavals in England and Europe in the 19th century could have been

pointed topics of discussion between them as Mary’s thinking mapped the novel’s

development.
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Later historicist readings of Frankenstein have extended its interpretive range with

pointed analysis of cultural formations at play in 19th Century England’s social

projections into the non-European world. Joseph W. Lew in his study of Frankenstein

argues that it is a narrative that engages and critiques the nature of the British imperial

enterprise in the Oriental world:

Replacing Frankenstein in its political and intellectual context helps us to

see the timeliness of this “timeless” tale. Frankenstein critiques both the

romantic ideology and the growth and methods of the British Empire in

the East. It is also a hall of mirrors, a cautionary tale of a culture trapped in

the mirror stage, and of destruction that results from a way of seeing

which can create only projections of self. (Lew 283).

The “timeliness” of Frankenstein is its 19th Century milieu and allusions to historical and

cultural events in the century. The profitable and deepening commercial ties between

East and West with overt political dynamics center around the characterization of Clerval

and other thematic nuances of a Turkish menace in European politics. Lew seems to

make an important observation about the corrupting nature and impact of deformed ideas

and thought and their potential for setting up the “Self” in antagonistic relationships with

the “Other.” The Self’s totalizing “way of seeing,” particularly in the history of the

British Empire’s relationship with its subjective populace, is defined by political

imperatives and social needs that laid the basis for continual strife as a permanent essence

of the relationship. These “projections of self” as the privileging of one cultural system

over other cultural systems in the contest of systems in analogous to the nature of the
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conflict underlying Victor’s “quit” Europe order to the Creation. The relevance of Lew’s

assertion must be appreciated in the context of the novel’s increasing prominence in

historicist readings in “Empire” themes in Cultural and Subaltern Studies. The novel

seems to offer metaphors that register a correspondence between past and contemporary

ways of defining relationships between metropolitan centers of the world and its local

and external margins.

H.L. Malchow’s reading of Frankenstein argues that Victor’s perception of the

Creation as “the scourge” and “a curse” in the novel’s plot highlight the social tensions

arising out of 19th Century English notions of race and fears of the destabilizing dangers

posed by England’s working poor. Malchow’s assertions draw on extensive philosophic

and historical texts to conclude that Mary Shelley’s “portrayal of her monster drew upon

contemporary attitude towards non-white, in particular on fears and hopes of the abolition

of slavery in the West Indies, as well as on middle-class apprehension of a Luddite

proletariat” (Malchow, 90-92). The continuing interplay of the English Self’s distorted

image in its “hall of mirrors” trap is developed in Lew’s recognition of the powerful yet

perverse ways in which the Atlantic slave trade infected the English consciousness with

racial ideas that did, and still continues to, influence social dynamics in English culture.

Victor’s conflict with his Creation, in Malchow’s reading, illustrates the presence of

racist codes in 18th and 19th Century English history in the novel’s plot.

Other readings of Frankenstein by Gayatri Spivak, Warren Montag, Debbie Lee,

and Elsie Michie, to mention a few, contextualize the novel in the history, politics, and
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social theories of the 19th Century.8 For instance, Debbie Lee sees in Frankenstein a

political culture of “enslavement and servitude” (192) with profound significance in

understanding the role slave plantations played in 19th Century British economy and

mores. Also, Elsie Michie argues Marx’s theories of alienated labor provide readers a

critical social prism with which to “see in Frankenstein an economic and political subtext

that might otherwise remain invisible” (93). Michie reads Frankenstein in terms of

Marxian laws of economic production and the attendant antagonistic relationship between

the capitalist (Victor) and the laborer (Victor’s “creature”). Hence, for Michie, the novel

is a symbolic “embodiment of production, and the Creature’s treatment suggests that

material production is what nineteenth-century society, as depicted in the novel, desires

to repress” (97). Clearly, this reading suggests one way in which contemporary political

and social issues emerged within Frankenstein. Central to Michie’s claim is the real

nature of an intractable social split between protagonist and antagonist on account of the

operation of an economic method that thrives on the irreconcilability of objectives. This

is the reality of class antagonisms in the 19th Century. Victor can be likened to a capitalist

in Michie’s argument because his strength and power derive from ownership of assets

that enable him to “create” and “produce” goods (Creation) to assure his sense of control

over elements in his environment.

All these historicized readings of Frankenstein also acknowledge the diverse

forms of the Manichean sensibilities that circumscribe the culture and politics of the

8I do not intend these references to be the most definitive scholarship on the themes of history and cultural
politics in Frankenstein. Indeed, the range of critical and excellent scholarship on the novel’s engagement
with these themes are too extensive to recount here. My references are recent or relevant citations only for
the specific ends of this paper.
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novel’s universe. The insightful and compelling power of the arguments developed in

these readings have aided the genesis of my own thinking and eventual thesis on

Frankenstein. I read Frankenstein, in the specific context of the social and cultural

practices and processes of the 19th Century world, as a literary rumination on the ironic

and paradoxical consequence of one overarching social entity’s violent intrusion into

another. In particular, my location of the novel in the political and cultural practices of

18th and 19th Century Britain especially in its relations with its growing African

possessions leads me to conclude that the themes of alienation and resistance are a

necessary consequence and outcome in the novel’s homological relationship with its

material universe. The parallels between Frankenstein and some accounts of the slave

narratives written in the 19th century further reinforce and strengthen the function of

alienation and resistance as significant thematic dyads present when the altruistic

assumptions of a civilization are corrupted as it violently asserts a set of social or cultural

norms over another civilization or other social entities. The correspondence between

Frankenstein and the slave narrative provide clear thematic and theoretical framework for

reading the ways in which to British Empire of the 18th and 19th Centuries triggered

artistic or literary responses to various forms of historical ruptures and tensions in a

changing world.

2.2 Alienation in the History of Empire: Frankenstein and the Slave Narrative

The textual evidence illustrating the presence of the theme of alienation in

Frankenstein can be found in several well defined frames in the novel’s plot. Examples of

these frames are in the moments of Victor’s agonizing expressions of fear and despair on
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the nature of his Creation. Other significant examples are in Victor’s hostile and

confrontational exchanges with the Creation, and in the Creation’s painful consciousness

of the loathsome history of his new world and his bleak fate and identity. The language of

Victor’s visceral response to the form in the throes of acquiring the animating reflexes of

a human being establishes and forecasts alienation as the controlling trope in the

relationship between the two:

I beheld the wretch—the miserable monster whom I had created. He held

up the curtain of the bed; and his eyes, if eyes they be called, were fixed

on me. His jaws opened, and he muttered some inarticulate sounds, while

a grin wrinkled his cheeks. He might have spoken, but I did not hear; one

hand was stretched out, seemingly to detain me, but I escaped, and rushed

downstairs. I took refuge in the court-yard belonging to the house which I

inhabited; where I remained during the rest of the night, walking up and

down in the greatest agitation, listening attentively, catching and fearing

each sound as if it were to announce the approach of the demoniacal

corpse to which I had so miserably given life. (Frankenstein, 35)

This crucial passage amplifies the unique nature and significance of the Creation’s birth.

His birth is viewed by Victor as a moment of naturalized aberration. The Creation’s birth

contrasts sharply with the normative rituals associated with the social celebrations of

human births. Instead of the conventional naming ceremonies in which human beings are

baptized and stamped with names like Tom, Dick, or Harry to ensure and guarantee their

formal identities in society, the Creation’s birth is conceived as a negation in Victor’s
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language. The Creation is named a “wretch” and “the miserable monster”—names whose

connotation and denotation imply the necessity for his exclusion from Victor’s world.

Also, the joyful wail of the newborn which often denotes the first vibrant exercise of the

voice as instrument of expression and index of cognition is frozen in the Creation. Rather,

he mutters “some inarticulate sounds.” The menace implied in the Creation’s first

attempts at self-expression—“muttered”—and the paralysis contained in it foregrounds

the bleak fate that will be his only inheritance. That fate frames the Creation’s

movements throughout the novel as a “demoniacal corpse” whose approach compels

Victor and the other human contacts he makes into real gestures of fear and flight. The

putrid aura of a “corpse” finally inserts the condition of alienation marking the novel’s

various relationships, particularly, in the Creation’s self-discovery of this condition as a

necessary consequence of the nature of the social history of human empires, especially in

Britain’s participation in the Atlantic Slave Trade and relations with its African world in

the 18th and 19th Centuries.

Other terms and implications of alienation as a critical concept which have

application in Frankenstein derive from Istvan Meszaros’ study of the Marxian notions of

the concept as an essential construction in relationships where conflicting positions of

social power project ends that structure and sustain hierarchical systems in which

constant and divisive tensions govern social relationships. In other words, the imperatives

of social existence and the institutions and arrangements that define them hinder

movement towards common and shared expression of desires between people. Particular

expressions by one group project nuances that undermine or resist other expressions by
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others. As a result, the arrangements in any social existence assert needs that further

deepen the pointlessness of shared or common desires. Meszaros writes

Alienation is an eminently historical concept… If man is “alienated,” he

must be alienated from something, as a result of certain causes—the

interplay of events and circumstance in relation to man as the subject of

this alienation—which manifest themselves in a historical framework.

(Marx’s Theory Of Alienation, 36)

The location of the causes of the condition of estrangement and separation in human

relationships in history does not imply history as the only conceptual framework in which

any analysis of this condition is possible. However, the nature of the social convulsions

that marked much of 19th Century Europe and the Atlantic Slave Trade and the

permanent definitions of them as crucial epochs in world history make them useful

“events” in exploring the concept of alienation. For example, the French Revolution and

the judicial uses to which the guillotine was put reflected the depth of the estrangement of

one social class from another in the political system that, in large part, contributed to the

causes of the Revolution. Similarly, the Atlantic Slave Trade, with its glaring racial

character, reinforced a sense of separation between the European nations, whose

economies needed cheap and free labor for agricultural plantations and mines in the new

world, and the African communities that provided slaves for this labor.

Marx’s analyses of alienation as a central theory of human social relationships

develop a range of ideas with extensive economic and cultural implications. Thus a

reading of Frankenstein can also be understood in the pointed philosophical and cultural
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implications in Marxian definition of alienation. Of course, the nature of production, for

Marx, makes possible the occurrence of the forms of estrangement in relationships

between individuals and groups because humans use and exploit labor (other humans) in

modes that inevitably give rise to irreconcilable feelings and thoughts (Economic and

Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844). Therefore, slavery as a factor of economic and other

form of social production in which the lives of humans are reduced to mere tools for the

benefit of other men provides study of alienation in the social systems of society. For

example the slave whose labor generates and creates the economic and social power of

his society is estranged from a constructive experience of this power in his life. Instead,

his use and exploitation as a mere tool makes him, paradoxically, a foreigner in his world.

The slave in this instance is reduced to property who lacks or is consciously denied

access to the material elements of existence that define and affirm human agency. So the

slave is separated from the fruits of the labor others use to further his condition. This

paradigm defined an activity of the political and cultural entities referred to as empires.

If empires is acknowledged as the projection of one controlling social and cultural

hierarchy over extensive geographical areas and peoples, the fact of this distention

facilitates interactions that lead to “conflict—cruelty—anger—indifference and power”

(Pagden 2). This antagonism is one important outcome of productive modes that fuel the

engine of the empires’ economic progress. The British dominance of much of West

Africa and large areas of the Western Hemisphere in the 18th and 19th centuries and the

inevitable “conflict” with Africans in its conduct of the Atlantic Slave Trade are mirrored

in the literary genre defined as the Slave Narrative. The Slave Narrative’s representation
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of the personal experiences of the African slaves in the 18th and 19th centuries define and

assert perspectives that show the nature and extent of alienation as a material

consequence and condition of the British Empire.

The slave as the social or cultural “Other” in the 18th and 19th centuries inhabited

a world in which his captive condition paralleled the Creation’s circumstances in

Frankenstein. Both fall into a social category Orlando Patterson defines as “the

permanent, violent domination of natally alienated and generally dishonoured persons”

(Slavery and Social Death, 13). Victor’s instant estrangement from the Creation is clearly

reflected in the language he uses to christen his Creation as “miserable monster.” Also,

the tone of dishonor apparent in Victor’s characterization of his own Creation

foreshadows the violence and lack of fellowship that will define their relationship

throughout the novel. In her study, The Origins of American Slavery: Bondage in the

English Colonies Betty Wood says of English impression of West Africans:

English visitors found little, if anything, with which they could identify.

On the contrary, they were shocked and appalled by social arrangements

and behavior that seemed to them to be the very antithesis of civilized

English society. (24)

This moment of the English intrusion into and interaction with West Africa, ironically,

also projects ideological parameters that make certain this intrusion and interaction

remains an oppositional and hostile one. The appropriation of the term “civilized” by the

English, possibly, to denote values, mores, and structures unique and appropriate to

English is used as measuring standard in a manner that concludes in a false consciousness
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of the nature of “social arrangements and behavior” in the African world. England’s

certainty about the absence of values and structures not English or European would

provide a tempting ideological justification for participation in the slave trade. In the final

analysis, the dehumanizing practices associated with the Slave Trade and slavery will

make “antithesis” an apt noun with profound implications for reading the extent of the

social and cultural alienation between the worlds inhabited by Victor Frankenstein and

the authors of the slave narrative. Frankenstein and the slave narrative are constructions

of vignettes in which the imposition of one type of “social arrangements and behavior”

by one social polity on another results, not in productive synthesis of mores, but rather a

protracted and destructive condition of alienation and negation of the claims inherent in

any appropriation of the term “civilized English society.”

The Creation’s education in the social systems of his world, especially in the

function of hierarchies, leads to his recognition of his shared identity with the social

“Other” oppressed within the system:

Every conversation of the Cottagers now opened new wonders to

me. While I listened to the instructions which Felix bestowed upon the

Arabian, the strange system of human society was explained to me. I hear

of the division of property, of immense wealth and squalid poverty; of

rank, descent, and noble blood.

The words induced me to turn towards myself. I learned that the

possessions most esteemed by your fellow-creatures were, high, and

unsullied descent united with riches. A man might be respected with only
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one of these acquisitions; but without either he was considered a vagabond

and a slave, doomed to waste his powers for the profit of the chosen few.

And what was I? Of my creation and creator I was absolutely ignorant; I

knew that I possessed no money, no friends, no kind of property. I was,

besides, endowed with a figure hideously deformed and loathsome; I was

not even of the same nature as man…..When I looked around, I saw and

heard of none like me. Was I then a monster, a blot upon the earth, from

which all men fled, and whom all men disowned? (Frankenstein, 80-81).

Indeed, the Creation as Victor’s progeny is revealed in the former’s reflections on the

proper lineage and social status in a hierarchical political culture. The obsession with and

need to acquire and perpetuate the power of particular lineages is a defining characteristic

of the elder Frankenstein’s personal ambitions for Victor. The coincidence of the elder

Frankenstein’s expressed desires and the Creation’s own independent discovery of the

prevalence of these human desires is apt metaphor of the Creation’s instinctive

articulation of family secrets to which he is privy. The Creation as “offspring” of Victor

shares a “genetic” link to Victor and that enables it to share and articulate insights and

intuitions only known to “family members”. However, the other discovery that his

“hideously deformed and loathsome” figure sets him as a foil to those “of rank, descent,

and noble blood” allows him to see with clarity the class and stratified nature of human

society. The “property” “possessions,” and “acquisitions” which account for the power

and status of the few of “noble blood” are made possible though the labor of the “Slave”

who is “doomed to waste his power for the profit of the chosen few.” This hierarchized
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social relationship is destructive in its ends as it thrives mainly by enervating and

commodifying the “powers” of the social “other.” Thus a type and mode of social

aggrandizement perpetuates conditions where the “other” “vagabond” and “slave—as

“profit” lives a fractured existence.

In the slave narrative, a similar observation of the slave’s fractured and estranged

existence is attributed to a function of the mode of social aggrandizement. The irony that

inflects the political economy of slavery is captured in the incongruous identity of

plantation nobility as both Christian and capitalist. Witness Harriet Jacobs’ account of

one plantation aristocrat and the violent nature of his relationship with his slaves:

Women were considered of no value, unless they continually increase

their owner’s stock. They are put on a par with animals. This same master

shot a woman through the head, who had run away and been brought back

to him. No one called him to account for it. If a slave resisted being

whipped, the bloodhounds were unpacked, and set upon him, to tear his

flesh from his bones. The master who did these things was highly

educated, and styled a perfect gentleman. He also boasted the name and

standing of a Christian, though Satan never had a truer follower. (Incidents

in the Life of a Slave Girl, 49)

The channeling of the reproductive functions of the female into those of an incubator is

conducted in atmosphere of violent and lurid exchanges between the slave and the

master. Further, the hierarchical nature of the relationship within these exchanges

privileges the rights and whims of the master as the only elements of value in the
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relationship. Nonetheless, the master’s high education, his “perfect” style as a gentleman

and “standing of a Christian”, ironically, invert his relationship with the slave into a

purposeful negation of “Christian” ad “educated” values. The reduction of the slave into

an object of mere profit necessarily alienates the slave from his surrounding world.

Also, the Creation’s reflections on the destructive political operation of what he

describes as “the strange system of human society” corresponds to the Slave Narrative’s

ironic statement on the structures of human governance. William Wells Brown, a 19th

century American slave, reflects thus on the system as he makes his escape to Canada:

But when I thought of slavery with its democratic whips—its republican

chains—its evangelical blood-hounds, and its religious slaveholders—

when I thought of all of this paraphernalia of American democracy and

religion behind me, and the prospect of liberty before me, I was

encouraged to press forward, my heart was strengthened and I forgot that I

was tired or hungry. (The Travels of William Wells Brown, 52)

It is paradoxical that the condition of slavery is made possible by the function of the

“paraphernalia” of “democracy”. The “democratic” and “republican” ideals of citizen

rights and freedom of self-determination are displaced by “whips” and “chains” of

servitude in which “religion” ceases to offer any relief or hope to the slave. The

oxymoronic arrangement of Brown’s description of his thinking on his status also reflects

the extent to which the practice of slavery cripples and corrupts the linguistic signs that

enshrine the governing ideals of hierarchical societies. As a consequence, irony and
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paradox is created where language and meaning entrench and foster alienating responses

to the so-called noble goals of society.

The Creation’s sense of “the strange system of human society,” especially in the

system’s cruel treatment and commodification of those without “rank” is also echoed in

Olaudah Equiano’s description of his capture into slavery. Equiano writes:

I had never experienced anything of this kind before; and although, not

being used to the water, I naturally feared that element the first time I saw

it; yet nevertheless, could I have got over the nettings, I would have

jumped over the side, but I could not; and, besides the crew used to watch

us very closely who were not chained down to the decks, least we should

leap into the water; and I have seen some of these poor African prisoners

most severely cut for attempting to do so, and hourly whipped for not

eating. This indeed was often the case with myself. In a little time after,

amongst the poor chained men, I fund some of my own nation, which in a

small degree gave ease to my mind. I inquired of these what was to be

done with us? they gave me to understand we were to be carried to these

white people’s country to work for them….the white people looked and

acted, as I thought, in so savage a manner; for I had never seen among any

people such instances of brutal cruelty; and this not only shewn toward us

blacks but also to some of the whites themselves. (Olaudah Equiano: The

Interesting Narrative 56-57).
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This is further illustration of one of several ironies in the history of the meaning between

Europe and Africa. A persistent antithetical strand, it seems, defines the nature of

constant conflict between these human communities in the 18th and 19th centuries. The

variance in objective is revealed in the traumatic consequence of the Atlantic Slave Trade

on the Africans; they “never experienced anything of this kind before.” Also, the trade’s

paralyzing effects is in the statement of the powerful and severe degree of alienation of

“us blacks” from “the whites.” It is ironic that this engenders an ironic negative of the

“civilized” (see Betty Wood) values and ideas “the whites” have claimed to be the

governing principle in their reasons for being in Africa.

2.3 Conclusion: Paradox of Creation: The Disruption of the Promethean Ideal in

Frankenstein

The subtitle of Frankenstein—the Modern Prometheus—assumes a meaning that I think

destabilizes any attempt to link the action of the novel to conventional notions of the

concept of Prometheus. Traditionally, the ideas or ideals of Prometheus derive from the

Greek myths of power and hierarchy in the social and cultural Pantheon inhabited by

privileged Olympians and Titans. The exclusionary nature of the distribution of and

access to power in this Pantheon is symbolized by metaphoric rituals associated with fire.

In the main, fire functions as both alchemizing and illuminating essence whose use

transforms the inert and gross in frozen entities into realized beings of consciousness able

to express and assert enlightened and independent choice. However, experience of this

liberating use of fire, in the mythology, was determined by a powerful hierarchy of Titans

who, among other reasons, feared the democratization of its liberating consequences. As
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a result, the Titans fostered an environment where a vast mass of humanity, trapped in a

sea of cognitive inertia, remained dependent and subservient to the dominant Titans.

The monopoly of this fire by the titans created a cultural apartheid, a conditions

where those who owned liberating forms of knowledge built protective walls and

sanctions against the spread and dissemination of this symbolic fire. Unfortunately,

another Titan, Prometheus, would steal this fire and give it to mankind (The Greek

Myths, 140-142). Hence mankind will awaken from its spell of cognitive inertia and,

through the invigorating activity of the intellect, aspire to creative and constructive

heights and accomplishments. A particular feature of this aspiration is the untrammeled

movement toward self-determination. Prometheus, therefore, becomes the defining

metaphor of the redemptive and creative possibilities an awakened humanity could

deploy in liberating cultural or social pursuits. But this traditional sense of Prometheus

re-incarnated as a “Modern” in Frankesntein fails, in my view, to attain the ends

associated with the popular usage of the Greek myth in Mary Shelley’s 19th century

England.

Victor’s earlier noble ambitions expressed in the desire to deploy the

“astonishing…power placed within” his “hands” (Frankenstein, 31) reflects aspects of the

promethean urge to facilitate the spread of forms of knowledge that would act as

alchemizing agents of a new humanity. However, Victor’ ambitions are tinged with

desires that ultimately corrupt and disrupt the Promethean idea;

No one can conceive the variety of feelings which bore me onwards, like a

hurricane, in the first enthusiasm of success. Life and death appeared to
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me ideal bounds, which I should first break through, and pour a torrent of

light into our dark world. A new species would bless me as its creator and

source; many happy and excellent natures would owe their being to me.

No father could claim the gratitude of his child so completely as I should

deserve their’s. Pursuing the reflections, I thought, that if I could bestow

animation upon lifeless matter, I might in process of time (although I now

found it impossible) renew life where death had apparently devoted the

body to corruption. (Frankenstein, 32)

There are conflicting notions of power in Victor’s promethean desire. On the one hand,

there is the impulse in Victor’s wish to “pour a torrent of light into our dark world.” Here,

a clear intimation of a liberating or redemptive promise will function, in its actualization,

as a powerful reversal of the inert and toxic dross inhibiting fruitful and constructive

possibilities in “our dark world.” But on the other hand, it would appear Victor hungers

for allegiance as a “Creator and Source” of this “torrent of light” not for the altruistic

reasons in the original Promethean myth, but to be blessed and acknowledged as a

“father” of grateful children. Simultaneously, an emphatic repetition of a supremacist

consciousness infects Victor’s “enthusiasm” for new possibilities in “our dark world.”

This consciousness betrays an inordinate tendency to determine and define the choices

that others make; it negates the principle of agency in social exchange. Victor privileges

his essence as a compulsive and controlling necessity in an awakened world of “new

species.” The several first person pronouns—“I should,” “bless me,” “I should,” “I

thought,” “I could,” “I might,”—assert and affirm an agency that already hints at an
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oppositional relationship with other agencies in the third person worlds of “our” and

“their.” Indeed, it is this Manichean consciousness at the inception of Victor’s odyssey

that, I think, disrupts and corrupts the Promethean ideal. It is paradoxical that Victor

would, like Prometheus, seek to “renew” and “pour a torrent of light” on “lifeless”

humanity; yet like Zeus, he would still conceive of the “new species” of humanity as

children with the obligation to “bless’ him as the Supreme partner—“creator,” “source”

and “father”—in the relationship. While it can be argued that the “creator” or the “father”

can be constructive and nurturing presence or influence in a relationship, it is Victor’s

insistence on the “new species” owing “their being to him” that complicates Victor’s

promethean desire. He is afraid of losing the levers of social power that assure his

domination over others. This complication is apparent in the conflict that eventually

defines the permanent alienation and antagonism between Victor and the Creation.

An important source of the conflict between Victor—the “father”—and the

Creation, I would argue, lies in the material social formations that surround the definition

of Victor’s perspective in the world. Victor as a scion of “the most distinguished”

Genovese nobility grows up in a world where the ideas of equality and freedom of

agency often manifested provincial rather than universal sensibilities among the nobility.

This provincialism defines Victor’s own capitulation to the consciousness of his class and

lineage, and eventual corruption of his relationship with the Creation. Victor, aside from

insisting on the exile of the Creation from Europe, cast himself as a vengeful Zeus who

must now contain and diminish the existence of the Creation as a competing presence to

the power of the nobility:
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As I sat, a train of reflection occurred to me, which led me to consider the

effect of what I was doing. Three years before I was engaged in the same

manner, and had created a fiend whose unparalleled barbarity had

desolated my heart, and filled it forever with the bitterest remorse. I was

now about to form another being, of whose disposition I was alike

ignorant; she might become ten thousand times more malignant than her

mate, and delight, for its own sake in murder and wretchedness…I

shuddered to think that future ages might curse me as their pest, whose

selfishness had not hesitated to buy its own peace at the price of perhaps

of the existence of the whole human race. (Frankenstein, 114-115)

Victor’s acceptance of the ideology of his social world completes the disruption of his

earlier promethean desire. The class nature of this world constructs and determines social

relations on the operation of a hierarchy. The controlling class in this hierarchy defines

and the social or cultural “other” as a way of maintaining its power. Victor’s desire to

awaken an inert world has led him to create a being (the other/slave) who he (as the

self/master) interacts with in conflict for affirmation of their respective identities as

independent of each other. However, the Creation’s refusal to be defined or objectified

conflicts with Victor’s hopes of asserting his patrician powers over the “species” he has

created. Therefore, Victor reverts to the terms of socially and culturally coded terms

which set the Creation apart from “the human race.” Clearly the “barbarity” and

“malignant” characters of the Creation and his potential “mate” are contagious cultural

tumors which, if not destroyed, could contaminate the “human race.” But if these
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contagions are read as accounting for the intellectual regression that circumscribes

Victor’s sense of “our dark world,” then Victor as “the Modern Prometheus” is a figure

of the historical irony common to the function of social hierarchies or empires. Victor’s

odyssey appears to protect and sustain a totalizing social system. Indeed, his “torrents of

light” only cast the social other in shadows of alienation.
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CHAPTER THREE

MYTH, HISTORY, IDEOLOGY AND SHELLEYAN POLITICS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will explore some terms of myth, history and ideology in Shelleyan

politics and attempt to argue how the driving principles in these ideas inform paradoxes

and ironies in Shelley’s assertions on tyranny, hegemony, liberty and their recurrence in

Ayi Kwei Armah. Specifically, “The Mask of Anarchy,” “Ode to the West Wind,”

Prometheus Unbound , and The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born deploy themes and

metaphors that function in contexts corresponding to the tensions that emanate from

irreconcilable interests in political formations. From the complex psychological splits of

the “Self” and its “other.” to competing valorization of national identities in colonial

history, it is possible to discern the deliberate and inadvertent ways in which the terms

constructed in ideas of history, myth, and ideology function in relationship to the

institution of social power.

To be sure, not every literary work is intended by its author as a reflection on

mythological symbols or ideological posture. Nonetheless, 19th British Romanticism

encourages critical claims on the presence of myth, history, and ideology as pivotal

markers of the reading traditions associated with Romanticism. Specifically, from Blake

to Shelley, poetic compositions on human and institutional errors, the betrayal of some

ethical or revolutionary ideal framed in constructions that borrowed extensively from

classical notions of myth or contemporary ideas of history. In Shelley, politics, a clarion

characteristic, is more than a poetic method. It is a constant barometer of Shelley’s sense
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of the swirling social and cultural pressures in his world. An instructive illustration of this

convergence of politics and poetics in Shelley can be found in his letter, from Italy, to

Thomas Peacock, on September 9, 1819, on the repercussions of the August 1819 attack

on demonstrating factory workers:

“Many thanks for your attention in sending the papers which contain the

terrible and important news of Manchester. These are, as it were, the

distant thunders of the terrible storm which is approaching. The tyrants

here, as in the French Revolution, have first shed blood. Many their

execrable lessons not be learnt with equal docility! I still think there will

be no coming to close quarters until financial affairs decidedly bring the

oppressors and the oppressed together. Pray let me have the earliest

political news which you consider of importance at this crisis.”

(The Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley 119)

Come September 23, 1819, Shelley will have a complete copy of “The Mask of Anarchy”

ready for publication. The letter to Peacock reveals the depth of Shelley’s interests and

concerns with the wider implications of the Manchester riots. Shelley’s allusions to bad

weather to define the import of the riots as similar to the French Revolution manifest a

keen political consciousness aware of the alienating social relationships in his world. The

atmospheric thunders that loom on the horizon is ready to strike, most likely, the

“tyrants” and “oppressors.” But the retributive justice one anticipates as a necessary

resolution of the antagonism between the “oppressors” and the “oppressed” is stalled in

Shelley’s intimation of a democratic type meeting of “oppressors” and “oppressed” to
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resolve the financial factors in the divide between these factions. It is salutary that the

French Revolution echoes in Shelley’s response to the Manchester. While on the one

hand, Shelley denounces the bloody attack on unarmed workers and encourages the

“oppressed” to rise against the agents of their oppression, on the other hand, his advocacy

of the overthrow of oppression his prescribed method of resistance – non-violence –

appears to offer little realistic hope, in the context of the laws and edicts of the time, of

freedom from oppression. This stance encourages my view that there is an operating

ideology in Shelley’s view of history that, despite his tone of radical critique of

oppression or political corruption, his offer of alternative solutions, often, raise ironic and

paradoxical clash of poetic idealism and political necessity. The African writer, Ayi Kwei

Armah, argues that :

A vision closed to future possibilities is basically conservative and

ultimately sterile. Any society dominated by such a vision is likely to

subsist, intellectually, like some strange museum where old knowledge,

instead of serving as manure for new, is kept under lock and key, under

the watchful eyes of a small team of guardians committed to keeping

society at large ignorant of all but the most superficial, ceremonially

useful aspects of knowledge.

( The Eloquence of the Scribes 224)

Whether intended or not, the subtle and implied image of classical Titans, in the guise of

“guardians”, define a corresponding sense of political power inhering in exclusive

relationships that condemn the vast majority of people to rituals empty of agency and
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growth. While Armah’s idea of dispensing with “lock” and “key” to enable the “manure”

of life nurture and nourish growth may pose risks to those who favor exclusionary forms

of power, the alternative sterility can only ensure a culture whose operation can be as

damning as the potential risks of freedom feared by the “guardians” of society. Yet

Shelley in “The Mask of Anarchy” would caution against movement towards opening the

gates of freedom that would free a “captive” populace from repressive social relationship.

The chapter’s focus on the politics of Shelley does not wish to imply an overt

didactic method in Shelley’s reflections on social corruption and human possibilities.

This will be inconsistent with his own preferred justification for his art. Shelley writes

thus of his art:

My purpose has hitherto been simply to familiarize the highly refined

imagination of the more select classes of poetical readers with beautiful

idealisms of moral excellence aware that until the mind can love, and

admire, and trust, and hope, and endure, reasoned principles of moral

conduct are seeds cast upon the highway of life which the unconscious

passenger tramples into dust, although they would hear the harvest of his

happiness. (Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 209)

Claims could be made for the ironic class implications in Shelley’s artistic credo. The

divide between “the highly refined imagination” and “the unconscious passenger” on the

“highway of life” reflects possibilities that are actualized or realized by degree of, likely,

individual cultivation. But the blatant social inequalities of the 19th Century England

could prove to be a decisive factor in the attainment of the hallowed intellectual
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sensibilities Shelley deems necessary to poetry appreciation. “The Mask of Anarchy” is

consideration of these sensibilities as it navigates the historical and ideological streams of

Shelley’s politics. Even his two other mythic works, “Ode to West Wind,” and

Prometheus Unbound abound in sensibilities that perpetuate the persistent irony and

contradiction in Shelley’s politics This irony and contradiction as a defining

characteristic of British Romanticism can be seen in Armah’s portrait of the nature of the

British presence in colonial and “post colonial” Ghana in The Beautyful Ones Are Not

Yet Born. The novel’s landscape is an ironic reflection on Armah’s “promethean” politics

in colonial Africa.

3.2 History and Ideology in “The Mask of Anarchy”

The Marxist assertion that literature can be analyzed in terms of the historical

conditions which produce it can be supported by this reading of “The Mask of Anarchy.”

Terry Eagleton writes:

Literary works are not mysteriously inspired; or explicable simply in terms

of their author’s psychology. They are forms of perception, particular

ways of seeing the world; and as such they have a relation to that

dominant way of seeing the world which is the social mentality or

ideology of an age. (Marxism and Literary Criticism 6)

Eagleton’s claim infers the presence and possibility of biases in literary representations of

particular worlds because the perspectives through which these representations are

reflected tend to convey the unique stances of the artist. Nevertheless, Eagleton’s
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assertion should not be seen as precluding the validity of other critical approaches to

Shelley.

The abiding irony and paradox in “The Mask of Anarchy” are in its treatment of

themes of slavery, exploitation and the alienation of labor from its just rewards and its

expression of fear and hesitation at the worth of mob violence in the process of liberation.

The irony and paradox is in Shelley’s refusal to envision the “working class” as the

alternative to “exploitative” rule. Perhaps this irony, exhort the “masses” to break the

chains of slavery and yet prescribe “caution” in breaking these chains, reflects a view of

ideology at work. It is ironic that, potentially, ideological constructs though necessary in

defining the character of governance in any social system, also run the risk of coalescing

into intractable dogmatic structures. Often, this development too soon assumes an

antagonistic posture vis-à-vis the very liberating impulses that signaled the “new”

ideology. This paradox, in Shelley advocating the overthrow of oppression yet cautioning

how this “new” freedom, should be won, establishes the primacy of ideology and history

in “the Mask of Anarchy.”

Ideology, within the Marxist tradition, refers to the set of ideas (e.g., political,

religious, economics, aesthetics, and so on) which arise from a given set material interests

or from a definite class or group. The most common use and function of ideology,

according to Eagleton, “is to legitimate the power of the ruling class in society; in the last

analysis, the dominant ideas of a society are the ideas of its ruling class” (Marxism and

Literary Criticism 5). This context of ideology, as any intellectual formation beholden to

a controlling interest and the implied existence of necessarily opposed classes, is
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conjoined with Raymond Williams’ definition of “history” as the “continuous and

connected forces of human development which had evolved from a past, are active in the

present, and will shape the future in knowable ways” (147) to argue the nature of

Shelley’s ideological posture in his poetic construction of the history of Manchester riots

of 1819.

Paul Foot, in Red Shelley, argues that the years between the 1790’s and the

1820’s saw in England the reign of “uninterrupted tyranny.” This was a period of state

policies that encouraged wars abroad and repression at home. An inept monarchy and the

ruthless ministerial troika of Castlereagh, Eldon, and Sidmooth combined in a repressive

purge of democratic sentiments in English politics. Corruption, high taxes, low wages,

and collapsing markets ushered in a massive wave of unemployment and deprivation. A

fear of the revolutionary potential in the restive populace encouraged the militarization of

English society and the legislation of draconian laws to stifle free expression. An

important landmark of the repressive era was the “Peterloo” massacre at St. Peter’s Field,

Manchester, in 1819. Foot refers to the massacre as one of the historical examples of the

effects of repressive rule. But of greater significance is Shelley’s poetic response to the

massacre. For Foot, “It is the most concise, the most popularly written and the most

explicit statement of his (Shelley’s) political ideas in poetry” (175).

Traditionally, the masque (also mask), a form which is echoed in Shelley’s poem,

was a royalist art form used to affirm the hierarchical relationships in society. Here, in its

traditional usage, the combination of drama, song, dance, and spectacle in forms the

masque’s rein for cement of hierarchies. However, in Shelley, the masque is made to
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subvert the conventional equations associated with it. According Stuart Curran, the

masque in Shelley

reverts to the more characteristically Shelleyan concern, how to transform

what is merely superstitious tradition whose realization man passively

awaits into an active assertion of human activity. Apocalyptic imagery

informs the mask….but as its source is elevated from religious dogma to

mythological symbol, its purpose is to suggest how humanity may wrest

the millennium out of God’s hands, purge the Antichrist from its midst,

and establish the one true corporate body of human fellowship.

(Shelley’s Annus Mirabilis 185)

Shelley invests his “mask” with revolutionary and counter-hierarchical significance and

uses it to affirm his belief in the institution of liberty as a logical function of a people

condemned to an orchestrated existence of deprivation. Also explicit in this usage is the

notion that the primary agent of change is this environment of slavery is the enslaved, not

some external Divinity acting on behalf of the enslaved.

The corruption and violence that vitiated the politics and social relationships of

nineteenth century England reflected the class antagonism and divergent interests that

heighten the poem’s historical content. The first twenty-one stanzas define the repressive

nature of the ruling classes,

I met Murder on the way --

He had a mask like Castlereagh --

Very smooth he looked, yet grim;

Seven bloodhounds followed him!
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All were fat; and well they might

Be in admirable plight,

For one by one, and two by two

He tossed them human hearts to chew

Which from his wide cloak he drew

- - - - - - - - -

Last came Anarchy: he rode

On one white horse, splashed with blood;

He was pale even to the lips,

Like Death in the Apocalypse (115-33).

The “smooth” figure of Castlereagh belies the violence that the ruling class has used as a

necessary tool of its domination in society. For instance, Castlereagh’s ruthless clamp

down on the Irish revolt of 1798 and his efforts with other European nations to thwart the

abolition of the slave trade are instructive revelations of the established order’s mode of

operation. The survival of this class subsists on the exploitation of the working class. In

fact, the rapacious character of the ruling class—“Bloodhounds”—is reflected in its

primary desire to “chew” “human hearts.” The figures of Eldon, Sidmouth, Bishops,

lawyers, peers and spies reinforce the “ghastly masquerade” that passes itself as the

established order of society.

Besides the fact of the repression that is the hallmark of this established order,

there is a clear pattern in its essential ideological and historical character. For example,
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governance of the important institutions of society—the church, the law courts, the

banks, and Parliament—revolves round the interests and needs of particular classes.

These interests and needs coalesce over time into mutual or shared concerns that must be

safeguarded and defended against hostile or competing concerns. As a consequence, the

“bloodhounds” who inhabit these institutions must necessarily perpetuate conditions to

ensure their continued control. Some of these conditions must encourage and sustain

thoughts and habits that clearly distinguish the controllers from the controlled.

The two conditions that, I think, sustain and perpetuate the antagonistic classes in

“The Mask of Anarchy” are the activity of “hired Murderers” (11.60), and the passive

resistance of the oppressed class. The former function to discourage any challenges to

entrenched class interests; the latter reflects, to come degree, the tacit acceptance of the

inevitability of the power of the ruling class. Shelley’s image of this condition of the

oppressed is compelling:

“So that ye for them are made

Loom, and plough, and sword, and spade

With or without your own will bent

To their defense and nourishment. (11.164-167)

The reduction of people to raw material—“Loom,” “plough,” “sword,” and “space”—to

sustain the desires and policy objectives of the powerful encourages a certain sense of

futility at the condition of the oppressed. However, this image of conditioned passivity

need not be a permanent structure of thought. There is the consciousness of impulses
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capable of reversing this condition of oppression. These impulses reflect recognition of

the individual “will” as a primary factor in efforts to engage and undermine oppression.

What the St. Peter’s Field Massacre of August 16, 1819, also inspired in “The

Mask of Anarchy” is Shelley’s need to posit “in the visions of Poesy” (114) a literary

challenge to the dominance of the belief that the collective good of society is sustained by

its members subjecting their wills to whoever proclaims, “I am God, and King, and

Law!” The American and French revolutions were historical manifestations of challenges

to the tyrannical strands inherent in such beliefs and proclamations. But Shelley was

realistic enough to understand the possible occasion for violence in the enslaved’s drive

for freedom. Those who feed on the suffering of the slave must be held responsible for

the inevitable bloodshed if it so arises:

On those who first should violate

Such saved heralds in their state

Rest the blood that must ensure,

And it will not rest on you! (11.336-339)

Nonetheless, instead of the populace fighting the oppressors with their kind of violence,

Shelley advocates passive resistance:

“And if then the tyrants dare

Let them ride among you there,

Slash, and stab, and maim, and hew, --

What they like, that let them do.
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“And with folded arms and steady eyes,

And little fear, and less surprise

Look upon them as they slay

Till their rage has died away. (11.340-347)

This show of moral courage in the face of the “slash, and stab” of the tyrant is

contradictory with Shelley’s “Rise Like Lions” injunction to oppression. This

contradiction is central to some aspects of Shelley’s notion of liberty. Clearly, this turn-

the-other-cheek response to the “slash” of the oppressor appears contradictory to the

traditional visions of loud clanging chains ushering in the dawn and hour of the masses.

Yet Shelley, in espousing this image of passive resistance, potentially postpones the

likelihood of any defined alternatives of governance.

The implicit presuppositions in Shelley’s use of factual historical references in the

poem help clarify the contradiction. It is certainly true that blatant violence is the chief

weapon of the ruling aristocracy’s hold on power. This violence, further, is used for

purposes that condemn the ruled to a life of destitution and suffering. The oppressed,

deprived of the democratic means of ameliorating their deprivation, can turn to the option

of violence or armed struggle. But there is no certainty that the oppressed mass would not

exploit their new grip on violence for equally destructive ends. Nor is it clear that the

government would not use mob violence as an excuse to wreak further violence on the

populace. Clearly, in Shelley, a violent rabble may be setting itself up for more of what it

resists.
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The storming of the Bastille was impelled by noble ideals, but the excesses that

followed the event validate Shelley’s non-violent way to social change. In A

Philosophical View of Reform, Shelley notes:

If a just and necessary revolution could have been accomplished with as

little expense of happiness and order in a country governed by despotic as

[in] one governed by free laws, equal liberty and justice would lose their

chief recommendations and tyranny be divested of its most revolting

attributes . . . The Revolution in France overthrew the hierarchy, the

aristocracy, and the monarchy, and the whole of that peculiarly insolent

and oppressive system on which they were based. But as it only partially

extinguished those passions which are the spirit of these forms, a reaction

took place which was restored in a certain limited degree the old system.

(Shelley: Political Writings 113-114)

Shelley’s rejection of violent change raises questions about the ideological imperative in

class struggles. In the light of Eagleton’s definition, the logical outcome of class struggle

often entails the overthrow of some entrenched and dominant class by another. The newly

empowered class must, as a matter of necessity, legitimize its rule through domination of

the institutions of control. Since the qualitative content of the new power and dominant

structures is not clarified in the ideological imperative, it stands to reason that the

placement of the working class or suffering masses in positions of power is not

necessarily the only alternative to better and humane government. Shelley’s notions of
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change seems, despite its compelling logic, to be “legitimate” oppressive systems of

governance as natural.

Clearly, “The Mask of Anarchy” points to significant ideological concerns with

ramifications for movements working toward the realization of meaningful and

satisfactory changes in class relationships that encourage and entrench privilege and

oppression. As a comment on eighteenth and nineteenth societies, the poem does indeed

reflect how the legitimation of the power of one class depends, essentially, on its ability

to enforce the supposed ideas that define its basis of power. Often, this enforced

imposition engenders tensions that sometimes result in the violent displacement of one

set of class ideas with another. Therefore, in this environment of change, the enforcement

of one set of class prerogatives and ideas does not in itself ensure the freedom of all

individuals in society. This irony and paradox in the institution of political power reveal

other ideas about the unstable nature of Shelley’s politics and its practice in his age.

Firstly, Shelley can, on the one hand, appropriate non-Christian religious motifs and

symbols from colonized cultures in poetic rituals to assure his personal spiritual growth

because of his loss of faith in Christianity, but yet on the other hand, would claim value

in the Christian forms he rejects as indispensable for the growth of the colonized. “Ode to

the West Wind” highlights this irony. Secondly, Shelley and his world’s use of the

Prometheus myth, especially placed in the context of the political culture and practices of

the British Empire, reveal relationships that destabilize the metaphors of liberation built

into the myths political uses in literature and imperial policy in the 19th century and its

later appropriation in the African politics.
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3.3 Cultural Mythology in “Ode to the West Wind”

The idea of myth as a symbolic representation of the aspirations, hopes, fears, and

varied sensations that inform the ideas governing any social or cultural order (Claude

Levi-Strauss) informs this reading Shelley’s use of various cultural motifs in “Ode To

The West Wind.” The poem’s promise of change, regeneration and growth is set up to

emphasize Shelley’s iconic resistance to entrenched or absolute orthodoxies. The range of

the poetic motifs Shelley deploys to accomplish the work of regeneration are revealing

for the cultural systems they introduce into the poem.

This reading of the Ode as a metaphor of the infinite possibilities and regeneration

man is capable of gains support, in part, from Jean Hall’s study in The Transforming

Image: A Study of Shelley’s Major Poetry and Stuart Curran’s Shelley’s Annus

Mirabilis: The Maturing of An Epic Vision. On Shelley, Hall asserts that “the thrust of

his poetry is not to reach the realm of a real Absolute, but to enact the transformation of

forms” (5). Inherent in the process is the poet’s desire and “need to discover a ‘way’

through the universal contentions he recognizes ….to exert his own weight upon the

dialectic” (Curran 155). Indeed, the “universal contentions” in the poem consist of the

divergent forms of the wind and cultural mythologies locked in a restless dance of

contrary movements. These contentions can be harnessed to generate possibilities defined

by the poet’s personal visions. Poetry, Shelley contents,

makes immortal all that is best and most beautiful in the world; it arrests

the vanishing apparitions which haunt the interlunations of life, and

veiling them or in language in form sends them forth among mankind,
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bearing sweet news of kindred joy to those with whom their sisters abide –

abide, because there is no portal of expression from the caverns of the

spirit which they inhabit into the universe of things. Poetry redeems from

decay the visitations of the divinity in man. (Shelley’s Poetry and Prose,

532)

It is this sense of poetic power that is called forth in “Ode to the West Wind” to become a

liberating medium in the universe that underlies the poem’s quest.

Basically, this poetic power in Shelley’s ode cannot be clarified in a single term.

But it consists of the poem’s juxtaposition of contrary metaphors, a deliberate alchemical

mix, in order to infer new meanings and possibilities in the constituent metaphors. It is

also what Curran describes as Shelley’s resort to a “syncretic ritual” (53) to realize the

redemptive essences inherent in the natural or cultural motifs that underlie the “Ode to

the West Wind.” The “immortality” that poetic language encourages is not a favor

bestowed on many by some external deity or force. While there is considerable

movement implied in the metaphors that are juxtaposed in the Ode, the ultimate agent of

change in the poem is man and his ability to orchestrate the poem’s many, and often

discordant, strains into a fruitful symphony.

The circumstances surrounding the poem’s composition in 1819 are an apt

illustration of Shelley’s assertion that man’s receptivity to “visitations” could be

subsumed into higher purposes. In writing of the circumstance, Shelley notes:

This poem was conceived and chiefly written in a wood that skirts the

Arno, near Florence, on a day when that tempestuous wind, whose
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temperature is at once mild and animating, was collecting the vapors

which pour down the autumnal rains. They began, as I foresaw, at sunset

with a violent test of hail and rain, attended by that magnificent thunder

and lightning peculiar to the Cisalpine regions (quoted in notes to “Ode to

the West Wind” in Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 297-298).

This moment and experience of “violent tempest of hail and rain,” of “magnificent,

thunder and lightning” is an appropriate context to understand the view that, out of the

enactment of this physical drama, “the delicate sensibility and enlarged imagination”

(Shelley 532) is capable of glimpsing worlds beyond the destruction inherent in a

spectacle infused with religious value in the context of cultural practices that revere

nature as a matter of spiritual necessity.

Yet, the impressions of the gloom in the “autumnal rains” and “sunset” can be

enslaving. This possibility exists because we are unable to escape the binding impact of

the destructive elements operating within these forces. But Shelley’s refusal to accept this

binding impact as the fixed nature of things generates the radical attitude that the “wild

West Wind” and its “commotion” can be tamed by the poetic imagination. The “hails”

and “storm” can be exploited in the construction of new “worlds.” These new “worlds”

introduce the central cultural and spiritual metaphors in the poem. The idea and image of

the wind as a source of transformative powers are derived from Homeric hymns to Ziphr

(noted in Notes on “Ode to the West Wind” Shelley 297). In Greek and Latin mythology,

the traditional spring West Wind was masculine, but Shelley overturns this traditional

usage by making the generative force in the wind feminine. The implied femininity in
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Shelley’s use of the image has implications for the liberating possibilities predicated in

the wind’s power. As one of the poem’s many metaphors that aid the process toward this

liberating experience, the wind must be seen to generate or connote those attributes

necessary to the experience. The emphasis on the female principle, therefore, enhances

the activity of procreation that punctuates aspects and movement in the poem:

O Thou,

who chariotest to their dark wintry bed

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low.

Each like a corpse within its grave, until

Thine azure sister of the Spring shall blow

Her clarion o’er the dreaming earth, and fill

(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air)

With living hues and odours plain and hill. (11.5-12)

The “character of gentleness” (Curran 160) and the “burgeoning of vegetable

nature” (Curran 160) in the “azure sister” (11.9) characterize the impulse toward the

activity that results in the exorcism of the dross and “afflictions” of the poetic landscape.

Also, the Destroyer and Preserver image implied in the function of the West Wind is

crucial to the experience of the possibilities inherent in a salutary use of the poetic

imagination. The image derives from the titles of the Hindu gods Siva (the Destroyer)

and Vishnu (the Preserver). According to Curran the “drive” of this image “is to subsume

radically opposite qualities within a single nature” (163). In Shelley’s Ode, the activity of

this polar image is harnessed toward the regeneration of an active consciousness that will
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transcend fixity savor new experiences. Images of struggle and decay trap figures in an

ambience of flight, sickness, and death in the Ode’s opening stanza. But the “pestilence-

stricken multitude” (11.5) need not remain trapped in this wasteland. The emergence of

the “azure sister of the Spring” (11.9) will reconstruct the havoc wreaked by the “wild”

wind.

The Juxtaposition of Siva and Vishnu is a necessary stimulus in the function of

the poetic imagination. The image posits the challenge of tradition that the poet needs to

engage in order to realize the “sweet buds” (1.11) of renewal. For Shelley, it is the

“accident of surrounding impressions” (533) that confine us to modes of thought, or

frames of reference in which the grim activity of Siva is sometimes accepted as a

permanent condition. Often, these modes of thought eventually entrench the rigid societal

hierarchies that dam avenues to new frames of reference. The “dead thoughts” (11.63) of

“unawakened Earth” (11.69) is an apt picture of psychic desolation wrought by

traditional and unchanging modes of thinking. The daunting prospects of existence in this

limited world impels the search for forms that will evolve “new relations” and penetrate

the strains of the “mighty harmonies” (11.59).

The poet’s desire to be the “lyre” (11.57) through which the voice of “prophecy”

(11.69) will echo “a new birth” (11.64) is a certain affirmation of the individual as the

primary agent of his or her own growth, transformation, and liberation. The banal

fluctuations of the tempestuous wind have been reshaped into boosters for the poet’s own

flight. Clearly, the Ode establishes that existing motifs that define relationships are not

the ultimate determinants of these relationships. In situations where the motifs appear to
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assume or assert regressive postures against beings who come into contact with them,

hope in the restructuring or these motifs is an attainable desire. The spectre of Spring at

the conclusion of the poem reinforces the existence of alternative perceptions. The grip of

the “dark wintry” beds of life can always be undermined. In a sense, poetic power, the

fusion of elements of knowledge of diverse cultural practices and other natural processes

into signs and metaphors does, indeed, enlarge and power the imagination into new

realms of thought and possibilities. However, Shelley’s preferred use of rituals from the

Reishi’s of India in his quest for a rejuvenated consciousness sets in another paradoxical

moment in this thinking. In his long prose study on political and religious reform, Shelley

asserts that:

Revolution in the political and religious state of the Indian peninsula seem

to be accomplishing, and it cannot be doubted but the zeal of the

missionaries of what is called the Christian faith will produce beneficial

innovation there, even by the application of dogmas and forms of what is

here an outworn incumbrance. (Political Writings118)

The spatial here, Shelley’s England, chafes under the restrictive and limiting injunctions

of Christian orthodoxy. Part of this religion’s “out worn” characteristic is its failure to

assure individuals way of attaining or developing a fulfilling relationship with a 19th

Century environment wracked by wars and domestic unrest.

Hence, Shelley perceives the spatial there, the margins of the British Empire, as

the appropriate place of “operation” for the intellectual shackles undermining the growth

of individual potential in England. But it is ironic that Shelley appropriates and enshrines
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in his poetic ritual for regeneration the most revered deities from the “Indian Peninsula,”

to aid his arrest. It is instructive to note that T.S. Eliot will appropriate the Omkara from

the same traditions in a quest for redemption in “The Waste Land” the 20th Century world

has become. In the final analysis, Shelley’s posture in “Ode to the West Wind” points to

the use of myth as a connection to values and principles humans pine for at various stages

of their growth. Often, in Shelley, ideological sympathies with the political order weaken

his reading of distant cultures, even as he embraces and deploys poetic motifs from these

cultures in his mythologizing projects.

3.4 The Political Mythology in Prometheus Unbound9

The figure of Prometheus is one Hellenic myth whose representation in literature

on the dynamics of the culture of political power has generated contending ideas on his

mythological purpose. Prometheus, in his Greek origins, belonged to a hallowed circle of

Titans who reigned supreme over a universe in which the human population lived in

intellectual darkness and backwardness. The sight of this humanity, flailing at one

another for lack of cognitive light elicits, perhaps, sympathy in Prometheus.

Consequently, he descends from his hallowed abode and gives the fit of “fire”

(knowledge) to men to aid their enlightenment. But Prometheus’ gesture also amounts to

an act of sacrilege. His act was considered a breach of the protocols that governed the

behavior of the deities. Hence Prometheus threatened the stability of a social order, that,

9 a) My conversations with Dr. Sherry on the figure of Prometheus in classical mythology deepened my
understanding of other aspects of Prometheus’ character and relations with his fellow deities.

b) The specific primary texts relevant to my attempts to establish links between the Berlin Conference
and Shelley’s drama are in archives in London Museum and Brussels. These are material not
available through any Library Loan Services. I hope the ideas in this chapter will change when I am
able to gain access to these archival materials. 
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potentially, could face new challenges to its dominance from an “awakened” humanity.

Prometheus is punished for this breach with expulsion from his familiar circle of power

and exiled to the desolate margins of his world. This makes Prometheus a villain in eyes

of those who view his act as treason.

On the other hand, the blind mass of an ignorant humanity acknowledged

Prometheus’ act as the “great benefactor of Mankind” (Columbia p. 1). The light implied

in the fire he stole from the gods gave mankind new exceptional abilities with which it

made advances in “many useful arts and sciences” (Columbia p. 1). These contending

views of Prometheus as villain and hero will influence the construction of his figure in

literary and political meditations on the various ends of hegemony and the resistance to it.

Indeed, much of the content and emphasis in the literary and interpretive traditions on the

myth of Prometheus enshrine him as a hero. His theft of “fire” from his fellow gods is

celebrated as a redemptive ritual that allowed for a revolutionary transformation of

humans from servitude to gods to acts of assertive agency and independence. Thus,

humans, through Prometheus, acquired a new elevation in power and thought that

lessened their dependence on gods who demanded blind obedience and absolute service

as condition for meeting any human needs for fulfillment. This heroic notion of

Prometheus will suffice 19th Century English literary appropriations of the figure. In

particular, Shelley’s depiction of this figure perpetuates this image of Prometheus as

hero. Shelley writes:
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But Prometheus is, as it were, the type of the highest perfection

of moral and intellectual nature, impelled by the purest and truest

motives to the best and noblest ends. (Shelley 207)

Shelley hints at the gesture in Prometheus’ “gift” of fire (awakening) to mankind as an

exemplary act devoid of base motives. For Shelley, Prometheus is impelled and driven by

a need to free rather than enslave humans for altruistic and compassionate reasons. This

nobility and selflessness of character will make the figure of Prometheus an attractive

metaphor in the 19th century European politics and literature.

According to Stuart Curran, the antecedents of the “inherent political dimensions

of the figure of Prometheus” (432) in English literacy constructions had its initial roots in

Thomas Northmore’s ten book epic on George Washington and the American war of

independence. Curran believes Northmore’s piece, Washington or Liberty Restores

(1809) set the thematic tone for analogies between the “classical Prometheus” of the 19th

and 19th Centuries. Later, literary critiques of the slave trade will invoke the figure of

Prometheus as a liberating avatar and metaphor for the victims of slavery. Curran’s

review of Barlow’s The Columbiad (1807) provides additional evidence of the image of

Prometheus as a liberator. The emphatic invocation, in The Columbiad, for a Prometheus

to descend on to slave plantation and remake them into spaces of liberty. Therefore,

Shelley will cone to the myth of the Greek Prometheus in an age where its

reconfiguration as a literary trope was not necessarily an accurate representation in

Hesiod’s original tale of Prometheus’ problematic relationship with his fellow gods.

Shelley’s uses of Prometheus reflect his personal political meditations on the range of
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conditions associated with such political constructs as hegemony, tyranny, and liberation.

This thrust in Promethean politics is the subject of Shelley’s January 24, 1819 letter to

peacock as he was composing his Prometheus Unbound. Shelley writes:

My first Act of Prometheus is complete, & I think you wd. like it.

– I consider poetry very subordinate to moral & political science,

& if I were well, certainly I should aspire to the latter,” for I can

conceive a great work, embodying the discoveries of all ages, &

harmonizing the contending creeds by which mankind have been

ruled. Far from me is such an attempt & I. shall be content by

exercising my fancy to amuse myself & perhaps some others, &

cast what weight I can into the right scale of that balance which the

giant (of Arthegall) holds.

(The Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley 70-71)

The notes of Peacock’s explanation of Shelley’s allusion to the giant and Arthegall refers

to a moment of unequal physical combat in Edmund Spenser’s Faerie Queen [Book 4,

Canto 3] where the giant prevails by sheer assertion of might (The Letters of Percy

Bysshe Shelley 70-71). Clearly, Shelley is conscious of the nature of political

antagonisms as rooted in “the contending creeds by which mankind have been ruled.” For

example, Jupiter’s injunction against aiding the human race with any process that

facilitates its intellectual empowerment can be considered a “creed” that systematizes a

power relationship that disables one class or group to the advantage of another. In order

for the disabled group to achieve a “harmonizing” relationship with its oppressors, it
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must, in Shelley’s view, appropriate the power and action of the “giant” in the Faerie

Queen in order for it to prevail. This “sense” of a “harmonizing” relationship does not

imply a balanced reconciliation of divergent philosophies or orders of power. It perceives

one group’s hold on power as inimical to the interests of another, particularly the

oppressed, and therefore the act of neutralizing the oppressor qualifies as a

“harmonizing” resolution of the conflict between the two groups. This will be the literary

and political role of the Promethean myth in the 18th and 19th Century uses of it. It is out

of this usage that I would like to argue Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound as developing

moments with thematic relevance on the interdependent histories of Europe and Africa in

the 19th and 20th Centuries.

Significant moments in Prometheus Unbound lend themselves to analogous

readings of the history of European colonialism in Africa. While developing a detailed

scene-by-scene juxtaposition of Prometheus Unbound and historical events is not my

purpose. My intention is to examine the presence of themes in Shelley’s drama and how

these account for some aspects of the conjoined histories of Europe and Africa.

Colonization.

The “Congregated Powers of Heaven,” (PU), Act III’s depiction of the

“omnipotent” Jupiter and the other assembled deities, is an apt metaphor of the workings

of imperial sway and hegemony. Its parallels in colonial history can be found in the

Berlin Conference of 1884 during which the “Congregated Powers’ of Europe met to

formalize and structure the operation of Europe’s imperial culture in Africa. The fourteen

European nations that convened at the behest of the German Chancellor, Otto Von
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Bismark, to decide how to divide and carve up Africa. The inherent irony and paradox in

this political convention is that these European nations, whose recent political culture

enshrined liberty and other principles of democratic governance as the foundation of a

new European polity will exclude the participation of African representation at a

convention to divide African lands among European nations. A standard justification for

this anti-democratic gesture grew out of the argument, initially formulated by Christian

missionaries, that Europe’s superior and enlightened values would necessarily bring

“light” and “civilization” to Africans despite the dispossession of their lands. Witness the

tone of Reverend Thomas B. Freeman’s letter to the Wesleyan Missionary Committee

during his visit to the Asante Kingdom in 1840:

“O that we had more help here! What distressing obstacles it

throws in the way of our usefulness! England is doing nothing, as

yet, compared with what she ought to do. O that God would raise

up another successful ‘Peter the Hermit,’ to call Christian England

and her Christian allies of Europe, to engage more effectively in a

grand spiritual warfare; not in order to rescue a lifeless sepulchre

from the hands of heretics, but to snatch millions of immortal

spirits, in Africa, from the iron grasp of Satan, and thus transform

the ancient chivalry of Britain into burning zeal for the glory of

God of heaven, in the evangelization of the degraded posterity of

Ham! In this, success would be certain; and the Christian crusader,

if I may be allowed to call him by that name, could enjoy a present
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reward, in the happy consciousness that he was saving souls from

death. I trust the day is not far distant when some mightier

movements will take place in the Christian camp, and when

England will do something for Africa worthy of her knowledge,

her piety, and her greatness. Her energies are inexhaustible, and

she is at present doing comparatively nothing.”

(Journal of Various Visits to the Kingdoms of Ashanti, Aku, and

Dahomi in Western Africa 9).

It would be interesting to discover if Joseph Conrad ever read or heard of the Reverend

Thomas Freeman. Conrad’s poignant insight on the uses of “ideas” to mask “conquests”

has a telling correspondence with Freeman’s propositions for displacing African

“backwardness” with European “civilization.” At least, they confirm a powerful 19th

century ideological construct that the Berlin Conference will give political assent to. This

construct, in Freeman’s letter, defined the African landscape and its inhabitants as cursed

– “degraded posterity of Ham” – and held in bondage by “the iron grasp of Satan.”

Therefore, England and her Christian allies must, as a matter of duty, marshal all their

resources – “knowledge,” “piety,” “greatness,” “energies” – in a crusade to save African

“souls from death.” Clearly, this 19th century construction of the cultural opposition

between Africa and Europe accents Shelley’s view of politics and society as mainly

operations “contending creeds.” The tensions between these contending creeds is

heightened by the necessity of one creed to entrench its sway and domination with the

methods of “The Christian Crusader.” Historically, these methods have enshrined war
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and conquest as the controlling strategies for instilling the values sanctioned by the

crusade.

Often, the conquering creed offered as the new transforming construct in the lives

of those deemed part of a “degraded posterity” simultaneously accomplishes the goal of

awakening “ancient” assertions of “chivalry.” National pride and identity derives

immense value in subjecting the racial and culture other to impositions at variance with

elementary notions of democratic choice or sharing. This absence, choice or sharing, in

any constructive relationship, explains the actual essence of any political, social, or

religious creed – power. It is not the mere presence of power that invalidates the tenor of

any creed, but its orientation, movement and ends. The period from the French

Revolution to the Berlin Conference witnessed upheavals in European nations that

reconfigured the dynamics of political power within these nations and elsewhere outside

Europe. Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound is a response to the uses and ends of power in the

reconfiguration of political power in his age. Jupiter’s language in the opening scene of

Act III closely mirrors the political dynamics of 19th Century Europe:

JUPITER

Ye congregated Power of Heaven who share

The glory and the strength of him we serve,

Rejoice! henceforth I am omnipotent.

All else has been subdued to me – alone

The soul of man, like unextinguished fire,

Yet burns towards Heaven with fierce reproach and doubt
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And Lamentation and reluctant prayer,

Hurling up insurrection, which might make

Our antique empire insecure, though built

On eldest faith, and Hell’s coeval, fear.

(Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 255)

The character of Jupiter in Shelley’s drama is the oppressor of mankind (Shelley’s

preface to the drama). He represents tyranny and the worst expression of hegemonic rule.

His sense of power is the range of omnipotence it affords him to keep men “subdued” to

his will. Any expressions of dissent – “insurrection” – is threatening to the god’s “antique

empire” and its use of fear to command obedience from men. This creed of power

obstructs the rise of competing structures of power. The absolutism that it craves to

sustain itself. Jupiter’s absolutism has a corresponding similarity with the Berlin

Conference of 1884. The European nations that attended the Conference, England, Spain,

France, Germany, Portugal, Netherlands, Italy, and Belgium agreed to ratify rules that

divided the African continent into sphere of political and economic influence. The

exclusion of any African potentates from this conference stressed the omnipotence of

Europe over a “subdued” Africa. The “unextinguished fire” which stokes the rebellious

human race against the gods will ignite a similar response to Africans whose lands were

appropriated without their agreement.

The drama’s conclusion extols the vision and virtues of “the new society”

(Cameron 561) associated with Shelley’s ideal of a Promethean revolutionary. Shelley’s

cast of Demogorgon as the voice of this “new society” has poignant metaphoric
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implications. He is the deity of the dark underworld and the offspring of Jupiter’s rape of

Thetis. Hence his origins and residence place him on the margins of the traditional

centers of the Pantheon inhabited by gods. His movement from the margins to the center

to announce the hopes of a reconstructed universe intimated in Blake, Byron, Northmore,

Ben Low, and the slavery abolitionists of the 19th Century marks Shelley’s conversion of

Demogorgon from the terrifying deity in classical lore to the avatar of redemptive

possibilities and nourishing relationships in a new social landscape:

DEMOGORGON

Gentleness, Virtue, Wisdom, Endurance, --

These are the seals of that most firm assurance

Which bars the pit over Destruction’s strength;

And if, with infirm hand, Eternity,

Mother of many acts and hours, should free

The serpent that would clasp her with his length –

These are the spells by which to reassume

An empire o’er the disentangled Doom.

To suffer woes which hope thinks infinite;

To forgive wrongs darker than Death or Might;

To defy Power which seem Omnipotent;

To love, and bear; to hope, till Hope creates

From its own wreck the thing it contemplates;

Neither to change nor falter nor repent;
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This, like thy glory, Titan! is to be

Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free;

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire and Victory.

(Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 285-286)

The absence of the blustering tone in Jupiter’s assertions about his omnipotence in Act III

sets up the ethical and moral contrast between the tyrannical culture of the ancient regime

and Shelley’s vision of a different dawn. In the later world, the call “To defy Power

which seems Omnipotent” assures liberty and agency as the alternative to subordinated

relationships. However, this wish and promise of an egalitarian world will founder

against other competing hopes of the European nation in the 19th Century. So well

expressed in these observations of Lieutenant Verney Lovett Cameron, an English

Explorer in Africa in the 19th Century:

Much of the country from the Tanganyika to the West Coast is one

of the almost unspeakable richness. Of metals, there are iron,

copper, silver and gold; coal is also found; the vegetable products

are palm-oil, cotton, nutmegs, besides the several sorts of pepper

and coffee, all growing wild --- the countries of Bihé and Bailunda

are sufficiently high above the sea to be admirably adapted for

European occupation, and would produce whatever may be grown

in the south of Europe. (The Scramble For Africa 95)

Cameron’s view of Africa’s “unspeakable richness” is an interesting contrast to Conrad’s

view of it as a place of “unspeakable rites.” Nonetheless, both hyperboles underscore the
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continent’s fixation in literary imagination and social policy in Europe. The continent’s

“unspeakable richness” and adaptability for “European occupation” generated policies

and tensions, various ironies and paradoxes in the 19th Century. Literary attempts to

engage the political tensions that culminated in “European occupation” of Africa found

these attempts confounded by the ambitions of the European state. Ultimately, the

convergence of the hopes of the Reverend Freeman and the desires of Cameron both

attracted and repelled sensibilities associated with the 19th Century definitions of the

Prometheus myth and its uses. It justified conquest as much as it questioned and resisted

tyranny.

The subject of tyranny permeates the social and cultural practices of colonization in

19th and 20th century Africa and the subsequent independence movements that engaged

them evokes echoes of the politics deployed in the historical uses of the Prometheus

myth. Ayi Kwei Armah’s The Beautyful One Are Not Yet Born broadens the range of

the Promethean metaphor beyond the narrow definition of the novel as another critique of

political corruption in independent Africa. The circumstances accounting for the

disruption of the creative possibilities promised in the independence movements are

analogous to variations of the sensibilities present in the nature of social visions defining

relationships between the small class of rulers whose hold and control of political power

disables them from entering into productive relationships with those without power. The

agenda of the rulers consists solely in perpetuating themselves in power for its own sake.

Hence, this narrow vision in the uses of power negates the emergence and development

of meaningful network of tributaries that would channel the hopes and energies of a
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citizenry in the actualization of the promises predicated in expressions of African

liberation.

The story of the counter-productive uses of political power in the construction of

Armah’s novel has its antecedents in the colonial history of Africa and Europe. The novel

sets up two controlling images of the enslaving visions of power that account for the

operation of its Promethean metaphor. The first is the description of the character of the

colonial landscape that provokes the rise of the African independence movements. The

second image is the promised “Promethean” alternative to the displaced colonial

landscape. However, the terms of the operation of the latter, rather than mitigate the

colonial ills it promised to do, only ends up perpetuating these ills in African forms. The

novel’s deliberate misspelling of “Beautyful” in its title then becomes metaphor of the

failure of the Europe’s civilizing mission and the “creative possibilities” in Africa’s

political independence.

The portrait of the colonial world in Armah’s Africa is characterized by his

description of the physical spaces the colonizer and colonized inhabit. The description of

the European section of the typical colonial city emphasizes details that define a picture

of the luxuriant environs of the European colonizer against destitute figures of colonized

subjects trapped in pits of despair:

There was no way out visible to us, and out on the hills the white

men’s gleaming bungalows were so far away, so unreachably far that

people did not even think of them in their suffering. And for those who

did, there were tales of white men with huge dogs that ate more meat
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in a single day than a human Gold Coast family got in a single month,

dogs which could obey their masters’ voices like soldiers at war, and

had as little love for black skins as their white masters.

(The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born 66-67)

This image of light in the “gleaming” homes of the settlers has an ironic function in the

colonial world of the novel. The gleam associated with the European civilizing mission

ceases to illuminate any redeeming essence in the lives of the colonized. Its distant flares

are hardly “visible” to those it purports to guide. The light of this civilization has become

an oppressive construct in a social hierarchy where the guard “dogs” of the colonizer

enjoy a higher level of material comfort than the indigenous population. In this insular

expression of power, light functions to repel than beckon the “suffering” population

towards its original civilizing function. This repressive nature of colonial culture will

incite the rise and possibility of another oppositional light that will attempt to displace a

colonial world’s “gleaming” contradiction.

However, the institution of African political independence, in Armah’s novel,

failed to accomplish the stated goals of African liberation from the repressive gleam of

European colonialism. The notions of new structures of civilization that will replace

colonial culture do not materialize because the “Promethean” promise of the new African

liberators is still rooted in definitions constructed in the colonial sensibilities of Reverend

Thomas B. Freeman’s 1840 letter to England’s Wesleyan Missionary Committee. The

behavior and consciousness of the new African leadership echoes a virulent strand of
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colonial paternalism that leads to this moment of transformation in the plot of The

Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born:

How long will Africa be cursed with its leaders? There were men

dying from the loss of hope, and others were finding gaudy ways to

enjoy power they did not have. We were ready here for big and

beautiful things, but what we had was our own black men hugging

new paunches scrambling to ask the white man to welcome them onto

our backs…..There is something so terrible in watching a black man

trying at all points to be the dark ghost of a European, and that was

what we were seeing in those days.

( The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born 80-81)

This second image of a “liberated” African landscape mirrors the alienated relationship

between the colonizer and colonized in the first image. In the first image, the political

process that caused and perpetuated a culture and practice of separation between

European and African as matter of political policy creates conditions that lead to the

struggle for social change and reformation. However, the ideals of change and

reformation defined in this struggle, ironically, entrenches the very repressive political

culture that inspired the need for change. The racial character of the social separation

between ruler and the ruled in The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born is now replaced by

its national variety in which “our own black men” are destroying “the big and beautiful

things” promised in Africa’s liberation struggles.
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It is important to resist the temptation to read Armah’s novel as the definitive

literary statement on the social fissures and failures that accompanied the independence

struggles in Africa. One hardly finds echoes of Achebe’s pragmatic sensibilities in

Armah’s reading of colonial history and African political change. Nonetheless, the

broader claim for Armah’s significance is his kinship with literary traditions whose

reflections on the value of cultural myths and social ideals encourage a need for readings

on the import of these myths and ideals in social history. In the final analysis, Armah’s

lament affirms the notion that the various terms of the idealism associated with

Promethean mythology in its 19th English usage manifest ironic consequences that

contested and destabilized this idealism.

3.5 Conclusion: Ideology and the Primacy of Power

The term ideology has varied meanings and encourages contending views on its

import. This concluding reflection on the themes discussed in this chapter uses the term’s

broad and general meaning as reference to the belief systems, ideas, and mores that

individuals or groups deploy in their pursuit of other goals, to establish the relevance of

the reading in this chapter for this project’s overall claims on the literary texts linking the

histories of Europe and Africa in the 19th century and beyond. Consequently, in the

context of the materialist conception of history defined in the project’s introduction,

ideological terms can be inferred from a writer’s engagement with themes and subjects

which operate in the human history depicted in his or her works. For example, subjects

like the Peterloo Massacre, religious ritual and incantation in “Ode to the West Wind,”

the story of Prometheus, the Atlantic slave trade, and Europe’s colonization of Africa
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contain value with great ideological import. Hence, it is my contention that the literary

texts examined in this chapter construct social views and political relationships that

enshrine ideology as an important presence and index of power in 19th century history.

In Shelley’s “The Mask of Anarchy,” we read the story of a specific local event in

19th century English history. However, the literary construction of this event opens it up

to new nuances in the operation of political power in 19th century England. The writer

infers several political meanings in the occurrence of this event. For example, there is

great clarity of expression about the nature of English social structure and its class

implications. The antagonisms that contribute to the violence in “The Mask of Anarchy”

have antecedents and correspondences in the history of power contests from classical

mythology to the European colonization of Africa. In these contests, it becomes clear that

ideological constructs define the movement and results of conflict. A significant element

in this movement is the use and function of political power to perpetuate relationships

that create competing interests. These competing interests validate a view of ideology as

a necessary mechanism in the constructions individuals or groups use to protect and

harness their power and advantages over others. Hence, a class or group that privileges its

interests as paramount over other classes or groups will put in place laws or doctrines that

will safeguard these interests and privileges. The violence that results in “The Mask of

Anarchy” define ideological differences that manifest in the English incursion into Africa

in the 18th and 19th centuries. In the writer’s response to the ideological terms of these

historical antagonisms, it is possible to read varied meanings into the implications of the

stances inherent in the writers’ works.
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Shelley’s sympathy for the victims of political violence at the hands of the

“Bloodhounds” who rule England is very clear. Yet the expression of this sympathy is

restrained by Shelley’s fears of an equally violent reaction by the victims of oppression.

The ironic turn in Shelley’s stance, on a level, reveals his sense of a secure society in the

choices and preferences of the ruling “Bloodhounds” he attacks elsewhere. This

reconciliation with ruling class interests is not necessarily an intentional choice by

Shelley. However, what it portrays is how the paradox of ideology binds writers to

interests they, sometimes, seek to engage in critical ways. This paradox continues

elsewhere in the use of the Prometheus myth. The myth is redefined the operation of this

myth to conform with a new usage in the 18th and 19th centuries. The myth was infused

with meanings and hopes that predicted a constructive transformation of Africa and other

colonial territories into beacons of civilization and light. But the historical experience of

European colonization in Africa and later African appropriations of this myth rather

assert the value of ideology as the true account of the material considerations that defined

the colonial history of Europe and Africa in the 19th and 20th centuries. Armah’s critique

of the ideals associated with the English definitions of the myth of Prometheus and its

later use in African politics encourage the contention that ideology, whether it reflects or

perpetuate class or national interests, owe its operation to the needs social classes,

nations, or individuals express for various affirmations and assertions of power. “Ode to

the West Wind” is example of a unique and ironic ideological impulse in Shelley. He

appropriates rituals of metaphysical redemption from a colonized culture for uses and

needs not totally dissimilar to those of the “Bloodhounds” of English political culture.
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CHAPTER FOUR

NINETEENTH CENTURY POLITICS AND SUBALTERN

PERSPECTIVES: SHELLEY AND AFRICAN LITERATURE

4.1 Background: Some Preliminary Notions on the Meeting of Worlds

The dynamics that defined and sustained the historical relationship between

European nations, particularly England, France, Belgium, and Portugal, and Africa in the

19th century necessarily influenced the orientation, tone, and content of literary practice

in the latter. The fluid and tense political and economic convulsions of the period,

especially the industrial revolution, the revolutions in France, and the Napoleonic wars

stimulated intellectual and social engagement with the import of these convulsions. An

important consequence of these convulsions was the marked changes in national identity

and purpose that will transcend the narrow territorial boundaries of the nation. For

example, the storming of the Bastille and the infectious aroma of “brotherhood” and

“liberty” it released spread beyond the boundaries of France and encouraged the

intimation of new and productive constructions in social relations and political

institutions. Wordsworth will memorialize this defining moment as living in the “bliss”

of a unique “dawn” in European politics. Hence, the themes of humanity, tyranny, and

liberty assumed frequent and significant literary roles in the literature of the period. At

the same time, the later disruption and corruption of the republican ideals of the French

Revolution by Napoleonic imperialism fostered other intellectual notions of resistance

which added new dimensions to national identities as they attempted to respond to and

contain Napoleon’s transgressions. These contrasting instances of affirming one political

virtue (“liberty”) and resisting another (“tyranny”) will be major intellectual currents in
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determining the European social landscape and assure their conversion into different

expressions of national needs with consequences for the no-European territories whose

subject condition, in part, contributed to the imperial posturing of European powers.

Certainly, the imperial reach of Europe in Africa, Asia, and elsewhere had begun

in the preceding centuries, but the 19th Century highlighted the scramble to enshrine the

principle of imperial domination as a necessary national goal. However, it is ironic that

the posture of defiance and resistance at Napoleonic imperialism in Europe will

encourage assertive and extreme forms of European hegemony in Africa. Gestures of

national pride, might, and progress were ritualized as in conquests of other lands and

people. A scholar of the literary constructions of the period, Martin Ross, explains that

The concept of national development crossbreeds the notion of territorial

acquisition born during the Renaissance, with the notion of historical

progress born during the Enlightenment, and grafts both onto the notion of

the folk as an organic entity with a natural relation to the nurturing place,

the motherland, or the place of dissemination, the fatherland, a notion born

during the Romantic period. (The Macro Politics of Nineteenth Century

Literature 56)

The coded political and cultural implications of this description of this phenomenon

amplify the necessity of “territorial acquisitions” elsewhere to validate the normative

values inherent in European ideas of “national development.” But this idea of “national

development” would seem to subvert the rights and agency of those set up to surrender

their territories because any definition of imperial power functions to increase its leverage
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and advantages by dominating and subverting other contending systems of power. As a

matter of course, manifestations of antagonism will punctuate the relationships between

the conqueror and the conquered. Often, the conquering power attempts to contain or

compromise this conflict by encouraging the illusion of common and shared values with

the conquered. This projection of a shared heritage between the conqueror and the

conquered provides basis for reading the ideology of power in 9th Century colonial

history. In particular, Africa will undergo a significant social transformation as a result of

the operation of this idea.

Ironically, the notion of a shared heritage will give rise to new literatures in the

acquired lands that echoed or paralleled the tone and themes of some 19th Century

Romantic poetics. The critical literary postures of the “national development” idea in 19th

Century Europe will define a tradition of African literature and poetics. While I must

emphasize the point that the writings of the English Romantics and the African writers

examined in this chapter are not contemporaries, the 20th Century African writers

examined in this chapter are products of the 19th Century operation of some of the

cultural determinants of the European national development agenda in Africa and

elsewhere in the colonial world. Their education in and use of European languages in

their literary endeavors is a pointed illustration of these writers’ exposure to the processes

instituted in colonial history to facilitate colonial rule.

Education is an example of the ideological mechanisms 19th Century European

nations instituted to project their ideas of “progress” in their “territorial acquisitions.” For

example, Gauri Viswanathan points out that when the East India Company’s Charter Act
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was renewed in 1813, by the British Parliament, a term of its reference “enjoined upon

England to undertake the education of the native subjects” (Masks of Conquests 25). At

the center of this “education” is the “adaptation of the content of English literary

education to the administrative and political imperatives of British rule” (Masks of

Conquest 3). Clearly, education functioned as a unique rudder in steering other dynamics

in the ideological offensive to remake “native” populations in images that strengthened

their kinship with their educators. Nonetheless, this function of the instruction of colonial

education generated critical strictures that also posited challenging perspectives on the

European agenda.

The literary terms of this challenge are in the constructions of the African texts

developed in this chapter. Chinua Achebe and David Diop develop responses to

European colonization that broaden the scope and wider implications of the European

national agenda. Diop’s images of the “violence” in Europe’s domination of Africa in

during colonization mirrors similar depictions of repressive English politics in 19th

century England. However, Achebe’s novels offer a range of interpretive possibilities that

invite appreciation of the tenor of the indigenous cultures that suffered the brunt of the

physical and psychological violence unleashed by European colonization. At the same

time the complex range of these interpretive possibilities make impossible a complete and

comprehensive reading of the various historical impulses present in these novels.

Nonetheless, one can infer moments that affirm the conclusions that, indeed, the

conjoined histories of Europe and Africa inspire literary themes that, whether intended by

their authors or not, connect writers across different times and locations in pointed
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attempts to deconstruct the cultural definitions and social conventions that account for

conflict in their worlds.

4.2 The Politics of the National Progress Idea: Shelley and Diop

The urgency of political Romanticism is defined in the tone of Percy Shelley’s

Sonnet, “England in 1819,” a poem I discussed in a different context in Chapter One of

this study. I use the poem in this segment of the chapter for new conclusions about the

ideological implications of the 19th Century European ideals of progress and their value

for understanding their impact on the rise of some voices in African Literature.

The poem is an important index of strains in 19th Century English political history

that also clarify the tone of the African literary response to the historical incursions into

Africa by European powers. The poem responds to the English state’s use of its

institutions of coercion to launch a bloody assault on a peaceful demonstration of workers

in Manchester, on August 16, 1819. However, its deeper metaphoric significance lies in

its revelation of Shelley’s sense of a dysfunctional political regime that has failed to

assert any redeeming values in its relationship with the populace:

An old, mad, blind, despised and dying King

Princes, the dregs of their dull race, who flow

Through public scorn,--mud from a muddy Spring

Rulers who neither see nor feel nor know.

But leech like to their fainting country cling

Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow.

A people starved and stabbed in th’ untilled field;
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An army, whom liberticide and prey

Makes as a two-edged sword to all who would;

Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay;

Religion Christless, Godless – a book skaled;

A Senate, Time’s worst statue, unrepealed—

Are graves from which glorious Phantom may

Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day.

(Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 326-327).

The graphic images of dissolution modifying Shelley’s description of King George III in

the opening lines set up a vitiated ruler whose physical decay is emblematic of corrupt

institutions which project his rule within and beyond the Shores of England. The King,

“old,” “blind.” and “dying” defines a political dispensation at variance with the

“nurturing” values of the 19th Century European national agenda intimated in Marlon

Ross’ assertion. For Shelley the dissolute character of a leadership and its social lineage

trapped in a “muddy Spring” lacks both clarity and vision to offer progressive

alternatives to the ruled. Instead, it chooses a parasitic and destructive “leech like”

relationship with a society that it drives to starvation.

David Diop’s poem, “The Vultures,” reveals a telling intellectual correspondence

with Shelley’s “England in 1819”. The predatory image explicit in the figure and rule of

King George III becomes for Diop representations of the values predicated in the

European national agenda:
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In those days

When civilization kicked us in the face

When holy water slapped our cringing brows

The vultures built in the shadow of their talons

The blood stained monument of tutelage.

In those days

There was painful laughter in the metallic hell of the roads

And the monotonous rhythm of the paternoster

Drowned the howling on the plantations.

O the bitter memories of extorted kisses

Of promises broken at the point of a gun

Of foreigners who did not seem human

Who knew all the books but did not know love.

But we whose hands fertilize the womb of the earth

In spite of your songs of pride

In spite of the desolate villages of torn Africa

Hope will be preserved in us as in a fortress

And from the mines of Swaziland to the factories of Europe

Spring will be reborn under our bright steps.

(West African Verse 19)

The poem associates the European national agenda with violence. Christianity, a

principal instrument of this agenda’s colonizing efforts in Africa, functions with purposes
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antithetical to its traditional characteristic as a religion of love and common fellowship of

all humanity. Paradoxically, as an aid of European civilization, the rituals of Christianity

– “holy water” – “slapped” people not into the promised conditions of salvation, but into

“cringing” submission. In addition, the vast designs of empire become a “blood stained

monument of tutelage.” These violent images of servitude and dispossession in Diop’s

poem reinforce ideas about the same tragic absences that have undermined the growth of

constructive political possibilities in Shelley’s “England in 1819.”

In Shelley’s English world, “Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay”

bear similarities to Diop’s Africa where the progenitors of “civilization” from Shelley’s

European world, “who know all the books but did not know love,” assert themselves in

relationships that derive from the politics of King George III. The common and shared

experiences of the regimes of “liberticide” and “extorted kisses” by the marginalized

English working class and the colonial African point to a significant failure of the

European national agenda in these writers. Indeed, there has been a remarkable emphasis,

in the African literature of the late 1950s to the late the 1980s, on themes of the politics

and history of Europe’s domination of the continent. The attempt in my study is not to

claim that there is therefore a justifiable or logical connection between the Romantics, for

example, and African writing of the twentieth century. Rather, I would like to argue the

presence of similar political and philosophical sensibilities in the Romantics and some

African writers. Specifically, these similarities assert the primacy of writers and their

writing as instruments of cultural or political change. For example, Shelley’s famous

“Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the World” in its nuanced and varied
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meanings assumes writers have a responsibility to create images or other insights that

could effect thought or behavior. Similarly, Chinua Achebe’s statement that “The writer

cannot expect to be excused of the task of re-education and regeneration that must be

done. In Fact, he should march right in front” (Hopes And Impediments 45) affirms a

peculiar character of Shelley and Byron. These similar literary manifestoes link Shelley

and Achebe in the uses of literature to reflect on themes of historical and political import.

However, when literature becomes deployed as an instrument of legislation or “re-

education” what it does, sometimes, is displace one set of mandate with another. In

Marxian terms, the politics of the writer frames the content of this “new” mandate. The

question arises as to the range and type of factors present in the ideological orientation of

a writer’s legislative purposes. The writer’s location in a particular history also makes

him allied to particular interests. It is therefore conceivable that the movement of a

“new” or “revolutionary” mandate may run the risk of provoking the resistance of those

uneasy with the trajectory of this “new” mandate. The inherent irony and paradox in the

notion of writers offering texts as “revolutionary” mandates, while the reader develops a

fascination with the texts’ reactionary import is what explains the reading of Achebe’s

novels in this chapter. My study is an attempt to argue that the subversive or radical

descriptions implied in the “canonic” readings of the novels discussed in the chapter

privilege political positions that, paradoxically, subvert the very “revolutionary” intent of

the radical writer.
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4.3a. The Politics of Tradition and Colonialism: Achebe’s Things Fall Apart

Kofi Awoonor’s comment on Chinua Achebe’s contribution to “the rise of

modern African fiction” is a useful opening to my examination of the historical and

political implications of Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. Awoonor writes of Achebe

thus:

As a man who set out to redress the balance and tell the African side of the

story, he has done more than a propagandist’s hack job. He created a new

novel that possesses its own autonomy and transcends the limits set by

both African and European teachers. (The Breast of the Earth 280).

Awoonor’s comment is characteristic of the tone of a dominant body of Achebe criticism

which places emphasis on the values of the indigenous lore that defined relationships in

pre-colonial Africa.10 It is apparent that Awoonor’s assertion is influenced by Achebe’s

widely anthologized essay on the pedagogical import of his novelistic career. Achebe

writes:

I would be quite satisfied if my novels (especially the ones I set in the

past) did no more than teach my readers that their past – with all its

imperfections – was not one long night of savagery from which the first

Europeans acting on God’s behalf delivered them. Perhaps what I write is

applied art as distinct from pure. But who cares? Art is important, but so is

10I must point out that critical reflections on Achebe now span the whole spectrum of literary theory – they
range from structurlist to feminist readings of Achebe’s novels on pre-colonial Africa.
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education of the kind I have in mind. And I don’t see that the two need be

mutually exclusive. (Hopes and Impediments 45)

So the need to “redress the balance” in the distorted images of Africans in western fiction

and, also, to “teach” readers a new discourse about African history have become the

major intellectual thrust of Achebe’s traditional or pre-Colonial novels (Things Fall apart

and Arrow of God). Significantly, the timing of the publication of Things Fall Apart, in

1958, coincided with what a late British Prime Minister, Harold McMillan, called the

sweeping “wind of change” blowing through the British and French Colonial Empires in

Africa. Nationalist movements had succeeded in winning some amount of political

“power” from the European colonial governments. Also, the writings and activities of

writers, scholars, and political activists such as Franz Fanon, Leopold Senghor, Aimee

Cesaire, Dr W.E.B. Du. Bois, Kwame Nkrmah, Jomo Kenyatta, Cheikh Anta Diop, and

William Blyden contributed immensely to revisions of some of the fundamental ideas

defining Europe’s relationship with Africa. For example, the ideals of self-assertion and

independence were acknowledged as necessary and realistic national options for colonial

peoples. In addition, some European scholars began reviewing the terms of traditional

scholarship concerning the histories of colonized peoples. The works of historians like

Basil Davidson, Robert Page, David Rattray, and Ivor Herskovits validated the existence

of functioning structures and systems of governance and conduct unique to the diverse

African nationalities before the onset of European colonial domination.

Therefore, this is one background of shifting movements in thought on African

history that must be borne in mind in reading Achebe’s traditional novels. I do not claim
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that Achebe deliberately constructed the terms of Things Fall Apart in the swirling robes

of change in the fifties. But other poignant details of colonial history and Achebe’s career

must not be missed. Firstly, Achebe was an English Literature major at the University of

Ibadan, Nigeria, from 1948 to 1953. This detail validates Gauri Viswanathan’s study of

the uses of literary education as an instrument of British attempts to remake the Colonial

Subject. Secondly, the post World War II years is a significant period in the study of

African nationalist response to European Colonialism. It saw a remarkable rise in

intensity and advocacy for African self-assertion. As a result of the history of the fifties

and the timing of the novel’s publication, many of its critics and readers, whether by

accident or design, reflect and mirror the tone of the politics of the liberation movements

and new intellectual discourse of the fifties.

The standard and persuasive critical response to the novel echo Achebe assertions

about his sense of its legislative functions – an artistic reflection on an African society in

all its stark and nuanced social ramifications before its collapse under predatory foreign

pressures. Of course, this critical tone will vary and show moments of compelling

improvisation as new, critical tropes are inserted into new arguments on the novel. A

brief sampling of the history of this criticism will illustrate my point. Abiola Irele

contends that

Things Fall Apart, as the title suggests, is concerned with the dislocation

of the African society caused by impact with another way of life. The

reconstruction of Igbo village life is directed at revealing forces at work

both inside and outside traditional society that prepared the way for its
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eventual disintegration. Achebe’s purpose is therefore not primarily to

show its values – though this is an undoubtedly significant side line – but

rather to show it as a living structure, as an organism animated with life

and movement of its members and within this framework is contained the

sphere of action which involves the personal drama of the characters

themselves. (Introduction To African Literature 177)

In Irele’s reading, “the personal drama of the characters themselves” involves an

accounting of the “dislocation” of Igbo society against a background of the central

character’s (Okonkwo) rigid chauvinism and the cultural fissure that made British

colonialism possible. However, Irele’s hint of the “inside” “forces” that aided the

“disintegration” of Igbo society stops short at historicizing the nature of the factors

responsible for the cultural fissures in Igbo society. Instead, his emphasis on “the

personal drama” and psychological quirks of the novel’s characters encourages a

conclusion that this “animated” pre-colonial Igbo society with its “values” and “living”

structures, despite the contradictions represented in its characters, only disintegrates in

the face of destructive forces caused by “an other way of life.” In effect, Irele’s critical

insights sum up Achebe’s need to “open” the eyes of his readers to how things were in a

pre-colonial African society. Certainly, Irele’s insights are useful in their emphasis of the

value and significance of the mores and practices that ensured order and stability in

Achebe’s world. It is therefore acceptable that threats to these mores and practices would

undermine order in this world
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Another study by Diana Akecs-Rhoads reinforces the conflict of cultures theme

defined in both Achebe and Irele. Rhoads, in “Culture in Chinva Achebe’s Things Fall

Apart” writes:

In addition to portraying the dignity of Igbo village life, Achebe makes it

clear that the Igbos did not need the white man to carry them into the

modern world – Achebe depicts a worthy precursor of a healthy and just

modern civilization. (African Studies Review 67-70)

Clearly, Rhoads’ reading further reveals the influence of Achebe’s legislative goal in the

“education” of his reader. Indeed, Igbo society did not wallow in the turgid and abject

non-societies created in Mister Johnson. So in reclaiming the “dignity” of the pre-

colonial Igbo past in the novel, Rhoads’ argument appears to urge consideration of

indigenous options in developing viable paths to “civilization” in Africa.

The critical endeavors of Irele and Rhoads seem content to define and situate the

novel on expressions of Igbo culture such as wrestling matches, funerals, marriages, yam

festivals and other rituals of traditional import. These expressions are used as both literal

and metaphoric props to clarify, explain, and reinforce the enduring presence of human

thought and will in varying degrees of power, glory, and despair in Igbo society. And it

is, possibly, the destructive intrusion of British colonialism, Irele’s “another way of life”

that causes this society’s “disintegration.” While this chapter does not intend to make the

validity of these readings the issue in this chapter, they still omit and displace the

ideological uses of colonial history in Achebe’s “education” of his readers.
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I would like to propose that Things Fall Apart, as literary aid in the “education” of

its readers in African history, inadvertently, enshrines a dialectic that, ironically and

paradoxically, affirms the 19th Century European agenda as appropriate for Africa. It is

my contention that Achebe’s seeming complaint also welcomes the British terms of

change. The rejection of Okonkwo’s worldview by his people is a much more emphatic

act of subversion by the Igbo of their own culture than a concerted British design. My

contention stems from the need to point out what I consider absences in Achebe’s use of

history in his depiction of the European nation agenda in Africa.

The literary reconstruction of a pre-colonial African society and the account of its

“demise,” indeed, offer a valuable lesson in “education.” But the “education” implied in

the novel is the paradox of complicity in a people’s subordination to a foreign power. The

appropriation of traditional Igbo lore is mainly deployed to counter negative European

images of Africans. This use of Igbo customs fails to place them at the center of their

function as the core sum of a cohesive web of value system that could insulate a people

against any external pressures. This use of traditional lore perhaps ignores a possibility

that they could function, for some in Igbo society, as oppressive liabilities. Ikemefuna’s

ritual killing is a good illustration of this fact. Okonkwo’s son never recovered from the

psychological trauma of Ikemefuna’s death.

It must be acknowledged that the copious cultural references in Things Fall Apart

do have literary merit. For example, yams and titles, do serve as significant tropes in

defining class relations in Igbo society. This fact is crucial to understanding the ironic

twists that contributed to Igbo society’s inability to contain the subversive incursions of
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the colonialists. The patriarchal character of this society should not be missed. It is titled

elders, an exclusive group of men who have acquired more material wealth and wives

than others, who decide the terms of governance and behavior in Umuofia. A pointed

parallel with social organization in 19th Century England (except, perhaps, with the

number of wives). Paradoxically, it is this exclusionary social set up that will abandon the

mass of the Igbo people when one of their membership, Okonkwo, makes a case for

communal self-assertion. In the resulting encounter with the British, the values predicated

in the communal function of yams and titles – strength, power, energy, and pride –

ironically desert Umuofia and its people.

Okonkwo, the novel’s protagonist, whose nationalism and distrust of change gives

him an intellectual kinship with Edmund Burke, is the only titled male of Umuofia with

the perspicacity to sense the danger posed by the British. Ironically, Okonkwo’s

nationalism is called into question by the novel’s account of his motives and actions. His

portrait as a pathological wife beater and unyielding chauvinist has the effect of

eviscerating his potential for a constructive relationship with his community. It would

seem that Okonkwo is deployed in the novel to teach “lessons” about the implications of

pre-colonial Igbo behavioral psychology than encourage appreciation of Okonkwo’s

political astuteness and prescience about the implications of the social gestures and

dangers in the British presence in Igbo land. Witness the account of the growing debate

and tensions over the British presence.

There were many men and women in Umuofia who did not feel as

strongly as Okonkwo about the new dispensation. The White man had
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indeed brought a lunatic religion, but he had also built a trading store and

for the first time palm-oil and kernel became things of great price and

much money flowed into Umuofia.

And even in the matter of religion there was a growing feeling that

there might be something in it after all, something vaguely akin to method

in the overwhelming madness. (Things Fall Apart 124)

It is true that the “many men and women in Umuofia” who disagreed with Okonkwo

were not all wealthy elders. Nonetheless, this highlights the significance of Marton Ross’

idea of the use of the values of the motherland (England) as adjuncts in perpetuating a

sense of the European’s nation’s illusion of acquired lands. Clearly, Okonkwo’s

nationalism conflicts with an incipient mercantile mentality at variance with the

indigenous ideals of exchange. Here again, the self-interests of the ruling classes in

England, who benefited from “territorial acquisitions,” become symmetrical with the

calculating self-interests of titled and wealthy Igbo ruling class who only see the

opportunities in the money and profits to be gained in “palm-oil and kernel,” products the

British economy needed to facilitate operation of the machines of the industrial

revolution. The specter of undreamed wealth (European goods) and status have displaced

the import of tradition around the palm-oil. This example of the ideological power of a

colonial economic construct dooms Okonkwo’s “narrow” nationalism for his people have

come to believe and behave as having common interests with the representatives of a

“lunatic religion.” The failure of Okonkwo’s attempt to provoke active resistance against
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the British is highlighted in the episode where a meeting of Umuofia to discuss the

British is interrupted by a British messenger:

The spell was broken by the head messenger.

“Let me pass!” he ordered.

“What do you want here?”

“The white man whose power you know too well has ordered this meeting to

stop.” In a flash Okonkwo drew his machete. The messenger crouched to avoid

the blow. It was useless. Okonkwo’s machete descended twice and the man’s

head lay beside his uniformed body. The waiting backcloth jumped into

tumultuous life and the meeting was stopped. Okonkwo stood looking at the dead

man. He knew that Umuofia would not go to war. He knew because they had let

the other messenger escape. They had broken into tumult instead of action. He

discerned fright in that tumult. He heard voices asking: ‘Why did he do it?’ He

wiped his machete on the sand and went away. (Things Fall Apart 144-145)

I would argue this passage as the moment of Igbo surrender while its other import, the

bullying element in British Colonialism, should not be missed, the inability of the titled

men to appreciate Okonkwo’s martial response to the messenger’s provocation is even

telling. The irony inherent in the reaction to this decisive moment in Umuofia’s history

must be noted. Earlier in the novel, we are told that the people of Umuofia make head

hunting an affirmative ritual of individual and communal courage and autonomy. But

Umuofia now provided with an opportunity of re-asserting this communal traditional
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turns its collective back on the chance. Also, the titles that have traditionally been

symbols of power and pride appear to wilt before a mere messenger of “The White man.”

Some have dismissed Okonkwo’s slaying of the messenger as the desperate

gesture of an “alienated” and “uncompromising” man (Jan Mohammed). Nonetheless,

Okonkwo’s action must be examined in a broader historical context to be understood. For

instance, the English intrusion into Igbo land was antithetical to its own nationalist ideals.

In particular, Napoleon’s rise and projection of French power was a powerful stimulus for

the rise of English patriotism in the 19th Century. If this patriotism foreswore

accommodation with alien political entities, then it would be seen logical for Okonkwo to

foreground his own unflinching loyalty and appeal to the traditions of his Igbo nation.

Therefore, I would argue, Okonkwo’s act reveals a nationalist consciousness pervasively

encouraged and nurtured by European nations as necessary traits of an English or French

identity. Perhaps it is Igbo society that has collectively abandoned the values of its past.

The disarming and benumbing question “why did he do it?” is an emphatic delineation of

the split between resistance and capitulation to British rule. The collective annoyance

directed at Okonkwo could also mask pre-existing cracks in a seemingly cohesive Igbo

universe. Yet the realization in Okonkwo that “fright” had crippled Umuofia’s will to “go

to war” defines the extent of the Igbo leadership’s complicity in the colonization of its

land.

In a broad sense, literature and its many forms can function as a source of

knowledge about the human settings and themes it engages. Both poetic and novelistic

motifs project the authors’ perspectives of a universe the authors are knowledgeable
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about. Often, the expression of this knowledge in the various images used in a literary

work will provide some opportunity for understanding how other human and social

formations such as psychology, history, culture, and so on function to explain the

authors’ relationship to their surrounding world. While some writers avoid pointed

assertions of their artistic purposes, others actually are emphatic in claims about their

artistic goals. For example, in his “A Defence of Poetry,” Shelley asserts that “The most

unfailing herald, companion, and follower of the awakening of a great people to work a

beneficial change in opinion or institution, is Poetry” (Shelley’s Poetry and Prose 535). In

endowing an art form with particular transformative and far reaching powers, Shelley

also makes this art form a repository of knowledge about unique universes in which

human beings inhabit. It is this tradition of literature that helped shape the orientations

of Achebe’s universe. In another assertion about his art and their political import, he

argues:

African people did not hear of culture for the first time from Europeans; their

societies were not mindless but frequently had a philosophy of great depth and

value and beauty, they had beauty, they had poetry and, above all, they had

dignity. It is this dignity that many African people all but lost during the Colonial

Period and it is this they must regain.

(“English and the African Writer.” Transition 18)

The literary image of Okonkwo’s suicide and Umuofia’s capitulation seem irreconcilable

with Achebe’s assertions about the “dignity” he inscribes into the pre-colonial he creates

in his art. If, on the other hand, the idea or ideal of dignity Achebe prefers is inconsistent
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with the psychology of Okonkwo, then it is difficult to appreciate why a whole

community is made to surrender to the British in order to teach a lesson about one

“alienated” individual. If this image is a necessary resolution in the novel, then it would

appear the writer’s class loyalties, rather than a limited fictional character, operate as the

driving literary influence in the novel.

If the themes that inhere and influence a novel’s depiction of a given historical

reality are to assume the role of cultural lighthouses that Achebe proposes, then these

forms could be developed to function with greater cultural efficacy outside the fixation

with the quirks of one individual. The argument that the people of Umuofia “might” have

chosen the path of independence if they had a “moderate” leader only reinforces a view

that psychology, rather than history or culture, is primary in the process of national

independence. In fact, Jan Mohammed argues that “the only criticism that Achebe

implies throughout the narrative is a mild regret of Okonkwo’s rigidity and unwillingness

to compromise” (Manichean Aesthetics 179). “Mild regret”, “Okonokwo’s rigidity” and

“unwillingness to compromise” connote the primacy of psychology in a context that

encourages the conclusion that extremism in the pursuit of nationalist goals are

undesirable. This is a principal irony in Things Fall Apart. It sets out to critique the

defined needs and objectives of the European nation by destroying the only character

who expresses willingness to resist these objectives in his traditional society.

Okonkwo, in the context of the logic that defined European Colonialism in the

19th Century is neither a political progressive nor an extremist. His chauvinism and

rootedness in his culture is typical of historical colonizing ideologies. Also, his fear of
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change situates him not outside, but within the conservative markers of any political

culture. Paradoxically, the idea of Igbo society’s preference for balance by its rejection of

Okonkwo’s “extremism” is also an index of the society’s static character. Balance can

paralyze movement since a tilt in any direction could excite or provoke unease from those

apprehensive about the trajectory of the tilt. But the insistence on balance as a society’s

ultimate character could also generate a paradox of sorts – a curiosity in the content of

new trajectories. This theme is continued in Achebe’s continuing engagement with the

implications of the European agenda in his other novel Arrow of God.

4.3b. The Politics of Tradition and Colonialism: Achebe’s Arrow of God

John Mbiti's assertion that "Traditional religions are not primarily for the

individual, but for his community of which he is part" (Mbiti 2) provides the interpretive

framework for my analysis of the dimensions of power in Arrow of God. A key element

implied in Mbiti's assertion is that the communal will functions as the controlling impulse

in the exercise of those specific rituals designed to ensure the well-being of society.

Therefore, the communal will could, given the appropriate circumstances, urge a revision

of ritual and ceremony to accommodate new dynamics. Nonetheless, the office of the

Chief Priest is essential in the enactment of the religious ceremonies the community

depends on for its survival.

The role of this Chief Priest is significant in traditional African societies. John

Mbiti comments:

The duties of the priest are chiefly religious, but since Africans do

not dissociate religion from other departments of life, he has or may

have other functions. . . [Priests] are the concrete epitome of man's

participation in and experience of the religious universe. Without
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them, African societies would lose sight of and contact with this

religious phenomenon. African religiosity demands and appreciates

their presence in every community, and for that reason one [priest,

medicine-man etc.] may be expected to function in more than one

capacity. (Mbiti 246-252)

Indeed, the communal belief and faith in the priest as the mediator and link between

society and the spirit world privileges him with the power and ethos to influence or shape

other realms of activity in the community. His role as embodying the "continuity and

essence of Africa religious thought and life denotes the exercise of a power to interpret

and translate the wishes of the gods for the community and vice versa. Yet it must be

noted that for a priest to wield this power effectively, the rituals and ceremonies must

necessarily reinforce the communal expectations of their efficacy. So when particular

rituals and ceremonies do not yield the desired results, occasion arises for the community

to reevaluate the terms of its relationship with the gods. Often, a significant factor such as

the temperament and inclinations of the Chief Priest, along with social antagonisms, set

the stage for the revision of conventional religious consciousness in society. It is in this

context that I wish to argue that Ezeulu, the Chief Priest in Chinua Achebe’s Arrow of

God, exercises the power of his office in ways that subvert the efficacy of Umaro’s

religious beliefs and accelerate the ascendancy of Christianity.

Some of the emphasis in critical scholarship on Arrow of God stresses thematic

elements that encourage the impression of a hapless indigenous society disintegrating in

the face of a powerful European presence. Emmanuel Ngara in Art and Ideology in The
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African Novel contends that the novel enables the reader to “see how political, religious,

tribal and personal factors all contributed to the crumbling of the traditional social

structure” (112). Of course, Ngara continues, “the whiteman’s civilization and political

power” (112) is the “principal catalyst” (112) in this disruptive process. Similarly,

Benedict Chiaka Njoku, in The Four Novels of Chinua Achebe: A Critical Study, also

draws conclusions that reinforce the theme of disintegration as the significant subject in

the novel. Indeed, Njoku’s study uses pointed titles to clarify the tenor of his arguments.

For example, such titles as “Colonial Power,” “The Unfailing Efforts of the

Missionaries,” and “The Triumph of Christianity and the Death of Ulu” mirror the

conflict in Arrow of God mainly in terms of a destructive impact on Umuaro and its

people. It is not the purpose of my analysis to contend with the validity of the critical

assertions by Ngara and Njoku. Yet I would like to propose that what is often ignored in

these critical assertions on the conflict in Arrow of God is the primacy of the communal

consciousness in revising spiritual mores in times of severe communal crisis. I think that

the enduring lesson in the resolution of the struggle between Ezeulu and Umuaro is that

rigid spiritual orthodoxy often reflects an individual’s contention for power.

Unfortunately, the timing of Umuaro’s movement towards a revision of its traditions also

coincided with the rise of Christianity’s need for coverts. The ensuing struggle will give

rise to new social arrangements.

Early in the novel, Ezeulu meditates on the range of his power as Chief Priest:

Whenever Ezeulu considered the immensity of his power over the year

and the crops and, therefore, over the people he wondered if it was real. It
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was time he named the day for the feast of the Pumpkin Leaves and for the

New Yam feast, but he did not choose the day. He was merely a

watchman. His power was no more than the power of a child over a goat

that was said to be his. As long as the goat was alive it was his; he would

find it food and take care of it. But the day it was slaughtered he would

know who the real owner was. No! the Chief Priest of Ulu was more than

that, must be more than that. If he should refuse to name the day there

would be no festival – no planting and no reaping. But could he refuse?

No Chief Priest had ever refused. So it could not be done. He would not

dare. (Achebe 3)

Clearly Ezeulu is aware of the “watchman” role the duty of the Chief Priest involves. It is

a role that does not go beyond naming propitious dates for the two most important

religious ceremonies in Umuaro. The “immensity” of the “power” Ezeulu contemplates

actually lives in the import of the feasts of the Pumpkin Leaves and the New Yam. The

annual rites of purification and cleansing of the community and the harvest of the new

crop are pivotal occasions in Umuaro. The feasts are metaphors of cultural cohesion and

continuity in Umuaro. Specifically, they symbolize the Earth’s gratifying response to

communal hopes predicated in the ceremonies. Clearly, the two rituals reinforce a

symbiotic relationship between community and the Spirit world. Expectations of what the

rituals mean, therefore, develop into a comforting religious reality in Umuaro. The rituals

and their import function as the governing principles of life and behavior in the

community. As a result, it would amount to heresy for a Chief Priest, in an individual
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capacity, to redefine the substance, form, occasion or the enactment of these cyclic

rituals. Yet the Chief Priest in exercising the responsibility for the naming of the days for

these rituals also assumes some form of authority implied in the enactment of the rituals.

Ezeulu knows that “If he should refuse to name the day there would be no festival – no

planting and no reaping.” In theory, the absence of the festival amounts to a depletion of

the substance and spirit of Umuaro.

Ezeulu acknowledges the fact that “No Chief Priest had ever refused” to name the

day for these rituals. Yet, later in the novel, he goes on to commit the first violation of the

ritual which names the day in Umuaro’s history. Ezeulu’s refusal to name the New Yam

Feast appears to stem from his need to “function in other capacities” in Umuaro. This

willingness to flout tradition and history raises suspicions about his motives. Ezeulu has a

running conflict with the acerbic Nwaka, “One of the three people in all the six villages

[that comprise Umuaro] who had taken the highest title in the land, Eru, which was called

after the Lord of wealth himself” (Achebe 17).

Subsequently, in the meeting of the titled leaders to decide on war with the village

of Okperi over a long-standing land dispute, it becomes apparent that the political

questions about territory and communal hegemony are principal concerns of men with

inherited communal titles. Nwaka implies the distinction at the meeting.

If Ezeulu had spoken about the great deity of Umuaro which he carried

and which his fathers carried before him I would have paid attention to his

voice. But he speaks about events which are older than Umuaro itself . . .

My father told me a different story . . . My father did not tell me that
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before Umuaro went to war it took leave from the priest of Ulu. This man

who carries a deity is not a king. He is there to perform its ritual and to

carry sacrifice to it. But . . . Ezeulu wants to be king, priest, diviner, all.

(Achebe 18)

Nwaka pointedly claims that the social memory of his lineage is the appropriate basis of

knowledge in Umuaro’s political conduct with its hostile neighbors. In involving his

father, Nwaka trivializes the influence of Ezeulu’s heredity in the history of Umuaro. It is

a move to neutralize Ezeulu’s intrusion into matters not directly related to religious duties

of the Chief Priest. Ezeulu knows his social background is bereft of the heritage of titles

the other assembled leaders have built their reputations on. So, in a traditional society

without a formally sanctioned central political authority, the invocation of the memory of

a wealthy lineage becomes a source of power in Umuaro. Ezeulu’s failure to influence

the leaders’ vote for eventual war with Okperi exposes his weaknesses within Umuaro’s

sociopolitical hierarchy. Obviously, this glaring social inadequacy in Ezeulu’s status vis-

a-vis the other elders of Umuaro must leave a painful reminder that the exercise of

effective political sovereignty in Umuaro is the exclusive domain of privileged heritage.

And Ezeulu, the Chief Priest, could not participate in this exclusive circle of elders whose

decisions affected sociopolitical relationships in Umuaro.

Consequently, this realization will aggravate Ezeulu and heighten his compulsion

to unduly advance his priestly roles as necessarily central to all social activity in Umuaro.

Indeed, Ezeulu, because of his need to command communal power, decides to take a

confrontational stance in matters that specifically demand his attention as religious
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leader. In functioning as the Chief or High Priest of Ulu, the office holder must perform

and enunciate his role in a manner that enhances communal bonds, Mbiti writes:

Certain standards of social, moral and ethical behavior are expected of

priests . . . On the whole, they are men and women of respectable

character: trustworthy, devout, obedient to the traditions of their office and

to God or to the divinities that they serve, They are friendly, kind,

‘educated’ in matters of their profession, and religious. (Mbiti 247).

As the spiritual link between his or her community and the gods, the priest’s gentle mien

often serves to encourage reverence for communal rituals. Ironically, Ezeulu dispenses

with this quality in his urge to inspire awe for his office.

The incident involving Oduche’s desecration of the sacred python is good

illustration of Ezeulu’s negative response to a communal crisis. So horrifying is Oduche’s

act that one villager remarked, “I have heard many things, but never till today have I

heard of an abomination of this kind” (Achebe 58). Yet Ezeulu’s response to this act of

sacrilege in his household flagrantly contradicts some of the terms of conduct in

traditional priesthood. Ezidemili, the priest of Idemili (another Umaro deity who owns

the sacred Python), sends an emissary, as is customary, to seek an explanation from

Ezeulu and Ezidemili’s emissary:

‘I am sent by Ezidemili’

‘True? I trust he is well.’

‘He is well,’ replied the messenger. ‘But at

the same time he is not.’
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‘I do not understand you.’ Ezeulu was not

very alert.

‘If you have a message, deliver it because I

have no time to listen to a boy learning to

speak in riddles.’

The young man ignored the insult. ‘Ezidemili

wants to know what you are going to do about

the abomination which has been committed in

your house.’

‘That what happened?’ asked the Chief

Priest, holding his rage firmly with two

hands. ‘Should I repeat what I have just

said?’

‘Yes.’

‘All right. Ezidemili wants to know how you

intend to purify your house of the

abomination that your son committed.’ ‘Go

back and tell Ezidemili to eat shit. Do you

hear me? Tell Ezidemili that Ezeulu says he

should go and fill his mouth with shit. As

for you, young man, you may go in peace

because the world is no longer what it was.
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If the world had been what it was I would

have given you something that would always

remind you of the day you put your head into

the mouth of a leopard.’ The young man

wanted to say something but Ezeulu did not

allow him.

‘If you want to do something with your life,

take my advice and say not another word

here.’ Ezeulu rose threateningly to his full

height; the young man decided to heed his

advice and rose to go. (Arrow of God 59-60)

Ezeulu’s tone is full of contempt for the other deity. His “tell Ezidemili to eat shit” is the

ultimate insult. It equates another traditional priest’s worth with the most odious of bodily

excretions. Also underlying Ezeulu’s exchange with the emissary is his obsession with

status and power. The references to a “world . . . no longer what it was” and “the mouth

of the leopard” bemoan Ezeulu’s longing for a communal order in which custodians of

the tribe’s religious shrines compelled unquestioned loyalty and reverence from the

community. In Ezeulu’s menacing physical move towards the emissary it became clear

that Ezeulu’s ego now becomes a factor in the tone and final outcome of any engagement

in Umuaro. Ezeulu now resorts to decidedly aggressive attributes to gain respect—“If

you want to do something with your life, take my advice and say not another word here.”
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Other instances of Ezeulu’s blustering flourishes abound in his relationship with

his own household. Ezeulu, in a confrontation with Edogo, his son the wood carver, over

rumors that Edogo is carving a deity—a taboo—exhibits an intolerance that is

uncharacteristic of a religious leader. In the ensuing exchange, Ezeulu pointedly ignores

Edogo’s questions and later, in a haughty tone, dismisses Edogo’s explanations. When

Ezeulu tells Edogo, “It is not me you are talking to. I have finished with you,” he reveals

a rigidity that has been the bane of family and communal cohesion in Achebe’s novels.

True, it may be argued that Ezeulu’s macho flourishes are realistic and consistent

with behavior in patriarchal societies such as Umuaro. What this argument ignores is that

the rigidity that Ezeulu displays is not a reflection of the spiritual persona required of a

Chief Priest in traditional African society. Besides, traditional society does not applaud

or sanction such willful display of contempt for another deity. The Chief Priest must be

and is always a conciliator. Ezeulu’s lack of sensitivity to the other priest’s questions

about the sacrilege committed in Ezeulu’s own household carries over to his negative

attitude to communal concerns about the yam harvest.

The occasion for the naming of the day for the Feast of the New Yam is

Ezeulu’s opportune moment to take center stage in his brazen effort to enhance

his power. Ezeulu, in an unprecedented move, flatly refuses to name the day for

the expected harvest of the new yam crops:

The news of Ezeulu’s refusal to call the New Yam Feat spread

through Umuaro as rapidly as if it had been beaten out on the

ikolo. At first people were completely stunned by it; they only
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began to grasp its full meaning slowly because its like had never

happened before. (Achebe 234)

Ezeulu’s break with tradition amounts to a disruption of the communal life cycle implied

in the festival. The dramatic import of this action is crucial in understanding the shift in

communal attitudes. Predictably, the community reacts:

Two days later ten men of high title came to see him. None of the ten had

taken fewer than three titles, and one of the Ezekwesili Ezukanma – had

taken the fourth and highest. Only two other men in the entire six villages

had this distinction. One of them was too old to be present and the other

Nwaka of Umunneora. His absence from this delegation showed how

desperate they all were to appease Ezeulu. (Achebe 235)

The titled leaders of Umuaro, who earlier had sought to diminish Ezeulu’s political

influence with innuendoes of his weak social lineage, now seek, through the authority of

their titles, to make Ezeulu reconsider his attitude. But Ezeulu is unyielding

You all know what our customs is. I only call a new festival when there is

only one yam left. Today I have three yams and so I know that the time

has not come. (Arrow of God 236)

The three yams in Ulu’s shrine means there can be no harvest of the new crop until “one

yam is left.” Since only one sacred yam can be eaten in a thirty-day cycle, Umuaro will

have to wait for another sixty days for the day of the harvest to be named. In the

meantime, the yam crop has matured in the farms and is ready for the harvest. Aside from
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its primary value as a food staple, the yam is the mainstay of the communal economy,

and above all, the symbol of the Earth’s blessing on the community. Therefore, a sixty-

day wait past the traditional harvest time will result in dire consequences for the material

and spiritual needs of the community. Since no family will dare harvest its new yam crop

without the performance of the appropriate spiritual rites, Ezeulu’s refusal to name the

harvest day further constitutes an institution of his control over all social and economic

activity in Umuaro.

Ezeulu uses his version of customary law as a subterfuge to rationalize his

decision. But there is a lot the assembled elders do not know about Ezeulu’s motives.

Ezeulu’s humiliating detention in Okperi by the British Colonial Administration left him

embittered. Moreover, he channeled his frustration over the detention into a need to exact

revenge on the titled leaders, especially Nwaka and his allies, who have consistently

challenged or questioned his conduct of the priestly role in the community. For example,

the assembly of elders is unaware that Ezeulu has already made a conscious decision

“that as long as he was in Okperi he would never look for the new moon” (Achebe 179).

This decision, which precedes Ezeulu’s release and return to Umuaro also accounts for

the mystery over the number of uneaten yams. Ezeulu, indeed, did not reckon on the

thirty-two days in Okperi into the traditional countdown to the harvest festival. This

omission is deliberate. As a result, Ezeulu has set himself on a collision course with

Umuaro for motives that have more to do with his sense of self-worth than with his need

to do Ulu’s bidding.
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Ezeulu is so consumed with vengeance that it filters into the novel’s only

significant dream. Specifically, it becomes a projection of fears that impel him into

combat with his own community:

That night Ezeulu saw in a dream a big assembly of Umuaro

elders, the same people he had spoken to a few days earlier. But instead of

himself it was his grandfather who rose to speak to them. They refused to

listen. They shouted together: ‘He will not speak; we shall not listen to

him.’ The Chief Priest raised his voice and pleaded with them to listen but

they refused saying that they must bale the water while it was still only

ankle-deep ‘Why should we rely on him to tell us the season of the year?’

asked Nwaka. ‘Is there anybody here who cannot see the moon in his own

compound? And anyhow what is the power of Ulu today? He saved our

fathers from the warriors of Abam but he cannot save us from the white

man. Let us drive him away as our neighbors of Aninta drove out and

burnt Ogba when he left what he was called to do and did other things.

When he turned round to kill the people of Aninta instead of their

enemies.’ Then the people seized the Chief Priest who had changed from

Ezeulu’s grandfather to himself and began to push him from one group to

another. Some spat on his face and called him the priest of a dead god.

Ezeulu woke up with a start as though he had fallen from a great

height. ‘What is it?’ asked Obika in the darkness. ‘Nothing. Did I say

anything?’
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You were quarrelling with someone and saying you would see who

would drive the other away.’

‘I think there must be spiders on the rafter.’ He was now sitting up

on his mat. What he had just seen was not a dream but a vision. It had all

taken place not in the half-light of a dream but in the clarity of the middle

day. His grandfather whom he had known with the eyes of a child had

emerged again very clearly across a whole lifetime in which his image had

grown weak and indistinct. (Achebe 179-180)

The dream’s significance must be accounted for in the context of the religious

themes that suffuse the novel. John Mbiti contends that one medium or channel through

which priests, diviners or medicine-men receive messages from divinities and spirits in

the other world is “through possession or dream” (Mbiti 68). Often, these messages are

directly related to an impending crisis or serve to illuminate the nature and implications

of an ongoing crisis for the community. Clearly, the message in Ezeulu’s dream, besides

being a psychological projection of his long deep-seated fears, highlights his relations

with Nwaka and the fluid history of gods in the culture. The people of Aninta discarded a

god when it no longer served their interests. Ulu arose as a creation of Umuaro when the

people needed protection against Abame. Though they have continued worship of Ulu,

some have questioned the need to do so, since the dangers for which the deity was

created no longer existed. To undermine Ulu, as the people of Aninta did with Ogba,

would lessen whatever power the Chief Priest of Ulu had in the community. Nwaka’s

questions, “Why should we rely on him to tell us the season of the year?” and “Is there
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anybody here who cannot see the moon in his own compound?” project the full extent of

Ezeulu’s fears about losing his authority as the Chief Priest of Ulu. But the questions also

highlight the nature of the interplay of power in Ezeulu’s conflict with Umuaro. Clearly,

there are already intimations of self-assertion and discomfort, with the oppressive

strictures exemplified in Ezeulu’s interpretation of Ulu’s wishes.

Interestingly, the figures that appear in what Ezeulu admits “was not a dream but

a vision” are his grandfather, the elders of Umuaro, and Nwaka. There is no reference of

a deity or divinity seen in the vision. The scenario in the “vision,” therefore, deals

directly with the political struggle of mortals in Umuaro. After his reflections on the

implications of the vision. Ezeulu sums up his course of action thus:

His quarrel with the white man was insignificant beside the matter he must

settle with his own people. For years he had been warning Umuaro not to

allow a few jealous men to lead them to the bush. But they had stopped

both ears with fingers. They had gone on taking one dangerous step after

another and now they had gone too far. They had taken away too much for

the owner not to notice. Now the fight must take place for until a man

wrestles with one of those who make a path across his homestead the

others will not stop. Ezeulu’s muscles tingled for the fight. Let the white

man detain him not for one day but one year so that his deity not seeing

him in his place would ask Umuaro questions. (Achebe 181)

Ezeulu, not Ulu, has decided on the manner of punishment for Umuaro for letting the

British detain him. To inspire fear and reverence for Ulu is not a primary function of the
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Chief Priest. The high moral and ethical standards associated with the office of the Chief

Priest, standards designed to enhance the aura of respectability around the priestly

function, become endangered by Ezeulu’s egoistic propensities deceitfully colored as

divine sanction. The Chief Priest’s attitude has introduced the disruptive and destabilizing

factor into his tradition and culture. Unlike Okonkwo who tries to uphold and assert

tradition, Ezeulu clearly undermines it and robs it of the protective function.

In Ezeulu’s encounter with the assembled elders of Umuaro, after his return from

Okperi, he deftly invokes Ulu’s displeasure as the cause of his reluctance to eat the yam

that would pave the way for the rest of the community to bring in the harvest.

‘It could not be my wish to make the smallest man in Umuaro suffer. But

this is not my doing. The gods sometimes used us as a whip’

‘Did Ulu tell you what his annoyance was? Is there no sacrifice that would

appease him?’

‘I will not hide anything from you. Ulu did say that two new moons came

and went and there was no one to break Kolanut to him and Umuaro kept

silent. (Achebe 128)

Ezeulu’s attitude raises serious ethical questions. The Chief Priest who welcomed his

unjustified detention as a means of punishing Umuaro now blames the people for not

raising a voice when he was put away. At best any attempt at performing any communal

rites to Ulu on a new moon in Ezeulu’s absence would have constituted an usurpation of

this priestly function. Umuaro’s paralysis in that interim was the result of loyalty and
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reverence for the Office of the Chief Priest. Therefore, Ezeulu’s veiled hostility to his

people is baffling to the assembled elders. Ezeulu’s attitude seems to deviate from the

accepted loyalties of the chief Priest’s:

‘Do not say that I am over fond of questions said Ofoka. But I should like

to know on whose side you are, Ezeulu. I think you have just said that you

have become the whip with which Ulu flogs Umuaro …’ (Achebe 239)

Ofoka’s pointed question, “But I should like to know on whose side you are, Ezeulu”

reflects the emergence of a new consciousness in Umuaro’s relationship with Ezeulu and

Ulu. It is probably easy to argue that Ezeulu is truly attempting to balance conflicting

obligations to Ulu and Umuaro. But his stubborn resistance to the pleas of the assembled

elders is not consistent with the kindness and healing traits associated with a Chief Priest

in traditional religious systems in Africa. Also, his act is without historical precedent.

Ezeulu’s expressed desire is to enforce political allegiance to him as Chief Priest, not

necessarily to the Office of Priest of Ulu. If Ulu was created by Umuaro as protector, then

Ulu’s sudden hostility to Umuaro considerably weakens the deity’s spiritual essence.

Ulu’s divine sanction is supposedly tied to the material well being of Umuaro. Now,

Ezeulu’s personal vendetta against the community has taken primacy over everything

else:

I have not said that Ezeulu is telling a lie with the name of Ulu or that he is

not. What we told him was to go and eat the yams and we would take the

consequences. But he would not do it. Why? Because the six villages

allowed the white man to take him away. That is the reason. He had been
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trying to see how he could punish Umuaro and now he has the chance.

The house he has been planning to pull down has caught fire and saved

him the labor . . . Let me tell you one thing. A priest like Ezeulu leads a

god to ruin himself. It has happened before. Or perhaps a god like Ulu

leads a priest to run himself. (Achebe 243)

Doubt, skepticism, and disillusionment now affect the people’s perception of their Chief

Priest and Ulu. Historically, crisis of this dimension often was the basis for far-reaching

change in traditional Africa. Faced with the probability of food shortages for another two

moons while Ezeulu takes his time about the eating of the sacred yams, Umuaro’s

collective will undergoes a monumental self-analysis. This is the moment that

precipitates change in the communal consciousness of Umuaro.

An important element in the history of the Igbo has been their tendency to reject

any zealotry that undermines their survival and to ally themselves with benevolent forces.

Chinua Achebe’s 1988 T.V. interview with Bill Moyers explains the basis for the Igbo

distrust of all kinds of extremism in terms that help clarify the conflict in Arrow of God:

Moyers: There’s a proverb in your tradition that says, ‘Wherever something

stands, something else will stand beside it,’ How do you interpret

that?

Achebe: It means that there is no one way to do anything. The Igbo people

who made the proverb are very insistent on this – there is no

absolute anything. They are against excess – their world is a world
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of dualities. It is good to be brave, they say, but also remember that

the coward survives.

Moyers: So if you have your god, that’s all right because there must be

another god, too.

Achebe: Yes, if there is one god, fine. There will be others as well. If there

is one point of view, fine. There will be a second point of view.

Moyers: Has this had any particular meaning for you, living as you do

between two worlds?

Achebe: Yes, I think it is one of the central themes of my life and work.

This is where the first conflict with the missionaries who came to

improve us developed. The Missionaries came with the idea of one

way, one truth, one life. ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life.’ My

people would consider this so extreme, so fanatical, that they

would recoil from it.

Moyers: And yet your father became a Christian, and you were raised by a

Christian family.

Achebe: Yes, completely – but there were other ways in which the

traditional society failed to satisfy everybody in it. Those people

who found themselves out of things embraced the new way,

because it promised them an easy escape from whatever

constraints they were suffering under.(Moyers 333)
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The people of Umuaro find the unbending postures of Ezeulu and Ulu inconsistent with

tradition. Admittedly, they acknowledge their deities. But this appears to be out of a need

to impose a pattern of order and meaning in their lives and relationships. Habit and the

need for continuity, in the long fun, shape these social and religious arrangements into a

de facto structure of authority. The system works if no disruptions in communal life

occur. On the other hand, a major crisis creates the potential for a transition or change in

society. The Igbo people’s notion of a “no absolute anything,” in effect, encourages

change and flexibility as elemental traits in their survival. This is the philosophical basis

for understanding Ezeulu’s intransigence and the changes it produces in the world of the

novel.

Ulu’s historical and spiritual role – the protector of his people – now turns into a

role of oppressor. Umuaro is forced into starvation because Ulu’s Chief Priest has divined

that the god’s neglect during the priest’s detention in Okperi must be accounted for.

Predictably, Umuaro undergoes a crisis of faith in Ulu and Ezeulu. While some in the

community brave the punishing stings of hunger in hopes of appeasing Ulu, others, in

fact, many, harvest their yams under the aegis of a new divinity in the neighborhood – the

Christian God. The dramatic tilt towards Christianity could be a revelation of the

pragmatism necessary for survival in such awkward historical moments. If Ulu was bent

on vengeance and the deity of the foreign religion is interested in forgiving wrongs and

assuring life everlasting, then the invitation to enjoy the promise of a “new” lease on life

is too tempting to pass up for many in Umuaro. Indeed, Wole Soyinka, in Myth,
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Literature and the African World, bemoans Umuaro’s movement from Ulu to the

Christian God as a moment of disaster in the community’s history. Soyinka writes:

And as it happens, while Ulu may have interpreted correctly the wishes of

the majority of Umuaro, he has failed to divine the historic factors at

work. His timing is so tactless that he brings disaster on himself, handing

over a rich social harvest from Umuaro to the proselytizing Christians.

(Soyinka 95-6)

The exclusive emphasis on Ulu and his Chief Priest in Soyinka’s comment, it seems,

further reinforces the view that their absence from the center of activity in Umuaro

necessarily deprives the community of constructive direction or purpose.

Achebe’s assertion about the Igbo distrust of absolute certainties also make their

society vulnerable to new certainties (Christianity) that are configured in their political

order. The cultural signs of a “dominating” European presence are engaged by Umuaro,

out of a need to renegotiate the function of a traditional deity. But this gesture fails when

the new deity, with its own set of traditions, displaces the existing deity. Ultimately,

Achebe’s novels affirm one distinctive element in the conjoined histories of Europe and

Africa. The cultural instruments (e.g., literature) deployed in critiquing this history will,

necessarily, always be bound by the irony and paradox built into domination and the

resistance to it. Shelley rejects corrupt political values at home but finds them appropriate

for colonized populations; Achebe, who resists the corrupt values of empire, is unable to

marshal the values of his indigenous traditions as substantive weapons against empire.
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4.4 Conclusion: The Politics of Critique of Empire

A significance of Achebe novels discussed in this chapter is their emphasis of a history

that acknowledges the evidence of Europe’s lasting impact on Africa’s social and cultural

formations. Shelley’s notions of the violence he associates with 19th century English

politics frames the character of the English incursions into the African world depicted in

Achebe’s novels. For example, the Christian religion’s traditional portend as a redeeming

and constructive panacea for humanity’s moral ills becomes and assumes the role of a

predatory construct that commits “liberticide” of an indigenous African world. It is the

specific terms of this “liberticide” that validates the literary link that sets up this reading

of Shelley and Achebe. The ironic consequence in European intentions in Africa,

particularly the destabilization of indigenous culture, opens up possibilities in a reading

on the nature of history and its construction or uses in literature on Africa’s colonial

encounter with Europe. It is true that Achebe’s portrait of traditional Africa’s cataclysmic

shift away from the set of core beliefs that sustained governance is not without

acknowledgment of some of the weaknesses in these traditions. Yet the falling “apart” of

these traditions can pose interrogations of the writer’s uses of the history defining the

conflicts in this history.

My purpose is not to offer or suggest definitive conclusions on the uses of colonial

history in Africa’s relations with Europe but reflect on one of the many interpretive

possibilities allowed in the practice of literary studies. This reading of Achebe is

encouraged by his own arguments that his literary vocation is impelled by a necessity to

accomplish aims that are revolutionary. One of these aims consist in resisting the
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destructive ideological definitions of Africa in Europe’s nationalist agenda in the 19th

century. In this regard, Achebe’s purpose links him in a shared and common literary

lineage with Shelley who also defines his literary vocation as resistance to repressive

expressions of political power in his European world. Nonetheless, remarkable

differences exist between the two writers. For instance, Shelley rejects the prevailing

forms and practices of Christianity in England in “Reform”, his most extensive prose

work on his theories of history and freedom, but advocates the projection of these

practices in the territories under English imperial sway. In Achebe’s novels, we are

exposed to the thoroughness of Christian ideology’s corrupting impact in non-European

cultural spaces .The forms of Christian practice in Shelley are “Christless, Godless” and

therefore empty of redemptive possibilities (“England in 1819”). This definition of

Christianity functions that as the “lunatic religion” when it heeds Shelley’s call and

progresses into Achebe’s indigenous African world. The lunacy implied in this function

of this religion is the absence of the essences of empathy, compassion, love and

forgiveness that Shelley critiques in its English practice. The bullying characteristic in the

Christian attempt to restructure indigenous cultural mores that it denies legitimacy links

up with the political goals of British assertions of sovereignty over the African

community in Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God. This differing pictures of Shelley’s

high minded critique of a practice and a failure to recognize the implications of his

advocacy for its transfer elsewhere affirms the view that literary constructions are,

sometimes, not only influenced by the politics and histories of their worlds, they also
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posit contending views of the revolutionary postures writers claim as goals their

observations of colonial history.

The other aspects of the internal conflicts provoked by the colonial incursion into

the African world of Achebe’s novels also encourage reading possibilities that examine

Achebe’s uses of traditional history. In particular, some of the ideas of national identity in

19th century Europe privileged the projection of national political power over other

territories, mainly non-European, as an expression of national pride or need. This need is

reflected in the various material and economic relationships that accompanied the

imposition of national power over the other. Therefore, it would seem that Okonkwo’s

astuteness in reading the dangers posed by the English incursion into Umuofia should

have inspired an active expression of resistance by his community. But Umuofia’s refusal

to embark on Okonkwo’s preferred method of asserting his sense of Umuofia

independence tempts wonder at the preference for the pragmatic sensibilities that

eventually triumph over Okonkwo’s revolutionary fervor. While Umoufia’s choice does

not stave off the onslaught of colonial conquest, Achebe’s observations only confirm a

significant element in the literary uses of Africa’s colonial history. Despite the seeming

kinship in literary goals one reads in the stated reasons why Shelley and Achebe write,

there is an obvious lack of symmetry in their readings of political oppression in colonial

or imperial history. Hence, attempts at comparative readings of literatures across space

and time never always displace the abiding autonomy inherent in these literatures, or their

authors, especially in their fealty to the respective cultures and history that inspire their

art.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION - THE ENDURING DIALECTIC:

IDEAS AND IDEALS AS CONSTRUCTION OF POWER

The introduction and examination of texts not previously examined in the

preceding chapters of this project is intended to highlight one objective in this concluding

chapter. The texts emphasize themes which contribute supporting relevance to this

project’s assertions and claims in the culture of writings on the conjoined histories of

Africa and Europe. This examination offer a transition to project’s concluding reflections

on the import on the materialist readings in the preceding chapters of this project.

The compelling statement on the paradox of predatory national assertions as

nurtured in the soil of hallowed intentions in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness sets up

the asymmetric relationship between the pulls of material power and the idea of

untrammeled liberty in social histories. The statement’s juncture in the late nineteenth

century makes it a watershed metaphor in literatures on colonial and imperial themes. It

echoes preceding centuries of ignoble practices hailed as redemptive affirmation of

national wills and also predicts the brutal projections of empire formations beyond the

late nineteenth century. The narrator in Conrad’s novel, in his “pose of a Buddha

preaching in European clothes,” states that

The conquest of the earth, which mostly means the taking it away from

those who have a different complexion or slightly flatter noses than

ourselves, is not a pretty thing when you look into it too much. What

redeems it is the idea only. A idea at the back of it, not a sentimental
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pretence but an idea; and an unselfish belief in the idea – Something you

can set up, and bow down before, and offer a sacrifice to.

(Heart of Darkness 10)

Perhaps there is something comic about a Buddha in “European clothes,” but the image is

an apt reflection of the meeting of two different worlds; a meeting marked by varying

types of contrasting social sensibilities. Interestingly, the figure of the transcendent sage

of the East, despite the banality of his surroundings, manages a powerful realization of a

fact of human history. Unfortunately, this fact reverses the standard expectation of a

nirvana in which a seeker experiences total unanimity with all creation. Perhaps an

impure universe rooted in a culture of conquest hampers this deeper quest. The effects of

this culture – antagonism, violence, pillage – explain humanity’s inability to reconcile

itself to a constructive co-existence of its varied phenotypes. In a world defined by

“Conqueror” and “Conquered”, those of “different complexion” and “slightly flatter

noses” are considered disposable interlopers in nature. Hence the excuse to expropriate

their lands and resources.

The suggestion that the violent expropriation of other people’s lands and

resources can be justified as an altruistic gesture may seem to defy logic, but human

history before and after Columbus is replete with accounts of national banditry enshrined

as acts of “sacrifice.” The ideas driving and justifying the “conquest” of others are

assumed as missions of national or patriotic necessity. Thus the narrator’s reflection

continues the tradition of the uses of literary constructions as barometer of practices that

define the politics of power in modern epochs. But some literary constructions,
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specifically the Romantics, will go beyond mere reflection and articulate new visions of

social power to the prevailing structures of tyranny and corruption they felt violated

“those who have a different complexion or slightly flatter noses.”

Nonetheless, some of the Romanticist attempt at interrogating the culture of

political tyranny or offering alternatives to it is marked by a complex interplay of irony

and paradox. The tone of this interplay problematizes the original revolutionary intent of

the interrogation. William Blake’s “The Little Black Boy” is one of several illustrations

of the paradoxes of the anti-establishment themes in nineteenth century Romanticism:

“My mother bore me in the Southern wild,

And I am black, but O! my soul is white;

White as an angel is the English child

But I am black as if bereav’d of light”

(The Complete Poetry and Prose of William Blake 9)

These are introductory lines to a seven stanza poem on the politics of “color” in

nineteenth century England that ends in the poem’s acknowledgment of the commonality

of the human race. However, the poem’s egalitarian vision of a world where the children

on its less desirable margins – “the Southern wilds” – can transcend its social limitations

and become partners in equality to its civilized center is, ironically, offered in the

language of the traditional hegemony. The black boy’s claim to spiritual purity and a

shared brotherhood with the rest of his world is only possible through the “white” color

of his “soul.”
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On the one hand, the allusion to “white” could be read as meaning its standard

association with goodness and innocence. Yet, on the other hand, the juxtaposition of the

black boy with the angelic images of the “English child” reinforces a sense of qualitative

differentiation between the two boys. One’s cursed identity is inferred by the “darkness”

of his “wild” landscape; the other is already blessed and endowed with the redeeming

traits the cursed must acquire in order to join the rest of humanity. An effect of this

ambiguous interplay of colors in the poem’s egalitarian vision is its legitimation of

arguments of the colonizing and imperial missions of the nineteenth century. A

significant ideological weapon of these missions was the legend that controlling models

and standards of cultural worth were those constructed and defined in the imperial center.

Thus Blake’s poem agrees with a logic of the imperial center even as it attempts to posit a

revolutionary challenge to its conventions. This agreement clarifies the Gramscian thesis

that the language of the politically dominant class suffuses through society and privileges

the norms of that class (The Prison Notebooks). It is a method of control that converts the

inhabitants of “the Southern wild” into participants in their subordination.

Another illustration of the conquered’s participation in the cultural structures that

power the rule of the conquering hegemony is apparent in Ferdinand Oyono’s depiction

of the colonial experience in The Old Man and the Medal. Oyono’s novel is constructed

as a satiric reflection on European rule in Africa yet the tone of its language exhibits the

traits and choices found in the operation of a political hegemony. In the novel, Meka, the

central character is selected from the African population by the Colonial French governor

to receive a medal in commemoration of the annual French homage to the storming of the
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Bastille. The fact of Meka’s selection for this colonial honor is also based on the French

recognition of Meka’s “donation” of land to missionaries and ultimate sacrifice of his two

sons in the French effort in the Second World War. The return of Meka to his village

after traveling to the colonial head office to receive the news of his award sparks unusual

and dramatic interest in the village.

The car drove towards the middle of the yard, followed by a crowd

of naked children screaming in frenzy. Meka was sitting beside the

whiteman who was driving. Every now and then he leant out of the

window so that everyone in the village could see him. When he got out in

front of his house, the white man shook him by the hand and helped him

down with a packing case which from the efforts of the two men must

have been very heavy. Then the whiteman drove off waiving his arm to

Meka who responded with his pith-helmet until the car was out of sight.

His wife ran towards him, praising the Lord.

The whole village was around Meka. His saintly bearing was quite

gone. He puffed out his chest. His wife took his helmet and he handed his

stick to a young man and broke into a broad smile.

“You are not going to keep us in suspense,” said Kelara

impatiently.

The crowd backed her up. “We all say you must not,” they said.

Meka cleared his throat and passed his tongue his lips.
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“Well” he began. “The Commandant called me to tell me that the

great Chief of all the white men who is at timba is coming to give me a

medal on the 14th of July---- There was a brief silence. It was broken by

the ululations of the women. They gave their wails of joy which a white

who was new to the country might mistake for a warning siren.

Meka continued his narration of the encounter with the French

Colonial officer explaining why Meka is special.

“You have done so much to forward the work of France in this

country. You have given your lands to the missionaries, you have given

your two sons in the war when they found a glorious death. (He wiped

away an imaginary tear.) You are a friend. The medal that we are going to

give you means you are more than our friend.”

The villagers and Meka’s friends broke into talk about his good

fortune. One said of Kelara, Meka’s wife, “Now that her husband is going

to have a medal, she will become a white woman.”

“Labour levies and all other nuisances, they are all over for him,”

said Engamba thoughtfully. “He has certainly been lucky.”

(The Old Man and The Medal 15-16)

The satirist’s intent is derision at what appears to be an African villager’s delusions of

grandeur at the news of very special attention by a French Colonial administrator. But at

the same time, the process of the European conquest and colonization of Africa makes

Oyono’s language and description a good accounting of the insights by Conrad’s
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narrator. The story of French Colonial dominance in Africa was not by coercive means

alone. That dominance cast itself as a necessary partnership to the continent’s movement

to French ideals of progress. Consequently, some of the conquered citizenry of French

Africa will accept the expression of these ideals as the index and essence of “equality”

with the French. For Meka, the medal functions as the talisman of his elevation to the

status of “white” privilege in his indigenous surroundings. The power of this status, the

villagers acknowledge, will now free Meka from the exploitation of “Labour levies and

other nuisances” and dissolve the social distinctions between him and the French. Meka’s

attempt at re-inventing himself fails when, by the end of the novel, he is brutalized by the

colonial police for curfew violation. He “awakens” to the reality of the marked

distinctions between the conqueror and conquered and illusions of the “equality”

promised in a medal. Nonetheless, his experience explains how, in Gramscian terms, the

Colonizer uses ideology as an instrument of domination. Meka’s belief in the possibilities

guaranteed by a French medal only sustains the irony of the idea of colonization as a

useful intervention in the lives of the colonized.

Other implications of the function of ideas as instruments of power are apparent

in the metaphoric definitions of Prometheus in Mary Shelley. In Mary Shelley’s

Frankenstein, the promethean metaphor used to describe Victor Frankenstein, the novel’s

protagonist, is empty of its nineteenth century allusions. The traditional Prometheus who

is said to be a “benefactor of mankind” in other nineteenth century texts becomes in Mary

Shelley’s text the antithesis of the Romantic stress on the evils of power and hierarchy.

Victor Frankenstein’s refusal to share the largess of the enlightenment makes him kin to
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the circle of a tradition bound Jupiter than radical social circle of the Shelleys. The

historical import of Victor’s antagonism towards the creation lies in the ideological terms

to used to justify what Conrad’s narrator calls the “conquest of the earth.” The biological

otherness of the creation, unlike Blake’s sympathetic “othering” of a similar figure, poses

a danger to Victor’s notions of tradition and existence. Ironically, these traditions

emphasize the primary of the exclusivity that much of the Romantic Movement criticized

as harmful to the creation of organic societies.

A significant consequence of the operation of the ideological justification of

“conquest” is the rise of oppositional voices to the process in conquered lands. Novels

like Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God attempt to expose conquering ideologies as

predatory instead of civilizing causes. However, what emerges in these novels is not a

revolutionary counter to “conquest” but scenes of the psychological reconstitution and a

growing immersion of the conquered in the European value system the novels critique.

Often, the popular reading of Achebe’s novels as stories of the European degradation of

Africa undervalue the presence of other poignant metaphors of Africa’s recreation in

Europe’s image. Witness Obierika’s lament at the transformation that has taken place in

his Africa:

It is already too late, said Obierika sadly. Our men and our sons have

joined the ranks of the strangers. They have joined his religion and they

help to uphold its government. If we should try to drive out the white men

in Umnofia we should have it easy. There are only two of them. But what
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of our own people who are following their way and have been given

power? (Achebe 124)

The idea of this “given power” validates the operation of Conrad’s “unselfish belief” in

the ritual that seduces the colonized into acceptance of his conquest as a beneficial

necessity. Certainly, the rupturing effect of this illusion of co-operation is not missed yet

the irony in Achebe’s novels is the destruction of characters ready to initiate a movement

against the loss of African sovereignty. Paradoxically, these characters, like Okonkwo for

example, are set up as obstacles to possibilities that whose politics upset the indigenous

power structures without replacing them with new liberating forms of power except, as

Obierika laments, construct a new indigenous elite to serve “the ranks of strangers”. To

be sure this is not intended as lack of appreciation of the complex nuances of Achebe’s

construction of the history in his novels.

Often, interpretive traditions and critical procedures shift. Out of these shifts

emerge the projections of new readings which, mainly, attempt, to pose possibilities that

stem out of anxieties about the history and subjects depicted in the texts. Possibly, these

anxieties reflect an inadequate reading of the texts and, therefore, point to a need for the

use of additional critical procedures in a reading. Nonetheless, what is instructive in this

engagement is that the materialist procedure deployed in the reading of the texts

throughout these chapters does not offer definitive conclusions about the subjects and

themes examined in the chapters in this project. Instead, what this procedure offers is

one view that attempts to tease out other views on ways in which the complexities of

Africa’s history with Europe can be read and understood in the many critical nuances
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available. The differences in tone in Achebe and Armah point to the complex nature of

writing or reading African novels on colonial history. For example, Achebe’s sober and

pragmatic reflections on Africa’s colonial history are a sharp contrast to Armah’s bleak

vision of African political possibilities in The Beautyful Ones Are Not Yet Born.

Accounting for these different literary postures in the specific context of the histories and

politics that defined these writers’ constructions could provide several and varied

conclusions on African history. Yet what they mean for the purposes of this project is a

consciousness of the complex range of history present in literary constructions on

subjects and themes in Europe’s relations with Africa.

These themes and subjects offer glimpses into the ways in which one can

understand how ideas and visions of political and cultural power function when different

histories and mores intersect and interact. The necessary ideological constructs built into

these ideas and visions, to a large extent, explain the behavior and choices that grow of

this intersection. In “Reform,” Shelley provides an excellent critique of the cultural and

psychological distortions made possible in Europe’s projection of its power in Africa and

elsewhere. This depth of this distortion explains the rise of similar literary constructions

by African writers like Chinua Achebe, David Diop, Ferdinand Oyono, and Ayi Kwei

Armah. These African writers, echoing the revolutionary tone and intent of Shelley, will

develop various nuances of the manner of Europe’s distorted political relationship with

Africa. In the main, Achebe contests in his novels the justification that the European

presence was a necessary mission to provide Africa with redemptive structures of social

organization. This missionary necessity, in Armah’s novel, rather recreates new forms of
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distortions in the rise of a new African elite held hostage to European definitions of

power constructed in colonial history. What emerges out of the constructions in these

African writers is the idea that colonial history and the experience in Frankenstein mirror

sensibilities and attitudes of great historical import. The social divide between “Creator”

and “Creation” in Mary Shelley’s novel is based on belief systems and social mores that

also accounts for the social divisions and the conflict in Achebe, Armah, Diop, and

Oyono. But the other important idea that the writings of the Shelleys and these African

writers reveal is the notion that the history that stained the literary engagement with

Europe’s intentions in Africa is still rich with unending ironies and paradoxes. The

presence of these ironies and paradoxes as in the Shelleys, for instance, account for

Romanticism’s seeming complicity in the political objectives of the English Empire.

Percy Shelley’s critique of Empire in “Reform” as an expression of this irony and

paradox point to the power of the social classes that launched the European colonial

missions to assert their cultural power over societies where their narrow political interests

simultaneously invite and confound critique in some of “radical” writers in the 19th

century Romantic movement.
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